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Clairvoyant and Botanic Physician
1UKDICAI. KOO.HN

592 CONGRESS

ST^ PORTLAP, ME.

Dr. Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
heir to : all cases that are Kiven up as incurable
by the allopathic arid homoeopathic physicians. I
will take their case to treat and cure tliem. I find
about four-fifths of the cases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place"of residence and
Examination at the
one 2-cent stamp and 82.00.

olBce 81. and consultation free.
OIHrr M«nn-t)a.

m.

lot·,

aplOsntf

p. ra.

INSURANCE.

W.D. LITTLE &

CO.,

31 EXCHANGE STREET,
Established in

1843.

Reliable Insurance against Fire or Lightning in first
class American and Foreign Cos at Lowest Rates.
Also Life and Accident Insurance.
Telephone 701.

STORE
—AND—

NEW GOODS !
Open
—

our

ON

New Store

7

NO. 179 MIDDLE STREET,
line of

full and

complete
Caps, Gloves and Gents' Fine
Famishing Goods.

Hats,

STREET.

jan24

dtf

THE BEST

on

lïïÉisœ?

unsurpassed.

LIVER AND
SOULES pills: BILIOUS

FINEST QITAXITY,

from the ill-fated steamer Oregon, and
can sell them for one-quarter their actual value; also all the new

NOVELTIES IN NECKWEAR.
and

Styles.

;

falling

barometer.

Humidity.
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Velocity... |7
Clear Clear Clear
Weather.. ICloudy
Mean daily bar. ..30.2921 Maximum ther.-.69.7
Minimum ther.... 42.6
Mean daily tlier. .47.2
Mean daily d'wpt. 41.6 (Max. vel.wind....l4 NE
0
Mean daily hum..82.2
| Total precip
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METEOROLOGICAL REPOBT.

Satine Finish Dress Patterns at from
75 cents to $1.00 per pattern. These
are new styles and new designs and will
no doubt sell rapidly.

(April 20, 1886, 10.00 P. M.)
Observations taken at tlie same moment of time
at all stations.
Thermo'teri Wina

Place of
Observation.

-*->

£

·? Ρ

RINES BROTHERS.

New London 30.26

SICK II
ICARTERS

remem-

IVER

s.

M.S. FISHER & CO,,
KO. 179 MIDDLE STREET,

Boston, Mass 30.24|
Eastport, Me 80.20
Mt. Wash't'n 30.40
Portland. Me 30.22

IPositively Cured by]

Albany,

these Little Fills,
They also relieve Di

30.21
30.18

tress from Dyspepsia,
I η d i g e stion and Too
Hearty Eating. A perfect remedy lor Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Bad Taste in the

Philadelphia.
Washington..
Atlanta, Ga.. 30.09|

Pain in the

Cincinnati, 0| 30.13
30.11
Memphis
Pittsburg— 3C.15

Charleston...
Jacksonville.
Savannah,Ga
New Orleans

Buffalo, N.Y.
Cleveland....
Detroit
Oswego

the Maine Charitable Mechan-

respectfully requested to
late Brother, George C.

from his late residence No. 153 Cumberland St., on Wednesday next at 2 p. m.
order
of the President,
By
H. B. SWIFT, Secretary.
apr20d2t

Littlefield,

C.

W.

30.06
30.101
30.09

30.20
30.17
30.21
30.18

Chicago, Ills. 30.22
Dulutn, Minn

are
our

DR.

30.09

Alpena,Mich 30.21

71. C. M. Association.

Wear Font Oilier·.

N. Y 30.21

New York... 30.24
Norfolk, Va. 30.141

Mouth, Coated Tongue,
Side, &c.
They regulate the Bowfols and prevent Constipation and Piles. The smallest an d easiest to take.
Only one pill a dose. 40 in a vial, Purely Vegetable. Price 25 cents. 6 vjnls by mail for$1.00,
CARTER MEDICINE CO., .rop'rs, New York.
Sold by all Druggists.

THEic members
Association
attend the funeral of

Marquette...

30.21

Milwaukee. 30.20!
Louis, Moi 30.17
St. Paul,Minn 30.16
Ornaha, Neb. 30.22
Bismarck,Da 30.08
St. Vincent.. 30.17
St.

30.09
30.08
29.86
30.18
Yankton
Dead wood... 30.06
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Private, Signal Corps, U. S. A.

PHYSICIAN,of
removed to S72 Cumberland
St., (Corner
12, 2 to 4 and 7 to

SENATE.

Blood Her !
No physician in America to-day lias such a national reputation as Dr. R. 0. FLOWER for radicuring Cancer·, Tiiiuoi*m, Mcrofula, and
cally
all those deep seated and terrible blood disorders
that for centuries the medical world regarded a
well-nigh incurable. Dr. Flower's Bloaftt Purifier, more than anything else, lias contributed to
his unparalleled reputation by its splendid results
in speedily eliminating all poisonous germs from
the oody, and quickly supplying an abundance of
the pure rich blood so essential to perfect health.
This preparation is no cheap medicine made
to Nell; on the contrary,'it is a scientific combination oi the finest and most costly blood remedies.
One Bottle is equal to eight of any
other blood medicine in tiie market.
In Dr.
cases of

Flower's hands it lias cured thousands of

CANCERS,
Ml ΏΤΟΟΒΜΒΜ· iMtaCSnfVrr. BM'

Tumors, Scrofula, and other terrible blood troub
les that had been pronounced absolutely incurable bv the most eminent pliysiciaus. It Is unquestionably the 'KING OF III.OOD PITKl FIE KN," with no rival or equal in eradicating all germs of disease from the blood,
cleauNiug and Noftening the h1<îu and

Beautifying tlie

Complexion

Try it and you will find it

immeasurably

so

su-

perior to other preparations that you will never
accept any other blood remedy. 11 is purely vegetable, and is beyond all question the most

Medicine

Spring

Perfect

xcrs*Ta*apjzs.XK% trmwi

nor»

ever made. A CJIPT.—Remember we will mail
you a copy of our valuable Family Formula Book,
containing home treatment of common ailments
with simple remedies, and a great number of val-

uable formula; and receipts. Give
paper when you send. Address

name

of this

FLOWER MEDICINE COMPANY,
1762

St.,

Washington

RONTON, MASS.
1 stor4thpoodtf

aprlC»

Washington, April 20.
tlie Senale today, Mr. Butler, In introducing
a bill providing for the retirement of disabled officers of tlie army, strove to impress on the military
committee, to which the bill was referred, the
urgent need of some legislation to relieve tlie a a,
tive list, of the army by retiring officers who are
disabled and eligible for retirement, but who cannot be retired under the present laws, because
the retired list is full.
Mr. Gibson gave notice that after the morning
business tomorrow, he would ask unanimous consent to occupy the attention of tlie Senate for 20
minutes in some remarks on the question of open
executive session.
At 12.45 p. m., Mr. Frve moved an executive
session, and the motion oelng agreed to. tlie Senate galleries were cleared and the doors were
closed.
At 5.TD p. m. the doors were reopened and the
Senate adjourned.
HOUSE.
In the House, Mr. Keed of Maiue. addressing
his remarks to Mr. Tucker of Virginia, inquired
when the Utah bill was to be icported bytheju.
diciary committee.
Mr. Tucker replied that the bill was under the
consideration of the committee. When a determination had been arrived at, tlie ;bill would be
reported adversely or favorably.
Mr. Keed suggested that the bill had been in
tlie committee a long time, and that it was a
measure in which the country was much interthe gentleman give no other
ested. Could
In

answer?
Mr. Tucker—No other answer.
Mr. Keed—I am sorry for it.
Mr. Mills of Texas." from the committee on
ways and means, reported a joint resolution to
give notice to ternilnate the convention of June
3.1875, with His Majesty the King ot the HawaIslands.
Referred to committee of tlie
iian
whole. Mr. Breckenridge of Kentucky filed a mi

norlty report.

Mr. Collins of Massachusetts, from committee
on judiciary, reported a bill fixing the salaries
of the United States district judges at $5,000.
Referred to tlie committee of whole.
Mr. O'Donnell of Michigan, from tlie committe e
on education, reported the Senate bill to provide
for the study of ihe nature of alcoholic drinks and
narcotics and their effects upon tlie human system. in the military and naval academies and
the fndiau and public schools of the Territories
and of the District of Columbia. Placed ou the
House calendar. (The report accompanying the
bill states that nearly 2,000,000 men and women
have petitioned the Legislatures of different
States lor similar laws and up to the present year
the wishes of the people have been complied with
in fourteen States. As evidence that the people
desire a law like the one suggested, the committee points to tlie fact that petitions bearing tlie
names of 71,276 persons have been presented to
this Congress asking for its enactment. Tlie effect of similar laws in different States where they
are in force has, in the opinion of tlie committee,
Such laws lead to proproven most salutary.
gress and serve to check a threatening event to
humanity and tlie general welfare. The report
argues the bill invades no right of self-government, The measure had the vital merit of in-

volving

no

political significance,

but

appealed

to

very foundations upon which popular selfrested, the intelligence of the people.
t was difficult to see how any objection could be
raised to such a statute except by those who
feared to have the next generation educated upon
be of most
a subject universally recognized to
vital importance to Individual health and social
the

fovernmeut

The

"CANS"
SHOES

FRENCH

IN AMERICA.
wiU be pleased to learn that
an agency for these beautiful
dress shoes has been established in this city.
The Cnns French Shoes are hand-made
of the highest grade of Kid produced i
France, and by the best workmen.

LADIES

Portland.
Agent foreodtfnrmcM

M. G. PALMER,
sepi*

mr.james s. marrett,
Formerly IVIarrelt, Bailey Λ Co·,
Would respectfully inform his friends and the
public generally, that he has associated himself
with

W. T. KILBORN &

CO.,

ΛΌ. 24 FREE STREET,
where he wii be pleased to
want of

Carpelinçs

see

of Any

all

who may be in

Description.

Portland, March 29,1886.

mar30-Ulm

SPECIAL EXHIBITION MH SALE OF

COLORS
FINE WATER
—BY—
F. K. M.

BEHN, OF
—

CYRUS
Fine Art Rooms,

marl 2

AT

NEW

VORK,

—

F.

DAVIS'
610 Congress St.

eodtf

Mr. Storm of Peunsylvania, from the committee
on civil service reform, reported a bill amending
the statutes so as to give honorably discharged
in public appointments.
soldiers preference
Placed 011 the calendar.
conlu the morning hour, the House resumed
sideration of the joint resolution for the apreand
into
of a commission to inquire

pointed

Indians. After an
port upon the condition of theHohnan of Indiana
unsuccessful attempt by Mr.
the measure its
011
action
immediate
to secure
further consideration was postponed until May
15th.
conThe remainder of the morning hour was
of Mr.
sumed in an ineffectual effort 011 the part
of
Forney of Alabama to secure a consideration
sufferthe bill for the relief of the Alabama flood
of
committee
ers, and then the House went into
tiie whole 011 the river and harbor appropriation
to
inoffered
bill. Several amendments were
but
crease
appropriations for different items
were defeated. After making considerable proHouse at 5.15
the
and
rose
the
committee
gress
o'clock adjourned.
Gen. Shaler Denies.
New Yobk. April 20.—Tlie trial of General
Alexander Shaler for alleged bribery was continued today. Gen. Shaler was called to the stand.
He denied the charge in the indictment, alleging
site.
bribery in the purchase of the armoryexamination,
At the conclusion of Gen. Sbaler's
Generals Martin T. McMahon, John Cochrane,
Edward L. Malineaux, J. Watts, Ue Peryster and
Stewart L. Woodford testified that Gen. Slialer's
Each of the
character had alwavs been good.
witnesses spoke in tlic warmest terms of their esjr h'm as a soldier and citizen.
§·'?
1 he defence then rested and a recesi was taken
until 1.45, when the summing up began, each side
being allotted two hours.
At 6.40 p. 111. both sides had summed up and the
charge to the jury delivered. The case was then
El veil to the jury, who retired.
ver?, °'c!°ck, the jury having reached 110
dict, they were locked up for the night.
»

A Steel Experiment.
Chattanooga, Tenn., April 20.—The first Bessemer steel converted in the south was made
here yesterday by the South Tredigar Works.
The experimental cast of two gross tons proved
and under all tests apexcellent steel on trial
material used was pig iron from the
plied. Theores
of North Carolina and shows that
cranberry
steel material. The plant has
ore to be excellent
The success of
a capacity of 85 tons per day.
much gratification
this experiment lias caused
masters.
iron
southern
among the

Sentenced for Life.
Supreme Judicial Court
April 20.—The
this morning, Judge Charles

Salem,
Salem
Allen presiding.
came in at

Powderly

Mr.

Disable an

Bounds

Engine

Whole Valley
a
Downward Course.

And Floods

the Police.

Special
Washington.

Before

Committee at

the

Attorney General She] man
K. Goodwin, con
moved for sentence of Henry
in the second
victed 111 December last of murder
at Lawience,
Swan
XI.
Albert
degree, by shooting
to the State
sentenced
August 2," 1885. He was
to be
first
prison at Charlestown for life, the tookday
Ills seat
and
court
the
solitary. He bowed to
with a smile.

Stenographic

Inspector of Fish—W. S. Fernald, Portland,
Fish Wardens—James F. Blunt, Mt. Vernon,
and Clias. W. Tracy, Gouldsboro.
Pilot for Penobscot Bay—Samuel P. Lawry Vinalliaven.
■ Notary

Public—Daniel W. Scribner. Portland
Justices of the Peace and Quorum—Moses L.
Sanborn, Portland; John D. Anderson, Gray;
Thomas H. Riley,
Silas Skiilins, Falmouth;
Brunswick; Alphonso Moulton,Harrison.

Thanks to Senator Frye.
Gloucester, Mass., April 20,—At a meeting
of the city Council this evening resolutions were
offered by Councilman George E. Merchant, Jr.,
and adopted by a rising vote, expressing the
thanks of the city government of Glounester to
Senator Frye of Maine for his valuable influence
in the United States Senate through which that
body by an loverwhelming majority, passed the
resolution pronouncing the commission to nego"
tiatc the fishing treaty with Canada, unnecessary
in its judgment.
FROM WASHINGTON.
The Cooperage Bill Lost by a Strict
Party Vote.
Washington, April 20 —Mr. Eeed of Maine
brought up in the committee of ways and means
bis bill for the relief of the cooperage Industry,and
«tated that lie desired a vote on the question of
doing something for this industry whether by his
bill or otherwise. On this the committee voted in
the negative: Messrs. Morrison, Mills. Hewitt,
Breckenbridge (Ky.), Harris, and Breckenbridge
(Ark.) voted no; Messrs. Kelly, Hiscock, Brown,
lteed, and McKinley voted yes. It was a strict
vote.

Mr. lleed says of this action that it was shown
before the committee that the people who are
interested In this industry are scattered over the
The Cuban government
entire Atlantic coast.
have so encouraged the export of sugar in bags
that the manufacture of hogsheads and boxes has
diminished over one-half. Hogsheads and boxes
the form of shooks furnished outward
in
the West Into
freight for our ships
outward freight
that
of
default
dies. In
and millions
of
the
out
driven
trade,
are
our ships
of dollars are to be lost to us directly in the coopinIn
the
shipping
and
indirectly
erage indusiry
Neverdustry. We are injured on land and sea:
a strict
committee
means
by
and
the
theless
ways
party vote have refused any relief.

Favorable Reports.
affairs to-day
Belmont's Chinese indemnity resolution and Mr. Morrow's ChiAil the Democrats, except chairman
nese bill.
Belmont, voted in favor of the Morrow bill, and
all the Republicans and Belmont voted against it.
The House committee on judiciary to-day ordered a favorable report ou Representative Heed's
on bonds
bill to provide that suits against sureties
ho
iiiiIpuu
The House committee on foreign
agreed to report favorably on Mr.

TTnJtn/1 O+ofou

clioll

hurrud

after the termination of
Brought within five years
therein if the bond he an

office of the principal
official bond, or, unless brought with in live years
the condition is broken if tiie bond is given by any
person to whom has;becn awarded a contract with
the United States.

Nominations Confirmed.
Tiie senate has confirmed the nominations of G·
1*. McKenney to be postmaster at Saco. Me., F. H·
Pierce of New Hampshire to be United States
Consul at Matanzas. and C. Page to be collector
of internal revenue for New Hampshire.
Senator

The settlethe Third Avenue and its branches.
is due to a late consultation last night be
tween Labor Commissioner O'Donnell and the
presidents of the various roads. The sympathy
of the public, now that the cars are running, is
with the strikers, but the "tie-up" 011 Third avemainnue will continue and the strike will be
tained with vigor. The order to end the "tie-up"
issued
was
011 all the lines but the Third avenue,
EniDire
early this morning by the officers of the that
the
Protective Association, on assurance
officials of the other companies were not assisting
The
Avenue
road.
Third
ami would not assist the
latter road ran a number of cars with new drivers
and conductors this morning, but inside and on
the platforms of these cars were many police offiThe Kniglits of Labor on the Third avenue
cers.
road assert that the cause of their strike has not
been truthfully stated. The employment of the
non-union men, was they assert, one of the least
of their grievances.
The Board of Aldermen today adopted the
amendment under the ordinance relative to the
licensing of car drivers. The amendment changes
the mode of arrest from that of warrant and permits the police to arrest on sight any unlicensed
driver. Kestrictions w ere ottered debarring the
Third avenue railroad company from issuing to
them any permits for street openings, calling on
the corporation counsel to at once take measures
for the amendment of the company's charter,
which had been violated in having withdrawn the
cars from 125th street and charging extra fares.
The resolution was referred to a committee.
All has been quiet this evening on Third Avenue.
The cars were withdrawn for the night at
8.20 o'clcck. The conference of the railroad commissioners and the strikers and railway company
has resulted lu uoimng sausiactory, iue company
refusing to discbarge any men they have employed during the strike or tne seven obnoxious ones
on whose account the strike was caused.
ment

The Chicago Strikers.
Chicaoo, April 20.—The officials of the Lake
Shore attempted to move a train in Chicago this
morning. Strikers surrounded it and in spite of
the police, disabled the engine, and'uncoupled the
cars, and frustated all the efforts of the officials.
One brakeman was knocked senseless iu the melee. The attempt was given up.
Gov. Oglesby arrived here this forenoon and has
been holding a consultation with Sheriff Hanchett
Gov.
on the situation on the Lake Shore railroad.
Oglesliy has been in consultation all day with
Sheriff Hanchett and the officials of the Lake
Shore railroad. The supervisor of the town of the
Lake said he was unable to afford the railroad
protection against the mobs which collected. The
officials seem to regard serious trouble as imminent. The Governor said he would not interfere
m the matter until the sheriff had exhausted all
resources to preserve peace.
at

Washington.

Washington, April 20.—The special commit-

Nominations by the Covernor.
Augusta, April 20.—Governor Kobie lias made
the following nominations :
Trustees ol file B;illi Naval and Military Orphan Asylum—Samuel W. Lane of Augusta.
Trustee of the Agricultural College—Luther S.
Moore of Limerick.
Trustee of the Normal Schools—Luther G. Hillbrook.
Trustee of the Insane Hospital—J. Torsey of
Keadlield.
Member of the Board of Managers of the Agricultural Experiment Station—B. F. I'case of Cornish.
Harbor Commissioner—Cyrus II. Farley of Portland.
Commissioner— Keuben li. East-

party

New Yokk, April 20.—New Yorkers were
again surprised this morning to And all Uie lines
of horse cars in operation, with the exception of

Investigation

MAINE.

aprleodlm*

XLIXtli CONGRESS—FIRST SESSION

DR. R. C. FLOWER S

Chicago Strikers
In Spite of

De-

A Mud Pond Bursts from Its Narrow

with the Strikers.

tofore.

M Ε TA
Has

be

semi-monthly payments.
S. N. Maxey & Co. commenced last week to pay
their employes weekly Instead of monthly as here-

71
69
68
62
B5
48
43

Β. Α. Κ

Caseo St.) Office liours, 10 to
8. Consultation tree.

of the Public Said to

On the Kennebec.
Gardiner, April 20.—A committee of the
Kutghtsof Labor visited Joshua Gray & Soil, lumber manufacturers, yesterday morning, and tendered them the succeeding proposition: That the
meu employed by them have the same pay and
work the same hours, excepting one man and that
The of.
he shall have a small increase of wages.
fer is now under consideration.
The following Is the proposition to be offered to
the ice dealers by representatives of the Knights
The
of Labor for the coming summer's work :
laborers who work in the hold of a vessel and the
men who handle the bars in the house to receive
$2 per day, the others to get $1.75; no employes
to receive less than the latUr named price and

ο ν

of

apl5d2w

for Portland and vicinityweather.
for New England to-day are
slightly warmer ; winds gener-

Indications
Fair, warmer
Indications
fair weather,

Portland, Me., April 20, 1886.
111 am| 3 pm I 7 ρ m 111 I'M
Barometer 30.309 30.367 30.295 30.235,30.211
43.8
52.1
Tliermo'r. 148.8
i 42.(5
40.8
Dew Point 42.3
j40.0 i41.8

DRESS PATTERNS.

ITTLE

Hemstitched Embroidered Handkerchiefs

sure

Washington, i\"pril 21.
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LADIES' AND CENTS'

Do not forget, but be
ber the new store of

WEATHER.

LOCAL WEATHER REPOBT.

PILLS
Headache, Sideaclie, Coated Tongne,
Constipation, and Bitter Taste in the mouth.
The beat Liver Kegrulator known. 26 cts. ; δ boxes.
$ 1.OCL By all Druggists and by Mail.
Geo. Pierce & Co., 30 Hanover St., Boston.

100

THE

ally southerly

Cure

over

Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.50
year; if paid in advance, $2.00 a year.
Advertisements inserted Γη the "Λ1Αink State
Press" (which lias a large circulation in every
part of the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion, and 50 cents per square for each subse
quent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

Village Entirely
stroyed by a Flood.

A Massachusetts

Running.

York are

Sympathy

New

In

Its

but Death and Destruction
in Its Wake.

Nothing

a

Never fails to relieve tangruor and Want of Vitality, which few escape at this season. An impoverished condition of the blood is the prime cause of the
trouble, and the use of this reliable purifier early in
Spring should not be omitted. Take Yegetine now and
you successfully counteract the effects of Malaria
upon the system. Humors of a Cancerous or
Scrofulous nature are most troublesome now, and
no other remedy has such power to eradicate them.
Should the Wood impurity develop an Eruption of
the Skin, nothing will bo effectually remove it as
Yegetine. There is no diseased condition of the system caused by an impure state of the blood that is not
benefited by its use. As a tonic for convalescente,
ladies in delicate health and old people it is

rah9

Law Prevails and the Cars in

THE MAINE STATE PRESS,

ap20

Having: jast returned from New York,
where we made our selections of all the
Latest Novelties, we are now prepared to
show the finest line of goods East of Boston. Prices lower than were ever offered before. We have also purchased
400 dozen

OF THIS

BOYD

Choice from

—AT—

a

COLCOBD,

W.

J.

—

Saturday, Apr. 17, '86,

with

private pupils by the subscriber,

iel7snly

NEW
We shall

Given to

Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the
PORTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
At 97 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
Terms—Eight Dollars a Year. To mail subscribers, Seven Dollars a Year, il paid in advance.
Rates of Advertising—One inch of space
the length of column, or twelve lines nonpareil
constitutes a "square."
$1 .50 per square, daily, first week ; 75 cents per
week after; three insertions or less. $1.00, continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents;
one week, $1.00; 50 cents
per week after.
Special Notices, one-tnird additional.
Under head of "Amusements" and "Auction
Sales," $2.00 per square per week ; three insertions or less. $1.50.

SWEPT AWAY.

THE STRIKERS.
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INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH AND CLASSICAL STUDIES

DR. Ε. B. REED,
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Logan's Army

Bill.

Senator Logan reintroduced into the Senate today his bill to increase the efficiency of the ai my,
wii h the sections stricken out which provide for
tiie increase of the number of men, relating to
tiie pay of chaplains, and authorizing commissioned officers to make deposits with the army

paymasters.

Personal.
H. Manley of Augusta has been in the
Saturday, attending to some business
connected with the postal service. Fritz H. JorFrank Jones and wife of Portland
T.
dan and
were also here recently.
Hon. J.
city since

Minor Matters.
The President sent the nomination of Henry O.
Kent of New Hampshire to be naval officer of
customs in the district of Boston and Cliarlestown, Mass., to the Senate today.
The Senate has rejected the proposed treaty to
reopen the Weil ana Labra claims against Mexico.
Among tiie bills introduced in the Senate today
the
were the following: By Mr. Butler authorizing
President to retire those army officer» who have
or
may
already been recommended for retirement
be so recommended prior to January 1, 1887, ail
retirements to ne in addition to the 400 now allowed by low.

New England Meteorologists.

Boston, April 20—The sixth regular meeting of
the New England Meteorolopical Society was held
this afternoon at the Massachusetts Institute of
papers read were those
Technology. Among the
bv Frof. S. W. Holmau of the institute of technoloof temperature and cormeasurement
the
on
gy,
Prof. W. Uprection of the thermometer, and by
the storm of January
ton of Brown University, on
Before
adjournment it was anΠ and 10,1886.
the society was
nounced.that a monthly bulletin of summer
obsera
year and the
on sale at one dollar
in June.
vations of thunder storm would be begun

tee of the House of itepresentatives to inquire into tho labor difficulties in the Southwest field its
first public session to-day. The committee consists of ex-Gov. Curtin. of Penn., chairman, and
Messrs. Burns, ef Missoui: Cralu, of Texas: Cutliwaite, of Ohio ; Stewart, of Vermont ; Parker, of
New York, and Buchanan, of New Jersey. All
members were present except Mr. Stewart.
Among the persous in attendance as Itepresentatives of the Knights were T. V, Powderly Grand
Master Workman, J. W. Hayes and Win. O. McDowell, members of the Executive Board, and

Frederick Turner, Grand Secretary, as representative of the railroad interests, Wager Swain, counsel, and as representatives of the Women's League
of America, Mrs. Charlotte Smith and three other
ladies. A corps of four stenographer was on hand
to make a full report of the proceedings for the
Mr. Fowderly was the first
railroad company.
witness and as such was sworn by the cliairman.
The chairman addressing liim, said : "You understand that this committee Is raised by the House
of Representatives for the purpose, if possible, of
getting down to the reasons tor the unrest and
disturbance which now exists in this country and
especially as to the conflicts between labor and
employed.
capital and between employerof and
the course you
This committee is fully sensible
have taken in your previous life and of your disposition to reconcile the unrest of the people.
'IMiûiûfm.û
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give to the committee in your
language your impression» as to this matter."
Mr. Powderly in reply went over the
uleased

now

to

"Ra

own

his-

the recent strike and trouble. It «as
quite interesting hut presented nothing new or
remarkable. Having come here without his papers, Mr. Powderly confined himself to answering
questions jput to him by the different members ot
tlie committee as to the nature and purposes of
the organization of which lie is the head. He gave
a sketch of the existing troubles in the southwest
and promised to have his papers here
shortly
when lie will be able to enter fully into the railroad strikes. At the request of tlie chairman lie
also agreed to furnish the committee with a statement of his views as to whether legislation could
properly be applied or what amendments to the
constitution would be needed to permit of the legislative remedy.
tory of

In the Southwest.
Maksiiall, Texas, April 20—The Knights of
Labor at Marshall, Texas, are greatly encouraged
by the receipt of positive assurance in the shape
of actual casli that they will be sustained by the
members of the order generally throughout the
country. The attitude of Grand Master Workman

l'owderly has strengthened the Knights of
Southwest, ;uid satisfied them that

i.abor in the
the general

executive committee will stand
and uphold the strikers In their continued demands for arbitration.
St. Louis, April 20—It is generally conceded
here that the Knights of Labor strike, so far as the
business of the various roads centering in this
is concerned, is gradually
city and Hast St. LouisMissouri
Pacific and Iron
losing its effect. The
Mountain roads have resumed traffic according to
these
roads.
officials
of
tlie statements of the
Two sentinels patrolling the railroad yards at
were
fired upon
this
East St. Louis early
morning
by some unknown persons. The fire was returnhurt.
was
ed, but nobody
Little Eock, Ark.. April 20
Deputy Sheriff
Williams who was badly Deaten by the strikers
while guarding the property of the Iron Mountain
railroad lias received a check for §500 from Jay
Gould.

by this order

—
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IVlr. Gladstone's Land Bill Still Under
Discussion.
London, April 20—A letter from Joseph Chamberlain on tlie difference between his plan of British fedoration and Gladstone's Home Eule policy,
has been made public by the correspondent who
In
received it, and is attracting much attention.
this letter Mr, Chamberlain says ; "It is of course
mina
responsible
impossible for any one, except
ister, to elaborate a scheme of federation. It is
necessary to find out how far the Welsh and
Scotch, as well as the English, desire a decent realization. My idea is that of provincial assemas the local
blies, occupying the same position
Canadian Slates,
legislatures do ill American and
the subjects on which they are allowed to legislate being delegated to them, financial and imperial questions remaining within tlie control of the
imperial legislature at Westminster. If Wales
and Scotland should nut desire to have such local
exlegislatures, that would be no reason why the nôt
periment of the establishment of one should
Some of the leading Liberals opposed to the
separation of Ireland, are forming a committee
for tiie purpose of securing joint action. It is understood that Lord Spencer's opposition alone

prevents the abandonment of the land hill. Chamberlain will make no further advances, but will
await developments.
Jesse Collings, Liberal, author of the "Three
acres and a cow" amendment which defeated the
Salisbury government, and who has just been unseated as a parliamentary member for Ipswich
because of fraudulent electioneering practices,
Times, in which he
publishes a letter in today'sGladstone's
bill, and
inveighs strongly against
says that if introduced by anyone else but the
Premier himself, they would have provoked universal ridicule.
The Stry Fire.
Vienna, April 20.—The latest estimates of the
deathsplace the number at I 0, during the Stry
Are. This includes GO children supposed to have
been burned to death in a sclioolhouse.

Capt. Cottier on the Stand.
Liverpool, April 20.—Capt. Cottier, of the
the
steamship Oregon, testified today. During
examination before the Board of Trado as to the
loss of his vessel, he said tliat at the time of tbe
collision the steamer's lights were probably visible for a distance of six miles. The night was
The aurora which prevailed,
frosty and clear.
however, would have rendered it difficult to see
The captain denied that his
the vessel itself.
crew and firemen rushed into the life-boats ahead
He added that he tried to
of the passengers.
beach the ship, and said that if the bulkhead had
been closed he could have sailed the Oregon into
As it was it would have been absoNew York.
lutely impossible to save the vessel even if they
had been able to set sails, which, however, they
could not do because all hands were engaged in
the work of transferring passengers from the
sinking ship.

Several of the Oregon's engineers testified that
the sinking of the steamer could have been prevented if the bulkhead doors had been constructed to work along vertical, instead of horizontal
grooves. The coal had choked up the horizontal
and the doors could not be closed. The

grooves
The Water Falling.
Montheai
April 20.—The ice lias begun to
and
break up,
already there is a wide channel
In shore,
through which the water is rushing.
still remains solid. The water
the
ice
however,
is rapidand
has fallen live or six feet since noon,
as at
ly subsiding. The prospects are hopeful,
a genand
l.ake St. Peter the Ice is breaking up,
two.
or
in
a
shove
is
day
eral
expected

Hearing was adjourned.

Hearing Postponed.

Boston, April 20.—The hearing before the
Hailroad Commissioners upon the Deerfield disaster, which was to have been resumed today, has
been postponed because of the physical Inability
The
of tiie injured witnesses to be present.
hearing will he continued until these witnesses
are

able to appear.

The

Bodies of Eleven Victims
Already Recovered,

are Still
Numbered
Among the Missing.

Citizens of Surrounding Towns Rendering Aid to the Unfortunates.
East Leb, Muss., April 20.—At · o'clock tills
morning the village of Kast Lee, in Berkshire

c»uiity, Massachusetts, was inundated and de
vastated by the breaking away of a dam at Mud
This reservoir formed a mounPond reservoir.
tain lake about two and a half miles from the vilThe village received its first news of the
lage.
accident when a flood of water, varying in depth
from four to six feet, came pouring down the
streets. As soon as possible people went up the
They found
line of the flood towards the pond.
wiin

tvnrae n.a

thAv

annrnanherl

malaria and indigestion. A reporter today aaw
Dr. Peters, who is attending the ex-President,
and that gentleman is authority for tho statement
that Mr. Arthur is in no immediate danger.
"He has been quite ill ; in fact, he is still a very
sick man, but his condition is not so alarming as
has been stated in the newspapers."
"What is the exact trouble?''
"Well, sir, it's not professional to talk about
one's patients, but I may truthfully say that Mr.
Arthur's great trouble occurs from malaria. He
undoubtedly caught it in Washington. His whole
system is run down, and he is troubled with indigestion, too. Unless X am greatly mistaken, he
will be around again all right in a short time.

are

Others

While

Mr. Arthur's Health.
New Yohk, April 20.—There is not a day that
some one does not send out a sensational story
He has
about ex-President Arthur's health.
been reported as dying and dead for a month,
when the truth Is that he Is only suffering Irom

Congratulations to Cladstone.
Boston, April 20.—At a meeting of the American Peace Society this afternoon the following
telegram was authorized to be sent to the Premier
of England:
To the Right Hon. William E. (ilaûêtone, Prime
Minister, London, Ervj.
The American Peace Society congratulates you
upon the origination and able advocacy oi measures so courageous and conciliatory and just
toward Ireland.
Rowland B. Howakd, Sec'y.
(Signed)
Heavy Failure In Boston.
Boston, April 20.—The failure is reported of
Messrs. Safford & Sargent, leather dealers, 112
Higli street aud 20u Congress street. The firm
has made an assignment to Charles F. Coburu,
commission merchant, and Β. N. Johnson of the
The liabilities are
law firm of Johnson & Ives.
estimated at about $200,000. The cause of tho
failure is said to be dull business, owing to labor
troubles to a great extent, also a large amount of
notes coming due within 30 and 60 days. It is
Is thought by the firm that the liabilities will not
exceed the assets, and that it will he able to pay

f,h« stArfcincr

Fortunately the track is
point of the torrent.
along a sparsely inhabited country, but what destruction there was to do in wrecking the three
or four houses along its way was thoroughly done.
Much stock besides property Is lost.
The explorers at the very first of the search

found the bodies of six persons, a«d search was
immediately organized for others. The seene was
one of the most terrible desolation and destruction, and the whale town of Lee was in the wildest
At 9 o'clock nine bodies had been
excitement.
found, and from the knowledge of people who
lived in the track of the flood parties were led to
At
believe that several more would be found.
noon eleven bodies had been recovered, and three

Celebrating

can be ascertained the Mud Pond
It
dam gave way at half past five this morning.
had shown signs of weakness for some time. The

in the palace enclosure have been destroyed. The
One
inain buildings of the palace are uninjured.
third of the walled city has been destroyed.

ATHLETIC SPORTS.
Base Ball.

near as

owning privilege of its
water supply, bad been notified, but nothing was
done. Tnis awful calamity is the result of some
parties responsible,

or

one's carelessness.
The channel gullied by the torrent is from 50 to
200 feet wide, and while evidences of its terrific
as the pond is approached,
power are plainest
the most serious loss of life and property occured
the
lake in East Lee village. The
three miles from
water reaches a stream In whleh manufactories
are built by a brook through the woods and thinly
settled farm land, and there was not much of life
or any buildings to be lost until the village was
reached. Here it wrenched Edwin Sturgis' barn,
swept away a bridge spanning the brook, which is
but small, as it runs naturally from a small pond,
and then rushed down the channel of the stream
on which dwelliHgs and manufactories are located.
Victims of the Disaster.
Couch & Oakley's millwright shops, John
Dowd's manufactory of paper machinery, and A.
U. White's carriage shops were all destroyed.
White's family consisted of himself and wife, 48
and 45 years old respectively, daughter Ida and a
They were In bed when the flood
baby son.
struck their house and were all killed by the
crash of the building, and also sunk in the waters
Their bodies, except that of the baby, have been
found.
Theodore King and' wife and Mrs. Chas. King
rushed from their home to escape and were carried off by the flood and drowned. Had they stayed in the house they would have been saved, as
the house was not destroyed.
Duncan Doyd, 60 years old, Is known to have
been drowned, but his remains have not yet been
found.
Further down the stream John McLaughlin's
machine shop suffered wreck, and still lower Harrison Garfield's "forest" and Fanner Decker and
Sabin mills, making fine papers, were ruined. The

boilers and all the basement machinery were
taken out by the flood and, though weighing tons,
John Veran's paper mill
were carried like corks.
was also gutted in the basement. These disasters
throw a great many hands out of employment and
literally paralyze all East Lee industries.
The loss of property is fully $200,000, while the
expense of roads and other costs that must fall on
the town will be $20,000 more.
dead, is badly inCharles King, before
jured, but physicians think he will recover.of the
The air is full of the recital of Incidents
morning. One young lady, Miss Sturgess, whose
father's residence overlooked the frightful rush of
the waters, describes the scene as
ing, the very atmosphere seeming to be flileu with
flying boulders, trees, house tops, and all in a
She was fortunwhirl of muddy, foaming water.
ate in being able to witness this without becoming
Her father's
a part actor in the fearful scene.
barns near by were wt k e 11 in the stream, but the
house escaped uninjured.

reported

simply appall-

At

Night

Fall

the entire population el Lee seemed to be
along the track of the flood, which in
alf an hour tills morning ruined tills happy valits
of
pretty homes and busy industries. The
ley
five bodies reeovered lay sheeted in the little
and
two biers beside them await the findchapel
ing of two who are still hidden in the chasm or
made or swept together by the
rubbish
of
heaps
fhoii-mon Pholna nf fhfl hrtfirfl ûf flplAPt.

fathered

lias been on the grounds all day assuring the
distressed of proper and abundant aid in tlieir
calamity, and trying to organize companies of
In the latter
men to search for the missing ones.
failed, as men, even hired
purpose he has totally
make
a
would not
steady search,
ab|lie best pay,about
intent only on seeing the
bill wandered
sights. Tonight a citizens' meeting is to be lield
in the town hall to organize a searching corps and
relief committees. It is expected that the missing bodies will be found tomorrow, and all will be
buried with one funeral Thursday afternoon.
The mud pond was originally a small poud in
the middle of a swamp. It lies in the mountain
valley, about two miles from East Lee, which is a
suburb of Lee, two miles from the centre of the
town. Thirteen years ago John Dowd, Harrison
Garfield, Nathan Gibbs and other manufacturers
on the stream partly fed by this little pond, decided to build a dam and make the pond a storage
expense.
reservoir, all contributing to the
The dam was built ten feet high across the valley
of stone and earth, and wide enough on top for a
driveway. The dam made the pond cover 60
acres of varying depth, but it held a vast amount
of water. For a year or two it was watched, but
when It became compact and settled no further
attention was paid to It. The pond has beeu full
of water this spring, and people living near have
had some fear for the strength of the dam, but
these fears were not regarded, as it wai thought
everything was safe.
At half past five Mr. Goussett who lives near
the pond heard a rush and roar of water and the
crasn of trees and knew his fears were realized.
He gave the alarm to his next neighbor Mr.
Shultez, and then to John Baker. Their houses
are along the stream but on
top of the hills and
above danger from the flood. Dwight Baker and
Levi Shultez ran across lots heading the pouring
flood, Baker alarming the families in the track of
the water. He describes the appearance of it as
a wall of logs, trees, dirt and rocks, ten or fifteen
feet high, the solid material apparently being in
front like a breastwork pushed on by floods, its
first appearance In the village was at a bridge 20
feet long spanning the stream. Planks and logs
were gathered into advancing walls and it swept
clean Edwin Sturgis' marble shops with monuments tools and everything on the premiees. It
next poured into the dam of Dowd's grinding
shops, flooding buildings, undermining them and
plowing new channels around the dam. The
houses of Mrs. Isaac Gardiner and James FletchThese families were arouser were next struck.
ed by Baker in time to get on night clothes and
out
of the reach of the Hoods.
reach higher ground
Both houses with all the furniture and clothine
ruins went on with the
their
wrecked
and
were
tide. John Dowd's manufactory and paper makwas
next
destroyed and Arthur
ing machinery
White's carriage shop next. This was a three
third
and
in
the
story lived a famistory building,
ly. They were in bed but heard the noise and
Allen
windows.
to
the
White, 15 years
sprang
old was the only survivor of the family. "We all
ran together In the kitchen," said he, "father
thought the building would stand. In a moment
we heard the lower part crash, in another moment the building parted in the middle." The
flood cime In and all was lost.
His wife and daughters, Alice and Ida, aged U
and 11, were all killed. The bodies of all but one
of the daughters were found from a quarter to a
with their heads
half a mile below, buried,
crushed and limbs broken.
Simpson Dowd's house was turned arornd on its
foundation, but not
destroyed. As the flood came
J....*men
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Tilt- door slammed bèiiina him and the hen coep
and l)owd went down. He has not been found.
The building occupied by P. Morgan as a store
and postofllce was thrown nearly on end and destroyed. Couch and Oakley's mill and .Wright's
shop were next utterly destroyed and the machinery and the roof of the structare were mingled
with debris far below.
Several rods below Foot's mill, which was de-

stroyed,

was

A Row of

Tenements,

families. The tenement nearest
the stream was occupied by Theodore King, his
wife, son Charles and wife and grandchild two
years old. The family rushed out when the flood
roared down upon them but were too late to escape. Theodore and wife and Mrs. Charles King
were swept off.
Charles and the baby escaped.
The two women were killed.
John McLaughlin's machine shops were next on
the route and were utterly wreckad and the machinery ruined. Loss $10,000.
Harrison Garfield's Forest mill for making fine
It was completely undermined,
paper was next.
the machinery spoiled and $10,000 worth of
stock, finished and in process, ruined. This plant
was rendered useless, the grounds being washed
away, and the mill pond made useless, being tilled
Here the torrent had terriwith rocks and mud.
ble force, beiug gathered into the valley not over
20 rods wide. .John Verran's fine paper mill next
suffered. The loss on stock, buildings and dam
is $10,000. A new mill built by Decker & Sabine
but owned by Harrison Garfield, was wrecked, involving a loss of $10,000. Mr. Garfield says $50,000 was swept from his pocket by the flood. The
grounds about his residence were filled with drift,
and the family had to fly to high ground to ei«ape.
All about this part of the course of th· stream
houses were surrounded, and there were many
narrow escapes.
Here the valley broadens, and
the floods spread wide, losing force, but the residences were moved on their foundations. The
lower stories were flooded and the furniture
wrecked.
On the line of th« stream six bridges were carried away and many small buildings wrecked.
The highways aud dooryards are a sight to see ;
fences are everywhere demolished and lawns
look like beds of a dried up river, lioilers and
machinery strew the banks of the brooks. Trees,
timbers and bedding are all along the track and it
seems as though Kast Lee could never recover
from the disaster.
The distance from the pond to where the torrent
spent Itself is about four miles, and it is four
miles of ruined homes and Industries. Selectman
Phelps estimates the loss to tile town on roads
and bridges at from $10,000 to $20,000. The
citizens of Lee are offering contributions to the
selectmen to aid the sufferers, ami Cyrus VV.
Field has telegraphed to draw on him for $1,000.

occupied by

poor

Holiday.

The
Hundreds of houses have been burned.
treasury, post office and the small buildings with-

people were missing.
As

a

London, April 20.—A despatch from Mandalay
savs:
Today being the Burmese new year, lifty
followers of the Myingzaing Prince set fire to this
city in several places at 1 o'clock in the morning.

.TOMORROW'S GAME.

The Bowdoius will play the Portlands tomorrow
afternoon. Game will be called at 2.30 o'clock.
The Portlands will arrive on the noon train·
Tickets for the grand stand will be on sale at 9
o'clock Thursday morning, at Robert F. Somers',
Middle street. The grounds will be In fine condition if the weather is favorable.
THE PORTLANDS GET AWAY WITH BURKIIAM'S
TEAM AT MERIDEN.

The game at Meriden, yesterday, was marked
by careful playing on the part of the Portland
team, which together with the excellent work
done at the bat by Shelller, O'Rourke and Hatfield, and also by McKinley who showed up at his
best between the points, won the game for the
Portlands and laid out Burnham's pets. No less
than ten of the Meridens were left on bases with
opportunities to score, but the sharp fielding of
the Portlands left them standing them. McKinley
struck out eleven men aud played without an error.
Galligan also played a great field, making
The following is
several phenomenal catches.
score:

PORTLANDS.
R.

Galligan, If
Kearns, ss

0
1

BH. TB. PO.
Ο
Ο
3
1
2
1

1110
3 10
2

Wheelock, rf
O'Kourke, c
Scheffler, cf
Hatfield, 3b
Cavanagh, lb
Spence, 2b
McKinley,;p
Total

A.
0
2

E.
υ

0

10

Ο
2
3
2
1
Ο

2
0
2
0
ο

3
0
2
0
0

1
2
G
2
1

12

1
0
0
0
2
0

10

8

10

27

19

3

2
0
0
Ο

2

MERIDENS.
R.
1
0
Ο
υ
1
0
1
1
0

Dorgan, rf
McCormack, 3b
Akeso, ss
Dunn, lb
Hardshue, 2b
Grant, If
Stone, C
Hudson, cf
Lambert, ρ

BH. TB. PO.
1
0
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
u
o
9
1
4
1
0
0
0
1
9
1
1
0
1
0
1
0

A.
0

1
G
1
υ
0
7
0

11

E.

0
1
2
1
3
0
3
0
0

27 25 10
Totals
Two-base hits—O'Kourke, Shefller. Passed balls
—Stone, 4; O'Kourke, 4. Double plays—Lambert,
Stone and Hardshue. Left ou bases—Meridens,
10; Portlands, 4. Struck out—by Lambert, 8;
by McKiuley, 11. Time of game-2 h. 30m. Umpire— Quinn, of the Meridens.
4

8

8

OTHER GAMES.

The game at Lawrence, yesterday, between the
Stars of Syracuse and the home team was witnessed by a fair audience, although the playing
The
on both sides deserved a large attendance.
tonowing is

me score

Innings

1

Dy innings :

23456789

υοουυοου— 2
οουουουο— 1
Wild pitches—Conway, 1. Tassed balls—Buckley, 1 ; Nichols, 1. Time of game—lh. 45m. Umand Conway, battery
pire—McLaughlin. Nichols
lor Lawrence; Buckley and Devine, for Stars.
Errors—Lawrences, 3; Stars, 7.
yesterday's games.
At Bridgeport—Bridgeports 10, Buffalos 9.
At Baltimore—Baltimores 2, Metropolitans 1.
At Philadelphia—Athletics 7, Brooklyns 3.
At Louisville—Cinciiiuatis 9, Louisvilles 2.
At St. Louis—Browns 11, Pittsburgs 10.
At Κichmond—Bostons 8, Rochester 0.
Lawrences

2

ι

Stars

NOTES.

The Newburyports play in Hartford Thursday.
Holland has signed with the Charleston, S. C.,
team.

The Athletics are dissatisfied with John Irwin
at short, and are looking for another.
The Waterburys beat the Portlands, Monday,
12 to 7.
pitched for Portland and was

Cavanajh

replaced by Shefner.
The Newburyports

beat

the Merldens, Monday,

7 to 2.

Hickman will come to Portland this week with
the nine but lie is not yet in a condition to play.
The Bowdoins aud Brunswick! had a four-inning practice game, Monday, resulting in favor of
the Bowdoins by a score of 10 to 4.
A picked nine of local players in Bangor will
play the State College team tomorrow.
Conway, the Lawrence pitcher, struckOut 20 of
the Tufts College nine last Saturday.
The employes of the House of Kepresentatives
at Washington have organized a ball team.
Haywood S. French of Bangor is the new manager of the Maine State College Base Ball Association.

Over §200 was easily raised In Bangor Monday
towards funds to support a base ball nine.

Other Sports.
about 4,000 skating rinks in the

There are
United States, but the number in Maine is constantly decreasing.
J. C. Lander and L. II. Hodges of Gardiner are
twenty have
organizing a gunning club. About
a piece of
already joined. They propose to rent to
shoot at
ground and hav» a shooting range
etc.
glass balls, clay pigeons,

SUBURBAN NEWS.
BOWERY BEACH.

Sunday was a warm day at the Cape, and nothing could be more enjoyable than old Sol's genial
rays tempered by the gentle ocean breeze. Early
in the day the little steamer Fannie G., came to
anchor in Lighthouse Cove, with a party of excursionists from Portland. The party consisted of
Capt. Williams of the Dominion steamship Oregon, the ship's surgeon and other officers of the
line, Captain B. J. Willard and C. W. T. Coding,
An excellent
in all about a dozen gentlemen.
dinner of fish chowder, boiled lobsters, hot coffee, fruit and pastry was served in Captain Willard's stevedore house on the shore, and at 5 p. m,
sharp the party re-embarked for Portland. The
liffhtkeener's wife acknowledges the gift of a generous supply of fruit from Captain Willard's
table.
The

Kev. Alvali Turner whose services as
in this place during two years past have
been
pleasant to himself and acceptable to the
people or the pastorate, preaches his farewell serMr. Turner's ripe age and
mon next Sunday.
failing health compel him to retire from the miuand
at
the
coming Methodist conference he
istry,
will probably go upou the the list of superanuates.
A festival and donation was held in the schoolhavse Monday evening to aid in raising the balance of the preacher's claim.
The lighthouse tender Iris, having on board
Capt. O. A. Batchelder, U. S. N., who since the
first of the month has been engaged inspecting
the lights on the Maine coast, visited and inspected the Cape lights and paid the keepers a
quarters salary, Monday.
A subscription paper in aid of the family of the
late Eben Huston of Scarboro, who died while
holding the position of engineer of the tender
Iris, is in circulation among the keepers and employes of the first lighthouse district. All have
contributed their "mite" and the aggregate will
M.
be a very handsome sum.

preacher
so

SACCAKAPX'A.

H. K. Griggs, the school census taker, reports At total number of inhabitants in the town
between the ages of four and twenty-one years to
be 1730. There has been an increase in the
French districts during the past year.
"Shoofly" is the name given to the short trains
running between this village and Portland. "Going to town on the Shoofly today" lias become a
common saying hereabouts.
Prof. Sanborn has been giving some fine exhibitions in horse training in the public square.
The question of sprinkling the streets of this
village is being discussed. "That horrid mud
which never would diy up" has become blinding
dust. The expense of sprinkling has been borne
by the business men, principally the traders, who
paid fifty cents each, weekly. Mr. Charles J.
Schwartz has for a number of years performed
this year "he has
the Job satisfactorily, but
struck" for more pay. It was an oversight on the
part of the interested people that there was not an
article inserted In the town warrant to provide for
the needs.
Mr.

CUMBERLAND MILLS.

Business at the paper mills is brisk. Improvements and increased facilities for manufacturing
are noticeable on every hand. A new powerful
wood chopper is being placed In the pulp mill.
The wood is to be passed through the chopper beA thirty horse
fore going into the digesters.
in
power engine will be employed to operate it,
addition to those now used.
A new wrought iron fire box for one of the reclaiming furnaces 7 Va feet In diameter, and 9 feet
long, weighing some six tons has been placed In
K.
the pulp mill.
9

OCDENSBURC.

PORTLAND A.

THE

Preliminary Meeting of the Bondholders Yesterday.
Action

Preparatory

to

Re-organiza-

tion Under the Foreclosure.
In accordance with the call Issued by Nathan
Webb, Weston F. MllUken and Η. Ν. Jose, trustees, a preliminary meeting of the bondholders
under the foreclosed mortgage of the Portland &
Ogdensburg railroad company, was held at the
company's offices yesterday afternoon. There
were present Judge Webb, Weston F. Millikeo,
Mayor Chapman, Mr. Sawyer, president of the
Board of Aldermen, Mr. Ilobbs, president of the
Common Council, City Solicitor Symouds, City
Treasurer llersey, Hon. W. L. Putnam. Hon. W.
F. Lunt, Hon. G. Ε. B. Jackson, J. S. Kicker, Esq.,
Thomas Shaw, Esq., E. A. Noyes, Esq., Daniel F.
Emery, Esq., General S. J. Anderson, the receiver
of the road, Aretas Shnrtleff, Esq., Treasurer J.
W. Dana, of the Portland & Ogdensburg railroad.

The meeting came to order at the call of Mr.
Hobbs, who moved that the Mayor be made the
The motemporary chairman of the meeting.
tion prevailed. Mr. Dana was elected temporary
clerk and sworn by Judge Symonds.
The Mayor stated that It would be necessary to
the number of
appoint a committee to ascertain
bondholders present and the securities represented by them. On motion, the chair appointed as
this committee, E. A. Noyes, Geo. Ε. B. Jackson
and Whitman Sawyer. The committee retired and
subsequently reported the amount of bonds represented as $1,757,000. With coupons, allowing
the city the amount claimed by tlie city u tauurer
from Nov. 1,1871, $3,234,260 was represented,
or allowing the city coupons as calculated from
Sept. 1,1875, §2,964,260. On acceptance of the
report of this committee, Mr. Sawyer moved that
the temporary organization ef tno meeting De
made permanent. This motion prevailed and Mr.
Dana was then sworn as clerk of the meeting.
The clerk read the action taken by the city government on the matter at a meeting held March
2'Jtli, as follows:
Whereas, by virtue of a decree of the Circuit
Court of the United States for the District of New
Hampshire, in the case of the Mercantile Trust
company vs. the Portland & Ogdensburg railroad
company, et. als., which decree was filed on the
12th day of May, last, and was confirmed by a
final decree of foreclosure, filed ill said case
oil the 15tli of December, last, the mortgage of
the Portland and Ogdenaltirg railroad to Samuel
E. Spring, et. als., trustees, dated the first day of
November, 1871, and the other mortgages in said
decree have been finally foreclosed ; and.
Whereas, by the laws of this State and of the
State of New Hampshire the foreclosure of said
mortgages inures to the benefit of all holders of
bonds, coupons and other claims secured thereby,
and they, tlieir successors and assigns are constituted a corporation as of the date of the foreclosure for all the purposes and with all the
rights, powers, duties and obligations of the
original corporation by its charter ; and.
Whereas, the city is a holder of a majority of
the bonds, coupons and other claims secured by
said mortgage ; therefore.
Ordered" That the City Treasurer be and hereby
is directed to prepare and present to said trustees
a full statement of the numbers and denominations of the bonds secured by said mortgage
which are held by the city, together with a full
statement of the coupons originally attached to
said bonds, which were overdue at the date of
such foreclosure, and of all other claims of the
city secured by said mortgage, and that the committee on reduction of tue public debt be and
hereby is appointed to attend any preliminary
meeting of the bondholders under said mortgages which the said trustees may call for the
purpose of adopting measures for calling the first
meetiiig of said new corporation, and to act in the
city's name and behalf, as its agent and repre-

sentative, iu reference to all
the same, and to sign

matters which may

in behalf of the city
holder of bonds and coupons, any call for
any meeting of the holders of said bonds and
coupons which may be made under the Kevised
Statutes, chapter 51, sections i)3 and 94, on the
special act relating to the Portland & Ogdensburg
Kailroad Company, approved March δ, A. D.
1885.
The call for the meeting was then rtad by the
clerk as follows :
As contemplated by the order of the City Council of Portland, approved the Thirtieth day of
Marcli in the year of our Lord Eighteen Hundred
Eighty-Six, the undtrsigned, trustees under the
mortgage from the Portland & Ogdensburg Kail
road Company dated the First day of November
in the year ot our Lord Eighteen Hnndreu Seventy-One, hereby call a preliminary meeting of the
holders of bonds ana coupons secured by said
mortgage, for the purpose of facilitating such
holders iu taking such measures as they may
deem proper, with relation to organizing the corporation constituted by statute on the completion
of the foreclosure of said mortgage on the Fifteenth day of December last.
Said meeting will be held at the office of the
Portland & Ogdensburg Kailroad Company in
Portland, Maine, on Tuesday, the Twentieth
day of April current, at two o'clock p. m.
NATHAN WEBB. )
(Signed)
W. F. MIL.L1KEN. ! Trustees.
(Signed)
Η. N. JOSE.
)
(Signedj
Portland, April le, A. D. 1886.
Mr. Hobbs then presented a paper containing a
preamble and certain votes for the consideration
of the meeting, which were passed on his motion.
The paper cited the action and decrees of the
United State» Circuit Court for the District of New
Hampshire by which the mortgages were foreclot-

arise at
as such

orl

on/l heslrtac th« vntpa InnlHnn-

tn f.liA rAnrtrnni"

zation contained the form ol notice to be published to call the first meeting. The following are the
votes :
Voted: That the City of Portland, acting by
Charles J. Chapman, Whitman Sawyer and John
P. Hobbs, its committee on the reduction »f the
city debt, therunto duly authorized by order of
Wilthe city council approved March 30,1880 ;
bur 1·'. Lunt, Joseph S. Kicker and Daniel F. Emthe
holders
of
bonds
secured
being
severally
ery,
by said mortgages, be and hereby are authorized
and requested for and in behalf of the said bond
holders and said new corporation, succeeding
upon the foreclosure of the said mortgages, to call
the first meeting of said new corporation for the
purpose of organizing the same, ascertaining and
verifying all outstanding bonds and overdue coupons and providing for exchanging the same for
certificates of stock, choosing a board of directors,
and other officers, adopting a code of by-laws and
a name for the new company, obtaining a settlement with the trustees and suitable and sufficient
conveyances from them, and for the transaction of
such other business as may be necessary to perfect the organization of said new corporation.
Said meeting to be held at ten o'clock in the fore■oon of Tuesday, the eighth day of June, A. D.
1880, at tiie office of the Portland and Ogdensburg
Kallroad company.
Voted, That Joseph \V. Symonds, John W.
Dana, Henry W. Hersey, Edward A. Noyes and
George Ε. B. Jackson be and hereby are appointed a committee to obtain and report to the first
meeting of said new corporation a full statement
and list of the bonds secured by the mortgage of
November 1st, 1871, which have been issued and
delivered by the Portland & Ogdensburg Kailroad
Company aud are now outstanding, and of their
numbers and denominatfcnis, and the coupons
thereon or surrendered on registry thereof representing interest due, and the names of the holders thereof ; and, if any of said bonds are held
as collateral security only or by less than au
absolute title, to state the amounts for which such
bonds are so held.
Also, to include in their report a similar statement as to the bonds whiqji are now in the hands
of said railroad company, and tne coupons thereon.

There was some discussion as to the second
committee. The Mayor at first appointed Messrs^
Symonds, Dana and Hersey.
Mr. Lunt thought that the committee should
consist of bondholders.
The Mayor said that the work of the committee
being intended only for the Information of the
bondholders, to report to them the facts, he
thought the committee competent.
Mr. Putnam said that he thought the only question of importance likely to come before the
committee was that of the city's claim as to its
coupons, whether the amount should be reckoned
from 1871 or 1875. Mr. Putnam said that the
arrangement by which the coupons were reckoned from 1875, in the estimate of the amount
due on the mortgage, was made with the undershould not be prejudiced. Mr. Putnam suggested
the addition of some one to the committee who
would represent the minority of the Bondholders.
Mr. Sawyer then moved the addition of two to
the committee, and Messrs. Noyes and Jackson
were nominated by the chair and were added to
the committee.
The meeting then adjourned.
Easter Music.
The followingjprogrammes of Easter music have
been received :
ST. LUKE'S CATHEDRAL.
Morning, 10.30 O'clock.
Processional
No. 99
>
Christ, our Passover
Christ Being Haised
[ tioold
Since by Man Came Death
)

I

Psalms for Morning
Te Deum Laudamus,
Jubilate Deo

Anglican
Dye

in Eb

Chaut

Allen
Anthem, 'Now is Christ Risen"
Gregorian
Kyrie and Gloria Tibi
Hymnal
Hymn, No. 103
Gounod
Offertory, ''Nazareth"
Eucharistie Music
Afternoon, 3 O'clock.
Special choral service for children.
Evening, 7 O'clock.
No. 105
Processional
—·Anglican
Psalms for Evening
J. S. B. Hodges
Cantate Domiuo, in C
Guold
Benedic, Anima Mca, in C
..Allen
Anthem, "Hallelujah"

Hymn.

No. 100

.........

Hymnal

Recessional, "Jerusalem, the Golden
Early celebration at 7 a. m„ without choir.
Walter Goold is choir master.
WILLISTON CHURCH.

Mr. W. C. Kimball, the organist and director,
arranged the following programme:
Merkel
Organ Prelude
Choir and Congregation
Doxology
Anthem, "Angels Roll the Rock Away".. Rossini
Arranged by Ilolden
Gloria Patri
..Mosenthal
Selected
Hymn
Offertory, "Our Saviour" (soprano and alto
duet)
White
Hymn
Selected
Anthem, "Christ, the Lord, is Risen". J. A. Norris
Closing Voluntary
Mendelssohn
has

An

Early Spring.

Laconia, N. H„ April 20.—The warm weather
past week has caused a rapid rise of the
Connecticut river, making already a high freshet.
This is declared the earliest spring iu tills region
of the

of which there Is any record.

CENTS.

THREE

THE STATE.
AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

Rebecca Lilley, who died In Dyer Brook
recently aged 86 years and 9 nioaths, was the
mother of thirteen children, grandmother of
ninety-five and great-grandmother of eighty-nine,
says the l'loneer.
Mrs.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The next meeting of the Governor and Council
will be held at Augusta Tuesday, April 27.
Wintlirop Street Universalise church of Augusta have extended a call to Rev. Mr. Whitniau.now
Mr. Whitman la a native of
settled at Dexter.
this State and a graduate of Bowdoln College.
Mr. Willis H. Wing, secretary of the Republican
State Committee, Is a citizen of Manchester. For
several years|he served as an assistant librarian of
the Nation House, and has recently been connected with the railway mail service.
Proposals for constructing the new publie
building at Augusta will probably be advertised
for In June, and the foundation laid this season.
OXFORD COUNTY.

It has been found necessary to change the date
of the spring session of the Oxford County Educational Atfsociationn to Thursday and Friday, April
29 and 30.
Three hundred and fifty tons of the iron pipe for
Norway's water works have already been received
and more Is coming. The works are to be put in
at

once.

The Oxford Democrat says Elder Sessions, the
Mormon now visiting in Newry, claims to have
He Is about
six living wives and fifty children.
70 years old. He went from Newry forty ο» fifty
and
was
the
one
of
company
ago,
original
years
who, after the death of Joe Smith, crossed the
mains and founded the settlement at Utah Terri-

tory.

PENOBSCOT

COUNTY.

Albert Holton, Esq., who has been connected
with the Bangor Savings Bank as a trustee since
Its organization in 1852, has resigned bis position
on account »f ill health.
The cutter Woodbury steamed into Bangor
She will remain there for several
Wednesday.
days to undergo her usual spring cleaning and
overhauling. She will receive a coat of paint and
will leave looking bright and fresh and all ready
for her summer's cruise.
The cutter has had a
very bad winter, being damaged in the ice while
assisting the steamer renobscot, so that she was
obliged to lay off one month for repairs. She assisted 22 vessels during the season, and was out
in the very worst weather.
The Bangor Commercial says: The list of prices
The
in the Nichols lottery was issued Saturday.
Florida hotel was l'rawn by a ticket In a package
owned

Dy

ADuer vrni'iirn

υι

ι,mut-us, a viianesacres of Florid»

man, uame unknown,drew 70
land.
ton

SOMERSET COUNTY.
a partially demented Inmate
of tlie Hartland Town Fann, who wandered away
In a snow storm some time ago. Is believed to have

Tommy Hopkins,

perished.

WALDO COUNTT.

A photographer last week took a photograph of
L'nesley Heal of Searsmont. who is a pensioner of

the war of 18J a, has attained to the age of 107
to
years, and is still in vigorous health and likely
live several years longer.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Thorough the efforts of Governor Robie the
Department of Cattle Industry have instructed
Dr. Mlchon to go to the State College, examine

the infected herd there and then consult with the
cattle commissioners as to what disposition to
make of the herd.
WASHINGTON COUNTY.

McCorrigan of Machlas fell while attempting to get 011 a wagon at East Weymouth,
Mass.. Monday, sustaining a fracture of the right
leg.
Gilbert

YORK COUNTY.

Walter Moore of Limerick has been nominated
Governor Robie as one of the trustees of the
by
Maine State College, to fill the vacancy made
by the ending of the term of service of Mr. Pease
of Cornish.
Λ bam adjoining the dwelling of Benjamin Jack
son of Kennebunknort was burned early yesterday morning. luf J red. Supposed to have caught
from a spark.

Cushing'9 Island.
Mr. William M. Sargent, A. M., of this city—
whose genealogical and historical papers published in the Register, and read before the meetings of the Portland Genealogical Society, and
which have been received with much favor—ha*
Just published, through the press of the American
Fhoto-Engraving Company of New York, an hl»torlcal sketch, guide book and prospectus ot
Cushlng's Island. The book is a pamphlet of
just 100 pages, printed on good paper, In fair,
clear type, and abounding In views of and abont
the island, from paintings by the well known
artist, Η. Β Brown, or sketches by John Calvin
Stevens, the architect. The cover, designed by
Mr. Stevens, is unique, adomed on the one page
with mollusk shells, and branches of wind-tossed
pine, bearing in scroll work the passage from

Montaigne

:

of culled flowers I bring
With nothing of my own except the string
That bind» them."
The other page presents the sea serpent In the
waters of Casco Bay as seen from Cushlng's
Island. The little volume Is dedicated "to all
Portlanders at home and abroad," "at this centennial anniversary of their city, embodying a· it
does In a modest way one chapter of Its munici"A nosegay

pal history."
Commencing with the historical sketch, Mr.
Sargent lias in compact form presented all that Is
known about the island from the time that Captain Christopher Levett, a gentleman of good
fortune, who had already filled the position et
"His Majesty'» Woodward of Somersetshire,"
and oue of the Council of New England, under
permission of Sir Ferdlnando Gorges made the
island his home, and the centre of his patent ot
6000 acres, granted him by the Council May 6th,
1623, or 263 years ago, down to the present day,
when the Island is owned by the children of th·
late Lemuel Cushing, himself a descendant In the
seventh generation from the emigrant ancestor,
Matthew, a Puritan, who with Governor Haynes.
the ministers, cotton, Hooxer ana oiuers, came 10
New England In 1633. Accompanying tbls sketch
will be found the earliest chart locating Cushlng'a
Island—the Tierra rte Eitei an Gomez—drawn by
D. Ribero In 1529.
Following the historical sketch we have th·
guide book with its complete descriptions of the
typography, the natural attractions, walks and
rambles, archery and tennis grounds, sbootinp,
bathing, season to visit the place, climate, short,
deep sea cod, mackerellng and sword fishing,
methods of communication with the main land,
the luxuriousness of the hotel life at the Ottawa,
the cottage and general social life, and, in conclusion, the prospectus of the property, with
views of the grounds beautifully laid out by Mr.
Frederick Law Olmsted, the celebrated landscape
gardener, and an account of the thorough sewer
age and especial fresh water privileges of tb·

place.

Mr. Sargent has done his work remarkably
well, and while lie lias given a comprehensive

story to his readers, he has interwoven among
detail much beauty of landscape and sea
word-painting, and numberless appropriate poetical stanzas by well known poets who have been
fascinated by this charming Isle.
the

Natural History Society.
The following donations and business were
necessarily omitted Irom our report of the meeting
of tbe society yesterday:
Dr. Chas. W. Bray was elected to active mem-

bership.
Since the last meeting the following donations
the library and cabinet have been received :
From tho Smithsonian Institution, U 9. Geological Survey, etc:
Powell's Fifth Annual Report of Geological
Survey.
Bulletin No. 5, U. S. Fish Commission.
Bulletin 15 to 23, Geological Survey.
Bulletin 23, U. S. National Museum.
From various Scientific Societies:
Proceedings Aug. to Dec., 1885, Academy ol
Sciences
Proceedings. April, 1880, Am. Philosophical
to

Society of Philadelphia.
Proceedings Am. Academy
Boston.

Arts

and Science·,

Vol. 21, Part A.

Proceedings of Boston Soc. Nat. Hist.
Proceedings of Royal Soc. Tasmania, 1885.
The published writings of l'rof. Isaac Lea.
West American Scientist, San Diego, Cal.

Journal of Trenton Nat. Hist. Soc., Vol. 1,
Part 1.
The Hoosier Naturalist, Vol. 1, Part 5.
Revue Géographique, Jan. 1886.
Annalen Κ. K. Nat. Hist. Hofmuseuins. 1885.
Index Vols.
American Journal of Science.
21-30.

Canadian Entomologist, 4 parts.
Memoirs of the Nat. Acad. Science and Arts.
Caen, France.
Bulletins of Imperial Society of Naturalists of
Moscow. 1884-85.
From Prof. George H. Stone :
His paper on Wind Action In Maine.
From the Mexican Government:
tîoiuirt.4 iini>ii the cultivation of some useful

plants,

etc.

Capt. Andrew S. Haven:
Fossil bone iMyloden?), Panama River.
Young Alligator, Paraguay.
Sargassum irom Gulf Stream.
FromC. O. Mason:
West Indian seeds.
From

From Moses Starling:
Fossil bone (roin So. Carolina phosphate
From I). W. Clark, Esq.. Portland:

beds.

Fruit pods ol passion-flower.
Coffee berries in natural state.
Manzanlta wood.
Votes of thanks were passed for these donations.
The Case of the Lanie Cobb,
In regard to the schooner Lanio Cobb of Bangor, run iuto by a vessel owned or employed by
by the Venezueiian government, for which the
owner failed to collect damages, Secretary Bay.
ard has written Congressman Boutelle as follows!
The Hon. C. A. Bontelle, M. C., Home of Itcpre·

tentative», Washington. I). C
Sir—Referring to your letter of the 27th of Febas well as to your sbbsequent verbal
inquiries at this Department, in relation to tin»
to in-

ruary last,

of the "Lanie Cobb," I nave the honor
form you that after a further examination of the
evidence in the case, as it has been reported tn
this Department, I am of the opinion that, in
view of the conflicting character of the testimony
iu regard to the collision, the case Is a proper one
for arbitration. And our Minister at
a proposal or
accordingly be instructed to present
arbitration to the Venezuelan Government.
ease

LAtacai^will

I have the honor to be. Sir.
Your obedient

servant,

A despatch from Cleveland, Ohio.
that J, !>· Kotkaieiier of
ed on reliable
PhirHfiO leu COIlf to New \ΟΓΚ to collier W Itit
several eastern capitalists in regard to 'ifting the»
University. This la
mortgage debt on Chicago
with u view of re-estab!isnlng it on a Firmer and

authority

more

substantial basis.

'.PïMîJSS.

ΓΈΓΊΕ

WEDNESDAY MORNING, APKIL 11.
We (to no! read anonymou* letters anil eoiurmmcations. Tin. name aud address of the writer are
ii ail cases indispensable, net necessarily tor publication hut as a guarantee ol good laitll.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not used.
Miss Frances S. Folsom may not marry
the President, but she has got her portrait in
the Boston Globe. No turn in the wheel of
fortune can deprive her of that distinction.

Attorney-General Garland ought to have
taken warning front.his bad success at poker
that gambling was not his forte and kept out
of the Pan-Electric speculation.

The Democracy are in a state of turmoil
because Mr. Blaine visited Boston the other
day and Senator Hale was in this State for a
few days.
They should calm themselves.
Neither visit had any political significance.

Ways and Means committee have decided that the Hawaiian treaty ought to go,
There can be no doubt but that their decision
is correct. The treaty was founded on misinformation and misjudgment, and never
would have been made had the results which
The

have followed it been

Queen s government
quite so obstreperous as

must be turned out to
make room for honest men, meaning the
Democrats. For some reason Congressman
Willis, who represents the Louisville district, happened to be imbued with a
different idea of civil service. He appears to have conceived the strange notion

ing the Republicans,

that it didn't make much difference whether
the incumbent of the Louisville post office
whose only duties are to see that letters and
papers sent by and to citizens of Louisville
reached their destination, was a Democrat or
the person who was
a Republican, and as
filling the place had demonstrated her ability
to perform those duties in a satisfactory
manner he recommended that she be retained. When Congressman Willis presents
himself again for the suffrages of his Democratic constituents they are likely to put a
vfirv

not inclined to
its dependent on

is

slowly.
The English are apparently looking more
complaently upon Mr. Gladstone's home rule
bill than they did when it was first introduced. At least they are not so certain that
the union will go to the dogs if it is passed
Within a few days there has
as they were.
been a noteworthy accession of confidence to
the friends of the bill, and they are now pre
dieting its passage by thirty-five or forty
majority.
According

to a Washington special the programme is to allow Collectors Chase and
Pillsbury to remain in office until the Senate
adjourns, and then appoint George F. Emery
iii'place of the former, and somebody in

place of the latter who will make Pillsbury
his deputy and suffer him to draw most of
the salary.
This arrangement, it is supposed, will soothe the Tabulator and prevent
his kicking during tho campaign, and keep

poverty.

The Third Avenue railroad strikers dethat the employment of non-union
is not their only grievance, but that
there is a question of wages involved also.
If that be the fact, the thing for them to do
is to withdraw their demand for the discharge of the seven non-union men and ask
for arbitration on the other matters. When
they do that public sympathy may be with
them, but as long as they insist on their first
clare
men

demand they ought to receive no concession
from the company and no support from the

public.
The Cincinnati Commercial-Gazette says
that the chief distinction of Mr. Riley, who
lias been appointed postmaster in that city is
that he was the figure head of the Highland
House convention, which was the "scene of
the most scandalous bribery and brutal ruffianism ever perpetrated." It wa,s for lend-

ing

himself to that affair that he was recommended by Senator Payne for appointment

Kiley postmaster. Yet

the President is excused by his admirers on the ground that he
How many times can the
was deceived.

by the same

set of men

and still be blameless?
Our oia Greenback friend, the Hon. Frank
M. Fogg, is the same blatherskite he used to
be when he was delivering his windy haraugues to the Maine Greenbaekers. He is

posing as a Knight of Labor, and
in that capacity addressed a meeting in
Washington, Monday night. Ile was as pic-

just

now

as ever, describing the men of
America as Christianized, civilized, Harvard
College educated cannibals. He breathed
out threatenings and slaughter in a way that
must have terrified his audience, who were

turesque

probably unacquainted
to tnat tremendous

with him and listened

voice

01 ms lor tne nrst

time.

The capital city should not lay awake
nights for fear of Fogg, however. Though

noisy as
zephyr.

a

cyclone,

he is

as

harmless as a

Is it not about time for a stirring proclamation from
somebody calling upon all
Knights of Labor to pool in and assist the
horse railroad strikers in New York, regardless as to whether the strike is wise or not.
A precedent for that sort of performance
having been established in the case of the
St. Loire? strikers, we don't see how it can
consistently be disregarded now. The two
cases are very similar.
Indeed the New
York case should appeal more strongly to
the Knights than the St. Louis, for the New
York men whose discharge is sought, are
guilty, not only of working without belonging to a union, but also of having spoken disrespectfully of the union, while the St. Louis
men are guilty of the first only.
Then the
"walking delegates" who have been boycotting Mrs. Gray, they have a claim even
stronger than the railroad or the horse car
men, for they have actually had to pay out
money in the shape of fines to maintain the
great principle that nobody has a right to
work unless lie has had a license from a
trades union.
The wonderful success of the boycott in
building up the business of Mrs. Gray's
bakery has attracted attention all over the
country, and it is not improbable that the
boycott is destined to become a popular advertising dodge. Λ St. Louis dry goods merchant is the first to tumble to this method,
and all day long on Monday two men in his
employ stood in front of his store distribu-

ting the following circular:
To the Knights of Labor of St. Louis ·.
You are hereby notified that a boycott has been
declared against the
dry goods store, corner Thirteenth and Franklin avenue.
A brother
workman canvassing for advertisements in our
new reference book—the book to be used by local
assemblies—called at the store, and had no sooner
made his business known than the proprietor became very violent and threatened to eject him if
be did not immediately leave the premises.
Our
brother, not wishing to become involved In a dispute. quietly left. Our committee then called to
see what we should do under the circumstances,
but the man would not listen to us, declaring at
the same time that we're the cause of his losing
money every day by ordering the strikes and lie
did not intend to distribute favors to people who
ruinrd his business. He then put on his coat and
left the store, giving us 110 opportunity of coming
to a settlement. We. therefore, ask all persons to
goods store until
keep away from the Empire
the proprietors agree to pay all tne costs of this
boycott, besides a fine of So ', and a retraction in
Jull of the slurs cast upon the order.
By order,

"Boycott.

Empire

dry

Executive Board."

The Washington
l-îl

correspondent of

T».»V>io Anm-^DntÎAn

the
« «

between the President and a
Democratic member of the House the other

tually occurred
day:

President— So you are one of the gentlemen
who proposes to break up the Democratic party
1 ly refusing to remove the tax from the poor man's
shirt, and the poor man's blankets and clothing.
Representative— I am not in favor of reducing
the wages of labor, Mr. 1'resident.
I feel you
President—Seriously, Mr.
'Πιο Morrison bill is
must agree 011 a tariff bill.
exaitly in accord with my recommendation, and
if it 1
not passed you will have a good deal to
explain on the stump this fall.
Representative—We shall have a great deal to
explain, Mr. President, 011 the stump, anyhow.
This, the correspondent says, is only a

specimen of several similar conversations
that have occurred within the past week.
The President is throwing himself into the
tariff fight with a good deal of vim, and the
Democrats who vote against the bill are to
be boycotted by the administration. A good
many of them are understood to be undecided whether to abandon the interests of their
districts or forego the privilege of dispens-

ing patronage, but tho prospect now is that
enough of them will succumb to the blandishments of patronage to ensure a majority
for the bill.

All the Democrats are civil service reformAll of them favor "genuine civil service
ers.
reform." The five thousand who gathered in
Louisville, Ky., Saturday night to pour out
wrath upon Congressman
Willis and the President for appointing
Mrs. Thompson to the post office, were all
genuine civil service reformers. There are
a good many kinds of genuine civil service
reform, however. One kind, and that is the
kind' the Kentucky Democrats, and the
Maine Democrats and the Democrats of
thirty-six other States, with few exceptions,
are heartily in favor of, consists in turning
the vials of their

sized

Ufa

in

liis

Xn

pnr

be "Gone to meet Pendleton."

COMMENT.

MANNER CONVICTS THEM.
Ν. Y. Tribune.
The Pan-Electric witnesses all soem to appreciate the fact that they are on trial. Tliey
do not answer embarrassing questions as
honest men would, by showing the imputations conveyed to be unfounded, but they fly
into a passion and abuse that sagacious and
imperturbable member of the committee, Mr.
lianney. As for .Mr. ltanney, he sticks at it
till he gets the truth or exposes the lie.
THEIR

PROHIBITION THAT DOESN'T PROHIBIT.
Springfield Union.
The joint rule of Congress which prohib
its the sale of alcoholic liquors in the Capitol
or on the Capitol grounds is totally ignored
in the House restaurant, where drinks of
every sort are dispensed without the slightest
During the last
attempt at concealment
Congress the proper subterfuge was to call
for "cold tea," but that has been abandoned.
At the Senate restaurant, ales, beers and
wines are freely sold, but no stronger drinks.
If Congress caiinot make laws that can be
enforced in its own house, can we look for
phenomenal success in its law making for
the country?
A MONSTROUS OPPRESSION.

Boston Advertiser.
The pretext for several recent strikes has
been that the proprietors of the business employed mentowho did not belong to some orwhich the strikers belonged.
ganization
Some of these strike* have been followed by
a boycott to compel the employer to discharge
all workmen who would not join the labor
union. The right of men to refrain from
joining any association is as clear as the
right of others to join it. The resort to the
boycott to compel employers to discharge
competent and satisfactory workmen because they do not care to join some
organization which othyr men in the same trade have
entered for reasons satisfactory to themselves, is as monstrous an act of oppression
as anything ever done by organized capital.
AN OLD STRUGGLE AND A NEW ONE.

N. Y. Sun.
It is not iso many years since the struggle
arose between employers and employes over
the question, Has a man a right to join a
union ? It was bitterly resisted bv the employers of labor, and the contest had, as it
could only have had, the result of firmly establishing the laboring man's right to follow
his own inclinations. This decision was
just, and it was the only one which could
possibly have been arrived at. There have
been numerous indications lately in the laboring world that an issue was to be raised
as to whether a man has the right to refuse
to join a union. This is not a question to be
decided by the employers, but by the laborThere can be but one logiers themselves.
cal outcome to that contest. That is that a
man can do as he pleases.
NEW

brochure is amusing, and one does not fail
to detect and enjoy broad burlesque of Victor Hugo, Bulwer, Dickens and Wilkie Col-

novel, Old
Mrs. J. H. Walworth's
Fulkerson's Clerk, (New York: Cassell&
Co. ; Portland: Loring, Short & Ilarmon), is
less futile, better written and altogether
more readable than either The Bar Sinister,
or Without Blemish, although her literary
style is faulty and needs reconstructing.
The story is bright and entertaining, with
plenty of good strong plot, and agreeably
sensational.

terpiece, Salammbô. (New York and London :
Saxon & Co.) Mr. Sheldon has put it into
strong and vigorous English, preserving in a
remarkable manner the dreamy atmosphere
and brilliant local coloring of the original.
It is a novel of barbaric splendor, a fascinatiug story of love and war, a series of lurid
word pictures in a rich setting of historic
lore. Gustave Flaubert was the founder of
the Naturalistic School of Literature, but his
followers, notably Zola and the De Goncourts, have just gone to an extreme which
the wisdom and dignity of the "pontiff of
realism" would not have permitted himself.
Upon the history of the Carthaginian AVar
Flaubert has grafted the bewitching tale of
the fierce and sensuous passion of Matho,
the Libyan chief, for Salammbô, the daughter of Ilamilcar. There is a wonderful perfection of detail in the descriptions of these
ancient battles and magic power in delineating human passions. Add to this the faculty of interpreting natuie, of "reproducing
with words the bounds of boughs moved by
the wind, the effect of summer moonlight in
the quiet waves,
the rhythmic swaying of
grasses on the virgin prairie," and we have

combination,

such as few novilists of
the nineteenth century have been capable of
a

rare

producing.

Washington society nearly sixty years ago.
Her early life was full of romance, and "Mr.
Livingston's relations to public affairs," says
her biographer, "brought her in contact with
the most remarkable persons of her day."
Mr. Edward Livingston was one of the most
eminent lawyers in this country ; an intimate personal friend of General Jackson, his
Secretary of State, and later, American Minister to the Court of France. Mrs. Livingston came of a French family noted for its
culture and talenf, and lier brother, Major
Huguste Davezac, and her uncle, M. Jules
Davezae, both members of her family, are remembered as men of remarkable learning
and of brilliant wit and fine social qualities.
Miss Hunt's delightful volume contains
many interesting letters, hitherto unpublished, which are a valuable contribution to
"the history of a day just gone by." The
personal fascination of the men and women
whom the author delights to honor is skillfully transferred to the pages of her book.
We

are

indebted to Lieut. J.

D.

Jerrold

Kelley, of the United States navy, for a
very bright and entertaining story which he
calls, A Desperate Chance. (New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons); Portland: Loring,
Short Λ Harmon.)
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HACK ACHE, WEAKNESS, TITER·

Soreness and Lameness
^^^winc Pains.
cured by that new. original,
■J^eespeedily
elegant and infallible antidote to pain

a"d inflammation, the Cuticuba AntiPain Plaster. At druggists'. 25c.

VV&S&W2W

H.I. BAILEY 4 CO.,
SUCCESSORS TO

MARRETT, BAILEY & GO.
Wall Papers, Draperies,
Lacc Curtains, Window
Shades, &e., &c.

We are prepared to offer the best stock of the
above named goods ever shown in this city. We
guarantee to sell them as low as the lowest.
Before making selections purchasers will do
well to examine our styles and get our prices. We
have selected our

of Gold."
"Alleluia Easter Bells."

"Cups

Harmonize

as

tlie public well know.

ties of the works of modern novelists are well
nigh perfect. However, Mr. McCarthy's

Book, Card
—

AND

—

BROADWAY,
NEW YORK, April 14th, 1886.
certify that the BOSTON & PORT-

LAND CLOTHING CO. are the sole agents of our
celebrated "ROUGH AND TUMBLE'' Suits and
Overcoats in Portland. Other parties advertising
the above suits have some on hand carried over from
former seasons. The Boston & Portland Clothing
Co. Store is the only establishment in Portland
where our new "ROUGH AND TUMBLE" Suits
can be

bought.
and Tumble" Suits and

"Rough

Sole Manufacturer
Overcoats.

BRO.,

Ν. Β.—We have now a complete assortment of
the above suits which we guarantee not to rip and
are strictly all wool, fit for boys 4 to 14 years old, at
Also "Rough
the popular price of $5.00 per suit.
and Tumble" Suit and Overcoat $10.00.

ST, PORTLAND, HE.

253 MIDDLE

Manager.
dtf

W. C. WARE,
7

SPRlNGlîïïES IN HATS!

Melvqî J. Hawkes.
Geo. E. Hawkes,
Special Attention given to Cemetery Work.
d6m
decl8

exhibiting the best line of

just Received the

JLCM

ΛίΧΛΑΧ,
Photographer,
COIKiltESSJT., Portland.

We guarantee finest of work, both in Plain and
Colored Photographs, at most reasonable rates.
Call and see our mammoth show of Large Plain
(eblTdtf
Photographs.

complete stock

I have added to my

a full

STEPHEN BERRY,

cmd

(@wvd

No. 37 Plum Street.

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
have

removed to

STREET,
of faimer office.

180 MIDDLE
Three door··

weat

Ira S. Locke.

Joseph A. Locke.
fel<27

dtf_

MANUFACTURING CLOTHIERS

as

prices

our

HATS,

LATEST STYLES OF CHILDREN'S GOODS,

the lowest.

having made that

CARPET DEPARTMENT.
AXMINSTEK,

CALL

Ε.

FmrlUh

MOQUETTE

anH
«UlU

τϊτγτ T/»W

WILTON

American.

VELTET

English, Lowell

BHt2?

BODY BRUSSELS,

one of

specialties.

imei/ci ι o. mucc
nnonhLb uv uuiihV|
470 CONGRESS ST
LANCASTER BUILDING,

1886.

HATTER,

FASHIONABLE

Worcester, Homers
TAPESTEY BRUSSELS

HiS^'thiiadelphia
ιϊ, έΛί
ana 181

KIDDEMINSTERS
ART SQUARES
FOREIGN and
AMERICAN RUGS

Large Stock

gt

245

apio

j

CL0TU

Iη

β {"et Indl2 feet
li, 15,18 andaïfeet

_

CURTAIN DEPARTMENT.
TURCOMAN

All qualities and in
Great Variety
Of Patterns

dtf

LACE DRAPERIES !

at the

Buy

these

goods

of

WE SHALL OFFER

us

and save money.

case
»

prices.

H.J. BAILEY 4 CO.,
190 & 192 Middle Street.

mar30

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Notice of

a

Hearing.

Nottingham
"

TO-DAY, SPECIALS:

Lace Curtains at
"

"

"

(ι

κ

ti

ci

κ

«

«

κ

tt

««

it

tt

((

(I

((

1.00
I 25
2.00

"
"

n'en
2.50

<<

straightened
Notice is hereby given to all persons interested
in the subject matter of the above petitions, that
the Joint Standing Committee of the City Council

the Laying Out of New Streets, will meet to
the parties, and view the proposed ways and
lilies, at the times and places as below specified ;
On TUESDAY the 27th inst. at the corner of
Congress and Waldo Streets at 3 o'clock p. m.
At the corner of Wilson and Munjoy Streets at
4 o'clock p. m.
At the corner of Eastern Promenade and Bay
View Court at 4.30 p. in.
At the corner of Newbury and Fore Streets at
β o'clock p. m.
At the corner of Federal and India Streets at
6.15 o'clock p. m.
And the said Committee will then and there proceed to determine and adjudge whether the public convenience and necessities require said
street to be laid out, discontinued, or straightened
as therefor petitioned.
Given under our hands this 19th day of April,
A. D. 1880.
CHAKLES ,1. CHAPMAN, Mayor,
VIRGIL C. WILSON.
Committee
on
WHITMAN SAWYKIÎ,
ANSEL G. DEWEY,
Laying out
New
HENRY P. COX,

I

κ

Nottingham
n°

"

"

"

»

Lace Bed Sets at
tt

"

tt

"

tt

"

Btreeis.

j
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A perfect GYMNASIUM lor Finders Hands and Wrists. All Piano
A great
Students should use it.
aid to ARTISTS
in perfecting
tlieir

technique.
—

Herman Kotzsch-

Mills,

SAMUEL

THURSTON,

GEN. AGENT,

"

3.00

No. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.
feb9
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THE UNIFORM
EXCELLENCE if
THESE PIANOS
IN TONE .FINISH
AJI3 CI'RABILΙΓί HAVE E3TA3—
LISHEO A REPUTATION UNEQUAL LiU
8T ANY MANUFACTURER·

IW- MUTT-SEBUM
SW-MOHCAN — H-Y
θ J-LAHG—BOSTON
CARL ZERRAHN
— AND HUNDREDS OF. OTHER
MUSICAL AMTHORITII

SSI TREMONT" ST.
KND FOR CATALOGUÉ AND PRICES-

PROPOSALS for furnishing material
and labor required in the erection of a shoe
factory at Ereeport, Maine, for Ε. B. Mallett, Esq.,
will be received until May 1, 1886. Plans and
specifications may be examined at the office of the
architects, where all necessary information will be
(riven. The right is reserved to reject any and all
bids.
FASSETT & TOMPSON, Architects,

SEAL1ÎD

Exchange St., Portland, Me.
April 17,1886.
aplSdtd
93

^WIVE.
—

CO

MEATS A SPECIALTY.
CORKIER,

ME.

TELE PHONE NO. S703.

apl3dV·*"

Oooil»

Delivered Free

FADKBLAND,
Assisted by
entire new list of songs.
of the l'os and other well known local

FKl-:*H I'ltiMI

With

an

members

I'..ii-ιιίΙ

inlnn»

m·

>Ιιμ

(Ît>rni!Ui

V<ilimtt><<r

hat

been re-written and revised during the past year
and is a most realistic presentation of scenes and
incidents of the late war, interspersed with magnificent tableaux. Tickets for sale by comrades
and at the door. General admission 2o cents ; reserved seats 33 cents.
For sale at StockbridiiCj.

d8t

aprlt!

PORTLAND THEATRE.

FAST DAY, THURSDAY, APRIL 22
MATINEE AND NI Ο HT.
Eeturn

the

of

Soubrette

Charming

LIZZIE EVANS
At MATINEE, the Sparkling New Comedy,

"THE CULPRIT FAY."
the Picturesque and Popular
Comedy Drama,

Torpedo

tiest

scene on

!

pret-

the

stage.

Portland Base Ball Grounds.

THE BONDS ARE IN EVERY RESrECT A
FIRST-CLASS INVESTMENT.

OPENING CAME.

The road, the gauge of wiiich lias been made
standard, has been in successful operation sine*
1883
It is

feeder of the Michigan Central, with
which company It has a valuable traffic agreement, which practically guarantees the interest
Its net earnings are equal to nearon the bonds.
ly four times the amount of its interest charges,
and this before the contract with the Michigan
Central was executed. We recommend this bond
on its merits as a first-class security and equal to
any 6 per cent, bond in the market.
a

H. B. HOLLINS &

CO.,

755 & 74 Broadway, New York.

apr9

dtf

BONDSΣ
6s & 4s
Bath
Maine Central..7s & Ds
P. & Ο. Η. Κ—6s

6s & 4s
BocI:land
No. Pacific Uold..69
4s

Anson

BOWDOM VS. PORTLANDS,
FAST DAY.

Game

Called

nt

'i.'JO. Admimion 35 real·.

Hnrti'ords, April 27 and 39.

dtd

apr20

GRAND BENEFIT CONCERT
—BY THE—

LADIES' ORCHESTRA

OF PORTLAND,
l·'. L. COLLINS,
Conductor,

No. 104 MIDDLE STREET, Portland.
fanldtf
January 1,1884.

PER CENT BONDS GUARANTEED

7

More
the Shown Ucr Morignjir Co.
than fifty Savings Banks in New Hampshire,

by

Vermont and Rhode Island, also Insurance
Companies, Societies and Individuals are
investing in this class of securities. Call or
address for illustrated pamphlet,

JOHN M. FREEMAN, Agent,
NO. 11 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND, ME.

pleasant and perfectly
harmless anaesthetic for
A

of teeth.

DR. C. M.
J minion

inarll

IN AID OFTHE GOSPEL MISSION

TALBOT,

of Free and ITIiddle Hlrnla, Pari
d3iti
land, Me.

AT

—

Congre»» llall, Thnrmday Even's, April 22
AdmÎMHÎou J ) renin.
(12t
ap21

Easter Monday Ball !
■
Il

1911

λ

m
milVI IVCIM

IIVIIVI

—

mo

sociation.
CITY

d;Sm*

maiG

MONDAY EVEMM, APRIL 26tli.

"WOODBURY & ΜΟΙΙΙ,ΤΜ,

BANKERS
Cor. Middle and Exchange Street.

Admission: Cents 50 cents ;
Ladies 25 cents.
(ltd

api 9

PORTLAND THEATRE.
Week—Commencing Monday, April 26.

One

Choice

Funds
janl3

and

Banks

Savings

constantly

YOU ALL REjnEITIBEK US.

for

suitable

Securities,

oriçinatorN of lirNt-elaMM Comic Opera
the People'» Price* of A «(million,

The

Trust

Matinees

at 2.30.

Wednesday and Saturday

at

eodtf

iiO

AKD

ΙΟ

on hand.

CENTS.

Reserved Seals ΙΟ cents extra.
For sale at Theatre, FKIDAlf, April 93d.
1A

AAA People attend

lv^l/VV

ante*

Perforua-

our

every week.

SEVENTH ANNUAL TOUR.

DENNETT & MOULTON'O
U

Union Mutual

0

COMIC
OPERA COMPANY.
PKOPLK

40

OUR OWN

4-0

BRASS BAND.

0RCHESTRA_AR0

REPERTOIRE.

THE MASCOT.
Monday,
GIROFLE <<IKOKI<A.
Tuesday,
Wednesday, Queen's Lace Handkerchief.
CHIMES OK NORMANDY.
Thursday,
THE MIKADO.
Kriday,
OLIVETTE.
Saturday,
of Penzance.
Pirates
Wed. Matinee,
THE MIKADO.
Sat. Matinee,

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
MAINE.

OF

...

I Ν

ORGANIZED

■

184»,

IS A

COMPANY,

HOME

NEW
apr21

iic.
COSTUMEsTTrOPERTIES, dst

which has had thirty-si* years' experience.
RECORD IS

JTS

$8,361,920.4?

Death losses paid,
Endowments paid,

3,374,402.90
5,647,970.22
4,268,862.35

Surrendered policies,
Dividends,
A

PAYMENT

TOTAL

to

SHOWING
Policy-holders of nearly
niLLiom of dolTwenty-two
lars, equal to
IIl'NDREO THOUSAND DOLSIX
LARS, paiil policy-holders for each year of
existence.
the
company's

ITSits

ASSETS ARE SO,· 1»,347.13, while
Liabilities are only $5,413,41*1.74.
Λ ΝΓΗΡΜΙΗ .r

JL Nearly 8400,000 according tu the Massachusetts standard, and of over #T00,000 by
the New York standard.
UNION

dealings

policy-holders.

POLICY CONTRACT is plain and
definite in all its terms and no chance for

ITS

ITS
After three

INCO

years for any

NTESTAHLE

cause

except fraud.

DEATH CLAIMS, WITHOUT
DISCOUNT, immediately as soon as the
are
complete and satisfactory, and without
proofs
waiting 60, 90, or any number of days.

IT

PAYS

ITplans.

POLICIES

ou

nil

this Company are
EXPERIENCE, STRONG FINAN-

JOHN K. DeWITT, President.
HENRY D. SMITli, Secretary.
ARTHUR L. BATES. Ass't Secretary.
THOMAS A. FOSTER, M. D., Medical Director.
JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND, Counsel.

JAMES

SÏNKINSON,

MANAGER FOR CITY AGENCY.

eodtf

mar»;

These are In every respect strictly first-class
Taints, composed or pure Unseed oil arid the highest grade of pigments; combined by processes
exclusively our own. They are unequalled by any
in richness and permanency or color, and are the
most durable and economical paints ever produced tor general structural purposes. Sample,
shcetsand pamphlet "NTRIICTI'KAL DEC·
ΟΚΛΠΟΝ» Tree, bv mail.

Slrirtly Pure Color»
ROOF, C.tR iim!

in Oil»,

Vnrniahe·

KRIDCE

r

Ic

P1INTN,

Are especially adapted for outbuildings, bams, fences, and for iron and rough

in various colors.
woodwork.

ASBESTOS ROOFING.
The standard and reliable Portable Roofing, for
steep or flat roofs in any climate. Skilled labor
not required in Its application.
STEAM-PIPE and
GENUINE ASBESTOS
BOILER COVERINGS, PISTON and WICK
FIRE PROOF
MILL -BOARD,
PACKING.
PAINTS, PLASTIC STOVE-LINING, CEMENTS, COATINGS, ETC.
Send for Full Descriptive Catalogue, Samples, etc.

W. W. WHIPPLE &
21

CO.,

SQUARE,

MARKET

approved

ADVANTAGES of

ΤΠΕ
AGE,

PAINTS.

LI(tlIID

its mu-

JIl'Tl'AL, recognizing
THE
tuality, is the most libéral company in its
with its

PORTLAND, .TIE.
Hrmlqimrirr for >'<·« Faglnud.
alw-teod2m
mch30

tT.

-L'

H;iV lFT~t-.

"

FURNISHING UNDERTAKER,
HO. Ill MAINE

SACCARAPPA, ME.

STREET^

RESPECTFULLY inform the public that I am
prepared to furnish White Broadcloth, Crape,
Rosewood, Walnut, Whitewood or Pine Caskets at
the lowest prices. Having had experience in the
business, I shall manufacture many of these goods
myself, thereby giving the purchasers a reduction
from jobbers' prices. Funerals attended Free of
Charge. Hearses. Carriages and Flowers furnished at short uottce.

I

B.—A good line of Picture Mouldings conon hand.
Frames furnished at low prices.
Job-work done as heretofore. Thanks for past
favors.
J. «?. mpbab.
mar31dlm»
1*

stantly

IlUY Till!

STORAGE.

the

MISS JENNIE PEARCE WHITNEY, Vocalist, MISS
HELEN M. FOSTER, Elocutionist.

—

ARETAS SHUHTLEFF,

—

MEATS, VEGETABLES, GROCERIES AND CANNED
GOODS.

DUTCH RECRUIT, FRITZ STEIN,

MAYOS'

BEST,

WOODFORD'S

CHARLIE COLLINS,

Interest payable January and July, by the Farmers' Loan and Trust Company, in New York.

fodly

DR.

ΒΕΑ LEli IN

'

Evening nrices 75, 50 and 35 cents. Matinee
prices 50, 85 and 25 cents. Seats on sale TuesaplOdlw
day, April 20.

BOSTON,MASS·
MENTION PAPER·

feb24

TO CONTRACTORS.

—

ISSUED AT THE RATE OF 815,000 A MILE,
INCLUDING EQUIPMENT.

Call or send to any Agency Office for a circular
of its plans.

ORCAMz^FIANO

The Standard of Purity and Excellence.

«

POOR'* TIANCAL OF RAILROADN.
Hallway Bonds a specialty. Choice Investment
always en hand. Orders executed for cash or on
margin.
Interest allowed 011 deposits.
Correspondence
nvited.
I<5 Wall Mlreet, !*·w Vorh.
ap6d6m

CIAL CONDITION. LARGE SUKPLUS, EQUITABLE and ATTRACTIVE PLANS, and conservative management.

rates.

mario

POOR,

Members of the Ν. Y. Stock Exchange and Proprietors of

ISSUES

EASTMANBROS.&BANCROFT

April 21, 22,WITH23 and 24.

WHITE & 6REEN0UGH

POLICIER ARE

These goods are our own importation through the
Portland Custom House, and by this means we can
offer them at fully 25 per cent less than the usual

FOR SALE BY ALL GROCERS

eodtf

TO use TncRVRARK

"

ALSO ALL BETTER GRADES.

Endorsed for its Purity and Healthfulness by all
Chemists and Physicians who have examined It.
"I have given this powder a thorough chemical
examination and find it to bo of full weight entirely free from Alum, Ammonia, Lime and the Phospure bread-raising
phates, ana to be an absolutely
preparation every way to be recommended for
wholesomeness and efficiency."
RICHARD C. STANLEY, A. M. Ph. D.
Professor Chemistry and Geology, Bates College
State Assayer of Maine from '75 to '83.

rated.

misconception.

2!75

"

JN IS 11 j,

References:

$2.00 set
"
2.25

tt

JrAl ivlUii. U

Portland, April 19,1886.

niar, W. H. Sherwood, S. B.
Win. Mason.

FULL LINE OF ALL BETTER GRADES.
■

favorable

UPON

pair
"

$ .75

dtf

I case

most

the petition of the Maine Central Rail
Road aud auother, for the discontinuance of
Waldo Street.
And upon the petition of Melville Η. Tracey and
others, that the City Council would lay oat a public way from Munjoy Street to the Eastern Promenade, the same to be an extension of Wilson
Street;
And upon the petition of L. W. Cleveland and
others, that the line of the Eastern Promenade

"TECHNIGON"

Very Lowest Prices.

Those refurnishing will do well to examine our
stoek and make sure of getting tbe best at the
lowest

Street.

Ε. Β» & Β.

M«K

BiKEL

SWISS LACES
MADRAS

Middle

™
P

goods

at

hear

of
These Goods
In Choice Patterns.

LINOLEUM

niiErmTR

ο

■

Boaed of Health, |
April 17, 1886. )
is hereby given to all house-holders,
that alt applications for cleaning privyvaults, should be made as early as possible, that
the delay which usually occurs later in the season
may be avoided. All applications for emptying
privy vaults, left at the office of the Deputy Marshals, City Building, will have immediate attention.
By order of the Board of Health.
GEO. C. BURGESS, Secretary.
apr!7dtf

on

Hi^fS'alltrades

THREE PLYS
EXTRA SUPERS
MEDIUM SUPERS

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Freeman's Court,
And upon the petition ot George A. Hatch and
others, that the Southerly line of Federal Street,
between India and Mountfort Streets may be

PERRY,

1IALL,

Of CITY

—ASSISTED BY-

may be straightened,
And upon the petition of George H. Thomes and
others, that Newbury Street may be extended to

EXAMHSTB.

AISJT)

N.

my

Under tlie management of Λ. Jl. HI·.·,.
Seats 81.00, 75 and 50 cents. Gallery 35 cent».
Sale <>t seats commences Friday morning April 16.
dlw
aprl5

in his great character of the

Exchnuj^e

Continental

and

Mlvrling

FINE TAILORING A SPECIALTY

NOTICE

including the Latest Craze CAMEL'S HAIR TURBANS, ROUGH AND READY HATS, CORK

low

as

J. B. BROWN & SONS,

—AND—

Men's Furnishers at Wholesale and Retail.

line of

a

We guarantee

eodtf

jelO

FIRSTflOKTCAUE 30·ΥΕΛΒ β PER
CENT. CÎOI.U lt«M>S.

Office of the

CHILDREN'S

Z'rniï.'" As Leah, in Leah the Forsaken

Fogg's Ferry
^•720,000
LI//IF GVANN in her celebrated impersonation of "Chip" the Ferry Girl, introduc
H.
K.
&
Co.'s
ing New Mongi, Dunce», Medley», Arc.
Detroit, Bay City Alpena
Seethe Great
Mennntion, the

PROPOSALS will be received for the
removal of fish and house ofiai, at the City
Clerk's office, where specifications of the contract
may be seen, until Saturday, April 24, 1888, at 5
o'clock p. m. A bond for the faithful performance
The city reserves
of the duties will be required.
the right to reject any or all bids.
By order of the Board of Health,
UEO. C. BURGESS, Secretary.
aplTdlw

and Summer.

Juliana, in The Honeymoon.

At NIGHT

SEALED

papers in the State.

IkVnAk.'TTk!

jan31

and House Offal.

a

common

XXI IJbUUOl

AV
VA*

Travelling and Commercial I.elterM of
Credit I*Nued, available in all the Prineipal Citie* of Europe.
Investment Meenritiee Koiight and Mold.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Spring

io: As

Apru

—

â Τ Τ ΛΙΙΓπη
ilXiJUV II U*/

—

SCREW GOODS in Brown and Blue, BROADRoom Papers and Ceiling Decorations CLOTH TURBANS in Brown and Checked Goods,
that have been shown in this city far years. Tills
RED TURBANS, the finest and best, just from
line is complete in all the best designs that have
been produced this season. We make
specialty
New York market, something new and different
of first class work In all its branches. Flans ana
large
estimates given at short notice. We have
from
any other dealer. 1 shall keep on hand the
variety of Gilt and Bronze Papers. Also the
largest stock of

City, County and Railroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.

bought and wohl

ffiwkj Job

LEVICK,

Dramatic* Company.

Good

TRUST COMPANY Boswortti Post, No. IG. A. R„
First National Bank Building,
REWARD !

,\o. 218 Middle Street.

OPPOSITE PBEBLE ΠΟΙΉΕ.
d6n
novl2

Designs and Colorings.

now

PORTLAND

Office and Works foot of Wilmot St, PORTLAND, ME.

Haskell & Jones,

complete with

WALL PAPER DEPARTMENT.

eodtf

BANKERS,

April 17th,

We have the largest and best stock in the State,
and invite the inspection of the public to the same.
Be sure and look at our stock aiid get prices before purchasing elsewhere.

in Capital Stock of cacii
Company, $500,000.00.

—

LOCKE & LOCKE,

Boston £ Portland Clothing Co.,

α

—

EMERY, M"ft. As Juliet, in Romeo and Juliet.

ΓΓ

Carpet Department
New

And

Granite for Building, Cemetery,
and Monumental Purposes,

514

A. LEVY &

DEALERS IN

MILNES

—

marl2

HAWKES BROTHERS

Proposals for the Removal of Fish

is

Paid

tended

and Overcoats

SUPPORTED BY

will produce the great military drama,

—

PINE JOB PRINTING Λ SPECIALTY.
AH orders by mail or telephone promptly atr
to.
novlleodtf

472

H.

WILLIAM

liiifii

aprl9

FOU SALE BY

—

Exchange St., Portland, Me.

Our

been des-

disadvantage by comparison with the Con
densed Novels of Bret Harte, whose traves-

MARKS,

WM. M.

manner, examine our stock

97 1-2

This is to

MATHER !

—

SEVEN PER CENT. GUARANTEED MORTGAGES,

eotltf

Office of the Boaed of Health,

Mrs. Gregory Smith's Atla, A Story of a
Lost Island (New York: Harper & Brothers ; Portland : Loring, Short & Harmon), is
very prettily rendered, and under the guise
of fiction the author has endeavored to embody an idea of the wonderful civilization of
Atlantis, or the Garden of Hesperides, and
also to describe the awful cataclysm by

Our Sensation Novel, edited
by Justin II.
McCarthy, (New York: Cassell & Co.; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.) is at a

Call and examine our new style
Crayon and Colored Portraits beAim to
fore sitting: elsewhere.
please.Pri ces moderate.
aprl4

AND

OM.Y :

MARGARET

188 Middle Street, Portland, Me.

MtlXTKK*' EXCHANGE,

CARPETS and WALL PAPERS

public.

troyed eleven thousand four hundred years
ago. The old legend is fancifully wrought
out, and shows the luxuriance of the author's imagination, while she, with much
skill, essays to prove the immense superiori
ty of the old civilization over the modern.

OPPOSITE EALMOUTII HOTEL.

CITY ADVEBTIHEJIEJITS.

a suggestion.
In fact Mr. Harland's success and popularity seem now assured, and we congratulate both him and the

to have

Photographer,

Monday we shall sell fifty pairs of
handsome lace Curtains in Cream or
White at $1.25 per pair.

mailing.

nnd

NIGHT*

TIIUKE

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, Ajtll 19,20 and 21.

—

—

Job Printer

much as

supposed

for

Bonda,

Six Fer.C'ent Debenture Honda,

and compare prices.

Sepia Cards.
All Carde packed carefully

First Mortgage Coupon

rent.

THE AMERICAN INVESTMENT CO.

with special reference to the prevailing colors of
each. It is desirable to have

than meets the expectations of the admirers of this author's first bo< lr.
It is
neither so weird nor so imprn!. jlc is the
Jewish Musician's Story, but uis a.l the
grace, originality and drann.. :c power of
that work. The plot is very clever and the
denouement is so unexpected that we will
not spoil it for the prospective reader by so

it was

expensive

PORTLAND_THEATRE.

The Minnesota Loan and Trust Go.
Seven per

from 25 cts. to $3.00. All colors in good
Holland Shades with the Hartshorn fixtures at 39 cts. If you want to fit up your
rooms or summer cottages in a tasty in-

"Little Brown Sparrow."
"Beyond the Clouds."

more

which

success.

New Curtain Poles at prices ranging

"The Golden Afternoon."

Have

WINDOW SHADES
FIXTURES &c.

Peixada, the second novel of Mr. Harland, or Sidney Luska, (New York : Cassell
& Co ; Portland : Loring, Short & Harmon.)
very nearly excells As it Was Written, and

"Sometime."
"Stabat Mater."

apltt

simply, nor yet chiefly, although some of the
most thrilling scenes and situations are on

Mrs.

"The Changed Cross."
"The Message of the Bluebirds."

Carpetings,

NOTTINGHAM
CURTAIN POLES

ture.

"Undertones."

great

~

and possesses some qualities which are lacking in the clever tales of that writer. Indeed A Desperate Chance is not a sea tale

board ship. If it is the author's first novel
we hope it will not be his last, for having
scored so decided a success in this line of fiction we expect great things of him in the fu-

dies are interested in sucli goods just
now and all who have examined our
stock are surprised at the cheapness of
pretty material which can be bought
for Curtains and Bed Spreads. Sash
Curtains are now in fashion and a very
convenient fashion it is. We have many
new and handsome fabrics bought on
purpose for these.

"Portals of Gold."

It affords me pleasure to give you this report of
the cure of our little grandchild by your Ct/τιουκλ Remedies. When six months old ills left hand
began to swell and had every appearance of a
large boil. We poulticed it, but all to 110 purpose.
About five months after it became a running sore.
Soon ether sores formed.
He then had two of
them on each hand, and as his blood became more
and more impure it took less time for them to
break out. Λ sore came 011 the cliin, beneath the
imiter lin wh 1M1 w«s vprv offensive. His head was
one solid scab, discharging a great (leal, xnis was
iiis condition at twenlv-two months old, when I
undertook the care of liim, his mother having died
when he was a little more than a year old, of consumption (scrofula of course). He could walk a
get up if he fell down, and
little, hut could not
could not move «lien in bed, having no use of his
hands. I immediately commenced with the Cuticuba Remedies, using the Ctticuba and Cuti
cuka Soap freely, and when he had taken one
bottle of the Cuticuba Resolvent, his head was
completely cured, and he was improved in every
way. We were very much encouraged, and continued the use of the Keniedies for a year and a
half. One sore after another healed, a bony matter forming in eaeli one of tlM'se five deep ones
just before healing, which would finally grow loose
and were taken out ; then they would heal rapidly.
One of these ugly boue formations I preserved.
After taking a dozen and a half bottles he was
completely cured, and is now, at the age of six
The scars on
years, a strong and healthy child.
his hands must always remain; his hands are
strong, tliobgh we once feared he would never he
able to use them. All that physicians did for him
did him no good. All who saw the child before
using the Cuticuba Remedies and see the child
If the above
now consider it a wonderful cure.
facts are of any use to you. you are at liberty to
MRS. E. S. DRIGGS,
use them.
612 E. Clay St., Bloomington, III.
May 9,1885.
child
was
The
really in a worse condition than
lie appeared to his grandmother, who, being with
liim every day, became accustomed to the disease.
MAGGIE HOPPING.
Cuticuba Remedies are sold everywhere.
Cuticuka, the great Skin Cure, 50 cts. ; Cuticuba Soap, an exquisite Skin Beautiiier, 25 cts. ;
Cuticuba Resolvent, the new Blood Purifier,
Si 00.
Prepared by the Potter Drug and
Chemical Co., Boston.
Semi for ''How to Cure Skin Dinfaiieii."
H IXG, Scalv, Pimply and Oily Skin
■■ beautified by Cuticuba Soap.
-■· M.

aprl4

Worth Bros. & Owen's Cards.

a

<13m

up
La-

stairs is proving

Hildesheimer & Co.'s Cards.

the Cuticura Remedies.

Drapery Department

new

Prang's Cards.
Marcus Ward's Cards.

Cleansed, Purified, and Beautified by

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING.

Jan22

ΛΜ ΓΗ Κ M Κ* Τ*.

mAIjK—Guarantee Bonds of the Broadway Κ. K., New York : also «tock ; also *55,000 20 year 6 per cent (told bonds of the Fislikili.
Ν. Y.. Water Co.: also 7 per cent western farm
mortgages, principal and Interest guaranteed by a
F. «. HATpaid np cash capital of $300,000.Vork.
ap21tf
TEBMOJ*» ·· Pi«*l.,Jlew

FOR

Counsellor at Law,

DRAPERIES.
Our

A LITTLE SUFFERER

We arc

The Memoirs of Mrs. Edward Livingston,
by her grand niece, Louise Livingston Hunt
(New York: Harper & Brothers; Portland:
Loring, Short & Harmon), gives a very interesting sketch of |a brilliant and beautiful
woman who was one of the social leaders in

EASTER SOUVENIRS.

A very pleasing sketch of the Life and
Works of Lorenz Alma Tadema, by his intimate personal friend, Georg Ebers, (New
York: William S. Gottsberger; Portland:
Loring, Short & Harmon.) has been satisfactorily translated into English and illuswith fourteen cuts from the paintings of this
The little volume is in paper
famous artist.
covers, and is so attractive that one wonders
at getting it for so small a price.

Û

We have, for the first time in this country>
authorized translation of Flaubert's mas-

ISAAC w. dyer,

last

PUBLICATIONS.

an

ΙΙΝΛΚΰΙΛΙ,.

CARDS.

BVDINE8R

ITIieCELLANEOVS.

lins.

man

that lias such absurd ideas about civil service reform as he will long be tolerated by
the Bourbons of Kentucky. His epitaph will

to the postoffice. The same men that persuaded the President to liberate Mullen from
the penitentiary persuaded him to appoint

President be deceived

lartre

CURRENT

be
this side of the water. In case of a conflict
between the Dominion and the United States
in regard to the fisheries. England λ* ill try
and settle it with as little friction ae possible. Perhaps the Dominion will accept this
as a hint that it had better go a little more

out of

out all the Republicans who are in and putting
in all the Democrats who can be got in. Senator Payne called it "cleaning out the Augean
stables," Democratic conventions have
sometimes called it honest civil service reform, but whatever name it is called by the
idea is the same—that all the rascals, mean-

anticipated.

The

Pillsbury

I
i

First-class storage Tor Flour, Fish,
Cotton and other merchandise la the
Warehouse rePortland Sugar House.
ceipts giTeu. Otis Brothers elevator.
of
Insurance.
rates
Lowest
Apply to
t. S. DOUGLASS, Agent,
Ivl-tdU

No.

Commercial Street.

NEW MODEL RANGE,
—

PATENT
—

WITH ITS

—

CRATE.

REFLEX
HOLD ONLY

BY

—

TENNEY & DUNHAM,
12 EXCHANGE ST.,
decII

PORTLAND, ME.
eotftim

THE PRESS.
WEDNESDAY MOKNING, APRIL 21.
WIT AND WISDOM.
"You mustn't say'feller,' Jonnny," remarked
that young gentleman's Sunday school teacher.
It Isn't correct."
"Well, I don't care. It's In the Bible!" exclaimed
Johnny. "Isaiah fourteen eight: 'Yea, the fir
trees rojoice at thee, and the cedars of Lebanon,
spying, since thou art laid down, no feller is come
up against us!"
I have suffered with the rheumatism for the
last four years, and now from the use of Athloplioros am comparatively free from It. I consider
Athlophoros a wonderful medicine, and have
recommended it to every one. Mrs. L. F. Joues,

Barnstable,

Mass.

A bright Boston girl coming home from the
Lenten service was met by a maiden lady whose
conversation was apt to be perverse and condescending. "Home from Sunday school?" she
asked, adding: "Were there many girls present?"
"Oh, yes," said the girl, "lots of pretty girls.
And we had a lovely time. You ought to liave
been there. The minister told us to remember I.
Timothy, v, 13. You should read the verse."
The maiden lady looked up the passage and
read:
"Withal they learn to be idle, wandering about
from house to nouse; and not only idle, but tattlers also and busybodies, speaking things which
thev oiiLrlit not."

Why don't you try Carter's Little Liver Pills?
Tliey are a positive cure for sick headache, and all
the ills produced by disordered Liver.
Only one
pill a dose.
"Ah, Farmer lîobinson," said his fair city guest,
"how quietly you live out here ill the country; you
are not disturbed by society quarrels, or political
excitement, or labor troubles; but all is so comfortable and pleasant."
"Yes, miss, I s'pose it looks so to you; but
there's the hottest society quarrel over who's going to sing alto in the choir next year ; an' then
there's politics ; Ben Johnsou swears I shan't be
selectman again ; and as for labor troubles, my
hired man struck because I wanted him to milk
the cows before breakfast. Ob, you see we have
our little seasons of enjoyment as well as you city
folks."
Stated by H. B. Cochran, druggist, Lancaster,
P». ; "Have guaranteed over 300 bottles of Burdock Blood Bitters for dyspepsia, sour stomach,
bilious attacks, liver and kidney troubles."
"Good morning, Mr. Bilkin; could you settle
little account today?"
"Well—er—I—you see, it's this way. I could
You see, I had
liave settled it, and intended to.
some money coming from Oregon, but the ship
sank. 1 s'pose you heard about that ship sinking
in New York?"
"Yes, but—"
"I know, of course it wasn't your fault, but I
guess you'll have to wait till the next boat from
Oregon comes in."
There Is no one article in the line of medicines
that gives so large a return for the money as a
good porous strengthening plaster, such as Car
ter's Smart Weed and Belladonna Backache Piasters.
that

"You say that you killed tlio dog immediately
and that you saved the man from hydrophobia
But why were you in such a hurry to kill the ani.
mai? I should nave thought you would have waited and made sure that he was really mad."
Doctor—"And run the risk of ruining the fine
reputation my system of cure has attained? Do
you take|me for a fool, or are you crazy?

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL,
REVIEW OF PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
FOR THE WEEK ENDING, April 21.
Β The general business situation, owing to the improved condition of the roads, shows some improvement, with little change in quotations, and
Flour is without
some improvement in values.
decided change, but the tone of the market is
firmer. In Grain, Corn is steady at previous figures, Oats strong and higher and Sacked Bran and
Middlings lower. In Provisions, during the week
Beof lias fallen off 60c to $1t> bbl and Lard about
%c lower. Sugar has been very strong and prices
have advanced to 7y«c for granulated and 6%fec
for Extra C. Oranges have dropped 25 to 50c Ï»
box; receipts liberal. Apples dull. Potatoes are
firmer but not quotably higher. Butter is declining. Eggs steady and unchanged. Bermuda
crate. In Fish we notice an
Onions 2 75®3 00
for large and small Bank ; the old stock of Mackerel is well cleaned up ; prices steady ; the 3upply
of fresh fish has been quite large and fare lots
lb ; herring l@2c ï> box betsold to-day at 84 c
ter. Linseed and Boiled Oil lc lower. Hay is
ton for choice, loose, down to 14 00
firm at $18
for common. Fresli Beef firm and generally higher; we quote sides at 7 Vi@9c; hind quarters at
9VaS12c, fore quarters 5y2@6c, rounds with
flanks 8c, rounds Oc, rump loins 13@15c, rumps
at 13^140, loins 13@10c, rattles 4@5c, backs 7@
7 Vac, chucks B@6c, short rib cuts ll@13c. Mutton

10®13c.
ο in·.

Superfine and
low grades.3 25@3
X Spring and
XX Spring..6 00(&5
Patent Spring
6 00@G
Wheats
Mich, straight
6 25@5
roller
5 00^5
clear do
stone ground. 4 75(0.5

50
25

High

Mixe(l'corri.5ΙίαΟ2

Corn, bag lots....54®C5
Meal, bag lots... 53®54
Oats, car lots—43,a44
44u4ô
Oats, bag lots
Cotton Seed.
car lots..23 00®24 00
do bag. 24 00:«s25 00
Sack'dBr'D
car lots. .18 00 fi. 1 y 00
do bag... 19 00a20 00
Middlings. 19 00 a'23 00
do bag lots,19 00,5^24 00
—

25
50
25
00

St Louis st'gt

..

5 50@5 75
roller
5 25<g>5 50
ciear do
rrovÎMieBM.
Winter Wheat
5 75@0 00 Pork—
Patents
Fi»h.
I
Backs .14 00^14 50
Clear —13 00^13 50
Cod, # qtl—
11 50 a12 00
i,arge Shore2 75@3 00 I Mess
7 50^.8 00
Large Bank2 50^α2 75 IΛ1 ess Beef.
8 δΟ,α,/J 00
Ex Mess.
2 75(s3 00 I
Small
9
50Î&10 00
2 25io>3 25 ι Plate....
Pollock
1 50&2 00 I Ex Plate. 10 50@10 00
Haddock
1 75(0.2 25 Lard—
Hake
—

..

Tubs
t>..ey2@G6/8C
HerringTierces— CV2^»%c
Scaled ρ bx.. 16@20c
β% oj7% c
No 1
13@16c Fails
il Viœl 0 c
\h
Hams
Mackerel ρ bbl—
do coveredlO'-'a «*Π Va
Shore Is. 19 ΟΟ,α-21 00
Oil.
Shore 2s. 7 00@ 8 00
Med. 3s. 5 00^ 6 00, KeroseneOV2
Port. Kef. Pet
Small
%
i>Va
Produce.
Water White
13
Pratt'sAst'l.ï>bbï.
Cranberries13
3 50@4 50 Devoe's Brilliant
Maine
10
Cape Cod.. .5 50 α β 50 Lteonia
—

i)
Pea Beans... 1 50α, 1 75 Silver White
10
1 50,a.1 75 Centennial
Medium
KaiMiUM.
German mal 05 al 75
Yellow Eyeti.l 4Ual 05 Muscatel— 2 25(ci3 25
Irish Potatoes ..00^70 I London Lay'r 2 75@3 15
St Potatoes
@4 00 iOnduraLay. 13 «;13V2
7 *(g>loy2
3 75 α4 00 I Valencia
Onions
10
Wu^nr.
Cab bages
$ (α $12
7V«
17(a22
|> lb
Turkeys
Chickens
15^10 IxtraC
£eecl*.
Fowls
15^10
Ducks
&5 I Red Top.... $2 44 â^2»/«
Geese
@14 ! Timothy Seed2 3 5(aj2 20
11 ¥2 Ε13c
Clover
Applet*.
Ohvene.
Snow
Yer ·~ιοηΐ—10 ία 12
Tall man Swts
@12
Nol Baldwinsl OOgl 5C Ni. factory 10
Ituiter.
1 00-^1 5C 1
Greenings
jCreamery t> lh...28@32
28^32
Edge Ver
Evaporated ρ lb 8®1 lc
Choice
Lcuioiim.
20&22
4 00@4 25 Good
17a 18
Florida
4 50 a;5 00 [Store
Messina
00
3
Kgge·
75@4
Malagers
Eastern extras 13 i£14
ΟπιηκνΝ.
12
4 25@4 75 Can & Western..
Florida
12
5 00«-5 75 Island
Valencia
Limed
Messina and Palermo ρ bx.3 25 £3 50
—

Îranulated

—

juilt
I

12'^14

..

FREICHTS.
Tlie following are recent charters :
Bark John J. Marsh, Philadelphia to Sagua ami
back to U. S., sugar $+, molasses $2 25.
Sel) r Cumberland, Sagua to north of Hatteras,
molasses $2.
Sclir Lewis Clark, Bangor to Havre de Grace,
Md., pulp wood $2 75 ρ cord.
Bark WooJside, Portland to Buenos Ayres,lumber $10.
Schr Ε. II. Furber,Saco to Philadelphia, ice 05c.
Sclir Perseverance, Portland to Bridgeport,pulp
wood at private terms.
Sclir Bramhall. Portland to New York, lumber

private

at

terms.

Schr Z. 8. Wallingford. Saco to Philadelphia,
ice G5c.
Schr Altavela, Portland to New York, lumber
at private terms.
Bark Virginia L. Stafford, Portland to lialiia
Blauca, lumber ill 25.
Bark Haaviund, Portland to Pysandu, lumber at

private

terms.

Bark Alfredo, Portland to Parana, lumber $12·

Imports.
LIVERPOOL, ENG. Steamship Sardinian—37
earthernware to Burbank & Douglas 75 tons
sait to Dana & Co.
ce

Railroad Receipts.

POKTLAND.April 20.1880.
Heeeived by Maine Central Railroad—For Port
and 32 cars miscellaneous merchandise ; for con·
merchannecting roads 90 cars miscellaneous
dise.

Boston Stock Market.

[By Telegraph.]
"he following quotations of stocks
d.

are

received

,v:

oou
f e itauroau
Atch., Toneka and Santa
80
Eastern Railroad
Bell Telephone
.38%
Railroad.--·.
New York and New England
loi
do pref
21%
com
Flint & Pere Marquette Railroad

do pref
Boston Water Power Co
Boston Land Company
Mexican Central

8onora7s
Rutland

8%

J/4

Mexican Central R
189J
Boston 6i Albauv Railroad
194
Boston «ι Maine Railroad
Marquette. Houghton and Ont. R., com.... 34
126%
Eastern Railroad
118
Maine Central Railroad
New York Stock and Money Market

fBy Telegraph.]

NEW YORK, April 20, 1886.—Money on call
continues easy at 2^4 per cent. ; Prime mercantile paper at 4@5 per cent. Exchange continues
dull and steady ; actual rates at 4 86% for 60day bills and 4 88% for demand. Government
bonds dull and steady. Railroad ltonds dull, exseconds, and Drices steady. Th·
cept for Erie closed
dull and strong at quotations,
stork market
which are generally about best of the day.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 146.440 shares.
Γίιβ louowmg are to-day's quotations of Government

secaritie's

:

United States bonds, 3s
New 4s,
New 4s, coup
New4%s, reg
New 4Vis, coup
Central Pacific lsts
Denver <4 R. Gr. lsts
Erie 2d»

Kansas Paeiflc Consols
Nav. lsts
U nion Pacific 1st
do land Grants
do Sinking Funds

Oregon

preferred

«
New VorklCentral
New York. Chicago & St. Louis

do
Ohio

..

Apl
New York..Liverpool
Wyoming
Apl
Ems
New YorK..Bremen
Apl
Orinoco
New York..Bermuda
City Alexandria..New York..Hav&VCruz. Apl
Portland ...Liverpool....Apl
Oregon
Apl
New York..Liverpool
Germanic

Ktruria
New York..Liverpool... .Apl
City of Chester.. .New York..Liverpool—Apl
Finance
New York ltio Janeiro. .Apl
Leerdam
New York..Rotterdam...Apl
Nordland
New York. .Antwerp —Apl
Apl
New York..Bremen
Hapsburg
-.

Oreeou Transcou

Pacific Mail
Panama

MAH1NE_NEWS.
PORT OF PORTLAND.
TUESDAY, April 20.
Arrived.
Steamship Sardinian, (Br) Smith, Liverpool via
Halifax, with passengers ana mdse to H & A
Allan.
Steamer State of Maine, Hilyard, St John, NB,
via Eastport for Boston.
Sell J H Wainwright, Gates, Amboy—coal to
S Rounds.
Sell Maggie Ellen, Littlejohn, Amboy—coal to
Kandall & McAllister.
Sell Willie Martin. Holbrook, Amboy—coal to
Randall & McAllister.
Sell Louise A Grout. McLeod. Northport—sand

18
40
99

St Louis & San Fran
do pref
1st pref

80%

St. |Paul
St. Paul preferred
St. Paul, Minn. & Man
St Paul & I Omaha

118

112V4
40%

tu

48yg
62

7Vi
15Vs
«3%
35
'JO
98
«0
38

—

Oanada|Southeru
Can toil

17

Central Iowa
E. Terni.. V. & Ga
do ipref
Fort Wavne
Kansas & Texas
Houston & Texas
Long island

Metropolitan

lVa
4%
147

27%
20
91

166

El

Hannibal & St. Jo
do preferred
Mobile & Ohio

:

12
140
105
98
114

Morris & Essex

Richmond & Danville
Oregon Nav
Kansas lsts. Den div
New York Mining Stocks.

FROM OClt CORRESPONDENT.

[By Telegraph.]

KENNEBUNKPORT, April 10-Sld, sells New
Boxer. Alpine, and Cum Tucker, for Bangor.
Wailing wind 20th, sch Clara Belle, Seavey, fur
Bangur, to luad ice for Wilmington, NC.
SACO, ADiil 20—Ar, seh D H lugrahani. Mullen
New York; Etna, York,Furtland; liienzi.Cliatto,
Kockland.
l'OKT CLYDE, April 19—Sailed, sells George H
Kubinsun, Cily Folut, and four others, for Wes-

NEW YORK,April 20,1880.—The|following are
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
24 00
ColoradiCCoal
29
5
21
18

Ontario

Quicksilver
do preferred
Homestake

j

Va
Caledonia. Β. 11
Hale & Norcross
Bodie
Iron Silver

00
75
CO
00

1|95

Con. Cal. &

100
2 50
1 05
2 00

California

Mining

tern Banks.
Ar. sclis C M

per, Portland.
FROM

Stocks.

lOOy*
126yg
112%
112%
115%
122%
..100Va
105
113

117

MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.
prev to Apt 17, ship St David,

Ar at Hong Kong
Frost, New Y01I1.

(By Telegraph.)
SAN FRANCISCO, Apr 20 1886.—The followofficial
quotations of mining stocks
ing are closing

Passed Anjier Feb 26, barque Coryphene, Ginn,
from lloilo for Boston.
Ar at Gloucester, E, Apl 17, ship Harry Morse,
Murphy, Furtland, O.
Passed the Lizard 17tli, ship Benj F Packard,
Waterliouse. Antwerp for Baltimore.
Sid fill Sougor Mch 8, ship San Joaquin. Drinkwater, for New York.

to-day:
2%
Hale & Norcross
IVs
Savage
1"A
Eureka
1V4
Best
2
Con. Cal. & Va
IV»
Bodie Cou
The Eureka Consolidated Mining Company has
share.
of
levied an assessment
$1

Notice to Mariners.
Office of Light House Inspector, 1
First District,
[
Portland, Me, April 20, 1886. )
Notice is hereby given that the Bell buoy off
Camden. Maine, and the Bell buoy off Sheep Porcupine Island, Frenchman's Bay, Maine, have
been placed I11 position for the summer season.
Also, that the Whistling buoy recently removed
from Sclioodie Point, eastern entrance to Frenchman's Bay, Maine, lias been restored.

Boston Produce Market.

BOSTON.April 20. 1886.—The following

Gillmore, Teel, and Brilliant, Hup-

are to-

day's quotations of Provisions, Sc. :
Pork—Long cut 13 00@13 25 ; short cuts 13 00
13 50;backs 13 50 g l 4 00; light backs 12 50;leau
ends 13 ΟΟα 13 25; pork tongues at $13@13 25:
prime mess at $12 00@12 50; extra prime at 9 50
r/ > 1 υ (Κι;
mess, old, atlO 75@11 00; do new at
$12 00; Western prime mess pork 10 75@11 75.
Lard at 6y2@6%c ft' lb in tierces;7@7>4c iu 10
1b rails ;7^@7ViiC in 5-lb pails; 7Vs(g7%c ill 3-lb

order of the L. H. Board,
O. A. Batchellek,

By

Inspector

pails.

Hams at lOViigll^c ptb, according to size and
cure : smoked shoulders 7 a 7 Vac ; pressed hams

65@1

1

70

Cheese—Northern extra at llVic: do good to
choice 10®llc;lower grades according to quality;
Western, job lots Vic higher.
Eggs—ileal by nominal 14ViiC; Eastern extras
at 14c;New York and Vermont at 14c: Western
choice at 1.3Vic.
Apples—Massachusetts Baldwins, at S 1(3,1 25;
Maine Baldwins 1 50 ; fancy SI 75$2 ; No 1 greenings at 1 00® 1 25; No 1 New York State apples
1 25@1 50 ; No 2 apples 50@75c.
Hay—Choice prime hay at $@$20 00 : fair to
good at $17®$19; choice Eastern fine $15®$17;
fair to good do at $14®$15 ; poor to ordinary $13
Poet euiaio βΐΛ®®ιι
Rv« straw. choice.
21 00; oat straw $10®$11 t} ton.
rose
Potatoes—Aroostook
63,g65c; do Hebron
G3oi>0C[ Me Kurbauk seedlings at 00c; No do at
at
Hebrons
50c; do Rose 50@55c;
60.s,55c; Ν Y
do prolines 50c.

of

Etta

Npw KcHfnii 1

fin Whitfi

siiyar strong; iciiucu ia suoug, ν/ α,υ u-ve^u /sv,
c ; White Extra C 5Vh c ; Yellow
Extra C
at 66.5 Vic ; Off A 6@GVfec ; Mould A G«4 c ; standard A G % @61/2 c; granulated G7/ec; Confection's
A G5/e@6·% ; eutjloaf and crushed at 7c joowdered
Perotointa— united at
6%.'c57c ; Cubes 6ye@7c.
JPork is dull; short
Tallow

7G6/8C.
steady.
clear at 12 25. Beef dull.
CHICAGO, April |20, 188G.—Flour is quiet;
Winter vVh^pt 4. 4.0(0)4· 75
WiSCOIlSill at 4 Ο1 'ία/
4 65 ; MicTïigan at 4 50@4 75 ; sott spring \v neai
3 50^4 50; patents
bakers
Minnesota
00
3 8Ug4
;
4 60(g,5 00 ; low grades 2 00®3 00 ; Rye 1< lour at
Wheat
in
bbls.
50
3 3l>@5
higher: April 77Vs®
78VgC ; No 3 Spring 78@78VéC ;No 3 do Γ,Ηαϋ'.μ/ζ.
slow at 2!>« 29v2.
Oats
at
easier
Corn
36^4(É87c.
No 2
Rye steady; No 2 attSOc. liarley nominal ;
Lard steady
at 59c. Fork lower at 9 05 «,9 10.
4
00 u
at
at 5 'JO. Boxed meats steady slmulders
50
4 10 ; short ribs 5 22y2feô 2δ : short clear at 5

@5 55.
Receipts—Flour, 10,000 bbls; wheat. 7,000
bush; corn, 171,000 bush; oats, ΙοΟ,ΟΟΟ bu; rye,
1,000 bush ; barley, 21,000 bush.

Shipments—Flour, 6,000 bbls; wheat, 258,600
bush: corn, 714,000 bush; oals, 88,000 bush;
rye, 4,000 bush ; barley, 16,000 bush.
ST. LOUIS, April 20. 1886.—Flour is firm;
XXX 3 00(g3 15 family 3 25^3 35; choice 3 65®
3 80 ; fancy at 4 20Λ;4 35 : extra fancy at 4 45 Λ
4 60; patents at 4 U!is5 25. Wheat is unsettled,
No 2 lied at 89c. Corn lower ; No 2 M ixed 33%c.
Oats easier; No 2 Mixed at 29V4C. Lard drill at

Iteceipts—Flour,3,000 bbls; wheat, 30.000 bu;
74,000 bush; oats, 23,000bush; rye, 4,000
bush, barley 4,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 5,000 bbls ; wheat 3.000 bu ;
corn,11,000bush; oats 0,000 bush; rye,0,000 bu;
barley 0,000 bush.
DETROIT, April 20, 1886.—Wheat—White at
3 Bed

corn,

85V2e ; Mich lied 87c ; No 2 Bed at 86c ; No

;

middling 8 13-16c.

M'JBILE, April 20,188(1.—Cotton is quiet; middlug 8 13-16e.
SAVANNAH, April 20,' 1886.-Cotton is quiet;
jniddling 8%c.
RLESTON, April 20, 1886.—Cotton Iqulet ;
middling 9c.

steady;

middling 8% c.

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LONDON. April 20, 1886.—Consols 100 7-16,
LONDON, April 20, 1886.—U. S.4yas, El 14y,
4s, 128%.
LIVERPOOL, April 20. 188G.-Cottou market
steady;uplands 5 l-16d; Orleans 5yed; sales lo,
000 bales; speculation and export 1000 bales.
report
LONDON, April 20,1886.—[Beerbohm's
oil the coast
to Chamber of Commerece.] Cargoes
on the passagt
wheat, quiet but steady. Cargoes
Αι
for shipment, wheat steady and corn firm.
Liverpool, spot wheat rather easier and corr
steady.
LIVERPOOL, April 20, 1886,-QuotationsWest#ri
Club Wheat at 7s ®7s 2d; corn, mixed
Provisions, &c.—Pork
at 4s 3d; peas at 6s 6d.
prime Eastern mess 51s: bacon 30s Oil for sliori
clear and 29s 6d for lontr clear; cheese 51s foi
American; lard, prime Western 31s6d; tallov
23s for Amercan.

Jut-

WAI.E—Strictly cash business; just the
man with a small^capital ; price
F thing for adollars.
Address D. C. M., Press
three hundred
OK

_

20-1

Office.

of 10 furnished
ηοκ XAI.E-A lodging house
Γ rnnms » hrnuerliout ; a rare chance ; a good pay^.α^γ.. *u-±
aiav ελο
No.
2,
Callat
house.
ing

SAI,E—A 3 story brick mastic bouse,
with 9 rooms, hot water bath room, set tubs,
set bowls, good
furnace, register in each room,
first class
sized lot, near horse cars, westerly end,
oi
payment, posses
neighborhood, on easy terms
No.
N.
S.
GARDINER,
1st.
June
1st
or
siirti May
19-1
40 Exchange St.
XAliE—A farm in the town of Oray,
containing 63 acres of excellent land, well
rooms;
watered; 1 Mi story house containing nine
from Gray
buildings in good repair; % of a mile
For
a
particulars
at
bargain.
sold
de
Corner; will
W. C. DICK1ÎY, or W.
enquire on the premises of
19-2
L. DICKEY, Woodfords Corner.
IOR NAliE—$2,10o will buy a 2 story house
with 10rooms, arranged for 2 families, Sebam.
rents well,
go water and gas, good investment,
No.
good location. Appy to N. S. GARDINER,19-1
40 Exchange St,

FOR

f^OR

WOLFE'S
SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

F

SCHNAPPS,
As a general beverage and necessary
correct ire of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, &c.,
the Aromatic Schnapps is superior to
these pur·
every other preparation for
A public trial of over 30 years
uration in every section of our country
of Udolpho Wolfe's Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by the medical
faculty and a sale unequalled by any
other distillation have Insured for it the
for it.
reputation of salubrity claimed
For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.

NILE-Α two liorse power engine and
H.H.YORK, 224
19-1

boiler. Cheap for cash.
FOR
Federal St., City.

MALE-A large lot of ledge rock suitawalls, on Green St., between

ble for cellar
FOR

Apply on the
Cumberland and Portland Sts.
No. 2.
premises in working hours. J. DUNPHY, 17-1

Soses.

York St.

MALE—A desirable house and land at
one mile
Bradley's Corner, Deering, within
of Portland ; story and a half house and stable ;
cultivaof
state
in
land
of
acres
good
two
about
; terms
tion; fruit trees; easy of access to the city
V.
oi F.
enquire
further
For
particulars
easy.
of
CHASE, Union Mutual Building, Portland, or16-2
on
the
premises.
OSGOOD,
JEROME
MRS.
MALE—Rare chance, an old established
thorcigar and tobacco store, situated on a for
a
bought
oughfare, ceni rally located; can be
Adfor
the
cause
is
selling.
small sum ; sickness
dress M. JUNIO, 254 Main St., Charlestown,
1C-2
Mass.
and
second-hand
buggy
SALE—A good
harness. Apply at SAWYER'S STABLE,
Me.
Portland,
Market
Sts.,
and
corner Federal

FOR

UDOLPHO WOLFE'S SON & CO.,
18 BEAVER

FOR

STREET,

YORK.

NEW

dly

liiariO

FOR

16-1

MALE—A good house in the western
Adress

FOR
part of the city, near the horse-cars.
"C." Box 1386.

Cannot be made by medithe skill of
but the old

phy-

strengthened

and

cines, or
sicians;
be

can

the

CTOR «ALE OR EXCHANOE—Desirable
JT place at Allen's Corner, one mile from Morrill's Corner ; 2ya story house, ell and stable, 40 by
in lot; also
48, cellar under the whole, 1% acres
25 acres of land If wanted with it. will exchange
of
for property in the city or in Deering on line
N. 8. GARDINER, No. 40 Exchange St.
cars.
15-1
MALE—At Gray Corner. Maine, two-

half acre of land,
FOR
story house, with
schools and post office ; excellent school
near

one

Whitmore, for

Havana.

SALEM—Ar 18th, sell A Heaton, Pettee, Hoboken ; Nettie Β Dobbin. Rumery, Amboy.
SALEM—Sid 19th, schs Elizabeth Déliait, McIntyre, and Ada S Allen, Dudley, St John, NB. for
New York: Catawamteak, Hunt,Kockland for do;
Keystone, Wilder, Calais for do; Win 1) Cargill,
Arey, Calais lor New York. Irene Ε Meservev, and
Alsosld. schs Eva Adell,
Jos Oakes, from St Joliu, NB, for New York ; Η
Curtis, Deer Isle for do ; Ptjtrel, Kockland tor do ;
MBMahoney, Portland for Port Chester; Daniel
Plerson,Calais for New Haven; A Peters, do for
l'awtucket; Edw Stanley, Lincolnville for New
Bedford.
BOOTH BAY—Sailed 19th, sells J C Jameson,
Portland for Deer Isle; Frank Pierce, Greenlaw,
do for Kockland; Maria Adelaide, Nickerson, do
for Bangor; Franklin Pierce, Coombs. Carver's
Harbor for Portland;
Allandale, Keniick. Ellsworth for do; Ο Β Kimball, Kimball. Kockland
for Boston; Niagara, Cook, Friendship for Portland ; Frank Barker, New Meadows for do.
Also sld, steamer Lincoln, Towle, Wiscasset for
Portland ; sclis Geo A Pierce, Machias for Boston :
Itasca. Millbridge for do; Ida, do for do; Emeliue
G Sawyer, Newburyport for Jonesport : Nautilus,
Saco for Kockland; A Β Crabtree, Sullivan for
Boston; Abby Wasson, St John. NB. fol'Ν York;
Hudson, Calais for Boston ; J II Perry, Bristol for

Templeton,

ltl.

i-oreign foris.
Kid fm Rataviu Feb 28, barque Sunrise, Tibbctts
New York.
Sid (111 Manila Apl 17, ship Agenor. Lothrop, for
New York.
Passed Anjier Apl 10, ship Miudoro, Hutchinson, from Iloilo for iioston.
Ar at Brisbane prev to Apl Its, barque Nichols
Thayer. Crosby, New York.
On Holyhead 2d. brig John Τ Berry, Watts, fm

Liverpool

for

Philadelphia.

Shi lni Liverpool Apl 7. ship A J Fuller, Colcord, New York.
Ar at Gaboon Feb 23, barque Cardenas, Reeves,
Lagos, (and sailed Mch 13 for New York) ; Mcli 1
Horace Scudder, Collin, Havana.
Sid fm liosarlo Mch <>, brig Lahaiua, Wooster,
Boston, (and passed Point Indio lltli.)
Sid fm Montevideo Mch 13, ship Corsica, Purington, lSuenos Ayres.
In port Mch 18, ship Portland Lloyds, Hussey,
from Boston, line.
At Kio Janeiro Mch

28, brig Isaac \V Parker,
Kneelaud, une.
Steele,
□Sid fin St Thomas Apl Gth, scb Lamoine.
Humacoa, to load for New York; Walter 1. PluniNorth
of
to
load
for
natmer, Pluminer. Viequez,
teras; lltli, Edw C Allen True, McLaughlin, Maof
Hatteras.
North
load
for
tanzas, to
Sid fm St Thomas Apl (i, sell Albert L Butler,
Cates, New York,
Ar at Port Spain Mch 2ti, barque Florence, Carter. Barbadoes ; brig Wauban, Welch, New York.
At Port Spain Apl 2, brig Wauban, Welch, from
New Nork, ar Mch 27, disg.
Ar at Surinam Mch 20, sell Norombega, Smith,
Bucksville.
Ar at Hemarara Mch 27, barquo Hancock, Guptill, New York ; Apl 1, Dora M French, French,
New York.
Spoken.
Dea 24, lat 30 N, Ion 127 W, ship Iroquois,
for Liverpool.
Francisco
San
from
Nickels,
Feb 28, in Straits of Sunda, barque Coryphene,

Ginn, from Uoilo for Boston.
A
April il, off Cape Hatteras, barque S Staples
from Matauzas for New York.

AWFUL!

The

Pile»

are

ntvful. 1 bad suffered for 15 years,
or
no pain oi
was cured easiiv, quickly and safely ;
risk; neither knife nor ligature; harmless opera
tiou and complete relief. Give me your address, if
I obtained safe
you suffer, and I will tell you how
and speedy relief.
Box 1092,
Lock
Address, F. A. C.,
Lewiston, Me.
apr5MW&Fim*

sept21-dtf

lakam

SALE-S80" will buy a story and a half
house, painted inside ana out, 8 rooms, plenty of closets, large cellar ; new stable ; outbuildsea
ings connected. Splendidly situated near the
I- C.,
shore, six miles from Portland. Address,
Argus Office.
SALE—The freighting sloop Island
Belle, with the good will of the business ;
been established for 5 years. CAPT. S. S. YORK,
30-4
Peaks Island, Me.

FOR

wiuj
tor Coughs,
Asthma, and all dis-

a sure

Colds,

cmo

FOR

lungs.
Price, 35 and 75 cents.
Trial Bottles, 10 cents.

eases

of the

*ALE—Hard wood from bobbins, only
669.
§6.00 per cord ; delivered ; telephone30-4
W.
C.
YORK, 60 Commercial St.

FOR
eownrmly·

fel)5

DB..

SALE—Peaks Island Bathing House,
XlOR
lil
■ 1
KnfVtlnn- tsilîfc VuVïte ato
with til ft

SAM'S

C.

No. 60 Commercial St.

will of the business.
W. YOKK.

30-4

OK WALK OR TO LET—House No. 259
Braekett St., Cor. Carlton. Inquire of JOHN
1-tf
HOBBS, 30 Market St.

F

P.

steam"mmm

house

Β 0 S Τ ON

call at Taylor's, 213
a

STUMERS.

6cts.

Iu exchange for its
LTONEI WANTED
Wom.TA full value of Boots and Shoes for Men,
We have the only full line of
n and Children.
th«
also
have
We
of
Boston.
side
this
neB oots
Boots at
est bargains in medium and low priced
17-1
I'AI.MKlt.
U.
M.
street.
4.1 Congress
gentleman who has apiece
ί\ΓAI*TED—Every
"
of cloth, or Intends to buy such, to be made
reasntiva nice spring suit, overcoat or pants, at a
nable price, to go to FKED W. (JKOSSTUCK,
17-1
railor, 2(5(i Middle St.
who wants

his

ANTED—Every gentleman
cleansed to
suit repaired
old overcoat
W'
reasonable price, to go to
at
30k like
or

or

a
new,
(iKOSSTUCK, 26G Middle St.

17-1

W.

capable girl for general housetJCTANTED—A
Call at 120
TT
work; references required.
17-1
iKACKETT ST.

FARE $1.00
ΓΙΙΕ I"|Iti»T-CL,ASS STEAMERS

the furniture and fixtures

of the
paying boarding house in city,
located,
paying boarders, rent low, centrally
For particulars
for selling.
cause
health the
15-1
inquire 512 Congress St.
?

τ

!5
11

to know that MHS. Dli.
PITTS, Medical Clairvoyant and Business
Ifedium gives sittings daily for a short time at No.
.i: Free St. 6u cents for ladies and J 1.00 for gen-

|1|7"ANTED—People
Τ Τ

leiuen.

wanted—a young

three
experience;
Willi
Bookkeeper
highest recommendation for honesty
two

man

years

ur

nust have

tua ability. Address X. L., Press Office.

15-1

must be a
for

blacksmith;

the
WANTED—Carriage
good workman steady employment Union
Z. THOMPSON, Jr.,
Apply
;

■iglit

to

man.

13-2

ilreet.

piano to
person owning
instruments under my exclua

know that ail
WANTED—Kvery
will be
sive

kept clean inside, rendering

caro

hem less liable to become damaged by moths. J.
D. CHENEY, Piano and Organ Tuner, 1*. O. adIress, Deermg, Me. Order slate at Horse Κ. H.
apr3-4
Station, Portland, Me.

sell fruit trees and
other nursery stock; salary and expenses
names of ref"
stating
free.
Address,
outfits
paid ;
arenees. M. V. B. CHASE, Augusta, Maine. .31-4

WANTED—Agents

to

lady about to makry,
GENTLEMAN intending to

WANTED—Evebyprovide
eveky lady

or

themselves with a
on a joukney, to
'Steel Lined Leatlierofd Trunk" and have their
without
mussing. Send for
ipparel taken safely
LEATHEROID
illustrated circular to the
febl5-3m
UANUF'G CO., Kennebunk, Me.
so

Wanted.
to do general housework.

PINE STREET, in the forenoon.
GIRL

Call at 144

ocit?

International
STEAMSHIP CO.,

dtf

feb4

F

F

undersigned having

a

Scotia, Prince E«IBreton.
wardis Island, and Cape

A Good Record
BeFor the year ending April 1.
tween one hundred and two hundred surgical operations have
been performed at the Free Hospital for Women supported by the
IHurdock Liquid Food Co., Boston,
without the loss of a single patient,
and all restored to usefulness.

LIQUID FOOD WAS

With ivhat we have been and are «loins
xhall be able, in our new Free Hospital
that we are now buildiug corner of Huntto perington Avenue and Camden street,
form in the Surgical half of the Hospital,

Liver and Kidney
Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
Heartburn, Wind
Complaints, Nervousness,
Pains in the Bowels,
in τπβ Stomach or
Low Spirits,
Drowsiness,
Headache,
Melancholy, and Intemperance.
and effectual; curing
As a Mkqkcinb it is quick
cases of Dyspepsia,
the worst and most aggravated
all other derangements
Kidney Complaints, and
of the Stomach and Bowels.
melancholy and
It will instantly revive the most
restore the weak, feeble,
drooping spirits, and
and vigor.
nervous, and sickly to health, strength,
—Persons who, from
Nightly Dissipation.
over night, feel the evil
much
too
dissipating
violent headaches.
effects of the poisonous liquors in
Giddiness, etc.,
Sickness at stomach, Weakness, all bad feelings.
will find that one dose will remove
All Druggists.
D. H. HAM &

homestead of tlie late Mrs. Dyer, known as

the old Buzzeli place, is offered for sale. It
THE
is desirable home, either for summer residence
a

permanent place; about two miles from the
city ; it has a pretty house and stable and about
two acres of land. Enquire of
ENOCH KNIGHT.
aprl6dlw

W,S&Mly

SharpPains:

Mass.
tors, HOP PLA8TEB CO., Boston,

with tender, life saving appointments, etc.,
FOB ΝΛΙΕ AT A BARG AIN !
all 45 feet, width of beam 11
feet G inches, draft of water aft 5 feet, forward 2 feet: engine 8xlo, for either high or low
pressure; locomotive boiler, keel condenser,
steam pump, inspirator, etc.; all machinery in
Will seat about 40 passengers;
first rate order.
has four-bladed "screw," and will steam from 12
For further information,
to 14 knots per hour.
A. DeLASKI,
address,
174 High St., Boston, Mass.
apriaeodlm

LENGTH

|

Cottage

ralgia, NervoiiMUCMM, SleeplcKwnesa,
Parhlyeis, St. Vitus»' Dance,
and all nervous troubles, as they act directly upon
the nervous system as a nerve food and exciter of
nerve matter. They are invaluable to all nervous
as a specialpeople, and Dr. Benson's reputation
ist in the treatment of nervous diseases at once
uiy.il

.1KIUUUIU.

e<e>—

»

sent to any address on receipt of price—50c a
box, or <» boxes for $2.50. Office 154 N. Howard
apr8d6mnrmcTh
St., Baltimore.

or

There if* Nothing Murprifting
the fact that Benson's Capcine Plasters are
widely imitated; that cheap and worthless, plasters with names of similar sound, and similar appearance in type, are freely offered for sale. Articles of great and original merit always have to
compete with trashy imitations. But as they become known they die out through deserved neglect. Meanwhile we warn the public against
the so-called "Capsicum." "Capsiciu," "Capucin"
and "Capsicine" plasters, whether "Benton's,"
"Burton's." or otherwise. They have no medicinal or curative virtues whatever, aud are made
When purto sell on the reputation of Benson's.
chasing ask for Benson's, deal with respectable
be
deceived.
and
cannot
only,
you
drugçistshas the "Three Seals" trademark on The
the
genuine
cloth and the word "Capcine" cut in the centre.
SM&WStnrm
apr!7
in

WHAT IS DYSPEPSIA?
symptoms
indigestion,
the most prominent are: Variable appetite; faint, gnawing
feeling at pit of the stomach,
with unsatisfied craving for
food; heartburn, feeling of
weight and wind in the stomAmong·

the many

of Dyspepsia

or

ach, bad breath, bad taste in
the mouth, low spirits, general
prostration, headache, and
There is no form
of disease more prevalent than
Dyspepsia, and none so peculiar to the high-living and rap-

people.
produce

Alcohol and tobacco
Dyspepsia; also, bad air, etc.

BURDOCK BLOOD
will
cure the worst
BITTERS,
ease, by regulating the bowels

digestive
organs. Sold everywhere.
and

toning

up the

THIS PAPER»«œ^!
eeas .W«vât

for sale on Great
Chebeaguc Island.
Lots

d6mos

maris

FOR-SALE

AT A BARGAIN.

Machine Shop, Tools and Machinery,
BIDDEFOBD, IHAINE.

Shop and Power to Rent.
Lathes, one Swing 2 feet,
I'laner, 20 inch χ (i feet: 1
turns 17
Saunder's Pipe Cutting Machine, with Taps and
Dies; 2 Upright Drills, Centering Machine,
Chucks, Bench Vises, Lathe Tools, Taps and Dies,
Reamers, Chucking Drills, Arbors, &e., &c. All
in running order. The only repair shop in Biddeford and Saco. A flue business opportunity for
some one. Apply to
of 7
feet; 1

CONSISTING

R. H. INGERSOLL,Treasurer,
d4\V

Kidileforil. ITllliu·.

*Y».»rOQ

HOOMN

TO LET.

LET—In Boston. If you want a nice quiet
when you come to Boston, for a (las or
on or address, MRS. MORTON, 8
at
Briggs Place, South End, off Shawmut Avenue
1-4
Boston, Mass.

TO

room

week, call

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.

FALL AS» WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

BABIES.

The question often asked—how does Murdoek's
Liquid Food compare with other Foods aud Tonics? We refer to the State Inspector of Foods for
Massachusetts in his annual report for 1886.
>
>
3> 3C

Enquire

OK RENT—House No. 3 Park Place; 7
rooms, in perfect order and one of the best
houses in the block; possession to a small family
immediately given. GEO. R. DAVIS, Real Estate
Broker, No. SOTVs Congress St., Motley Block.
17-1

Γ

Bramhall St..

five

LET—Tenement
TO
rooms, to
family without children will be
to S. H. JOSE,
vacant
24

:

a

May 1st; price $15.

premises.

Apply

17-1

on

the

Τ

Ο LET—A convenient furnished
OXFORD ST.

room

at 114
17 2

three good benchLET—Joiner's shop
Ines, mortise machine and circular saw.
288
Commercial
of
A. K. P. LEIGHTON,
quire
4tf
street.
with

TO

TO LET.
A completely furnished house in westpart of the city, contains S rooms,
besides kitchen, laundry and servants'
quarters, or would sell house and furniture. Address BOX 890, P. 0.
dlw
aprl5

ern

To Let.
Nos.

25

Park

23,
tenements;
THREE
street ; all in first-class order ; rent §14 per
month.
at office of ROLLINS & ADAMS,
No. 22

Inquire
Exchange

and

27

aprlOdtf

street.

hoard.
HOIiSK

Heard with

Baker
rooms; transient, SI per
20
ST.

cepts.

FREE

day;

or without
dinners, 25

nprl3-4

—

:

S

:

:

Pain is the prayer of a nerve for healthy blood,
and on it our life depends. Murdock's Liquid
Food will make new blood faster than all foods or
preparations known. A tablespoonful four times
a day will make 10 pounds new blood monthly,
and the system contains 24 to 28 pounds.
SHOWING HOW EASY IT IS RENEWED
AND HOW NECESSARY WHEN DISEASED.

MURDOCH
aplo

LipÎFOOD CO.,

Boston.

SM&Wtf

Trotting Stallion
18 M 86.

20-1

Peaks Island.

:

:

§
r

Murdoek's Liquid Food..14.10 i.97 16.45 0.42
Not any. 54.87 52.16 23.74
Liebig's
do. 28.67 22.62 11.09
Valentine's
do. 20.13 47.16 3.30
Johnston's
do. 56.13 60.50 19.24
Delacre's
Murdoek's Liquid Food contains 14.10 per cent,
of albumen ; all the other foods do not contain
one per
any. Common food does not contain over
cent, that is available.
common
than
It contains less organic matter
food, and common food contains 16.85 ; the other
cent.
preparations from 22.62 to 60.50 per
It contains 0.42 of ash, which is indigestible
3.30
to 23.74
from
matter. The others contain
per cent.
other
The
1.97.
prepIn alcoholic extract*
arations are all TONICS, as they contain from
21.13 to 56.13 per cent.
These facts sliow why Murdoek's Liquid Food
excels all other foods and preparations in making
new blood and cleansing the system of disease.

TO

on

?

3

LET—Nice up-stalrs rent for small American family, on St. Lawrence St. ; immediate
possession. G. W. VERRILL, 191 Middle St.
JOEL WHITNEY, 69 Franklin Street.
TOofLET—Cottage
20-1

α
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Portland and

California,
Japan, China,·

Sandwich Islands, New Zealand and Australia.

Steamers sail from New York for Aspinwall on
the 1st. 10th and 20th of each month, carrying
passengers and freight for all the above namea

ports.

Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Francisco. Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly for Japan, China and Sandwich Islands, New
Zealand and Australia. Great reduction In rates
to San Francises. Cabin $40; Steerage $20.
For Freight, Passage, Sailing Lists and further
information, apply to or address the General

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.

Eastern Agents.

ADAMS &
Stale Street, Cor. Bread
A.

PAMNENGKR TRAIN NEKVICE,
ia effect Mnnday, Orlobfr 11, ISSJ.
WESTERS DIVISION.

CO.,
Si., Buion.
dtf

113
feb8

TBAIN8 LEAVE I'OBTLAKID

ALLAIS^ LINE.1886.

From

m.,*19.30,3.30

p. m.
For BoMion at β.15,·8.4υ a.
Hoolon for Portland 8.30 a. in.. 1.OU, 3.30 p. lu.
Hcarb.ro and Pine Point 6.16, 8.40 a. in.,
3.30. 5.45 p. 111. Olil Orchard, Maco, Hiddrfordand Kennebuak 6.15, 8.40 a.m., 12.30
in.,
3.30, 5.46 p. III. Well» Uracil 6.15, 8.40 ».Do3.30 p. m, North Berwick, Ureal Pall·,
and
Lawrence
Haverhill,
rer, Exeter,
Lowell, 6.15, 8.40 a. in., 12.30, 3.30 p. in.
Koche.ler, Farmingum Ulld Alton Hay
8.40 a. m., 12.30, 3.30 p. in., JVlanchetUer and

Arrangements.

Winter

ILiverpool and Portland Merrice.
I From .Portland
Liverpool! otpamvp
8ΤΚΑΜΚΚ·
| via Halifax.

|

via Halifax.
THUR8DAY,
Mch. 4
"

11

"

25

THURSDAY,
Mch. 25
1
April
"
15
"
29
May 6

Peruvian.
Polynesian.
Parisian.
Sardinian.
Peruvian.

8
15

Concord (via Newmarket .Junction) 6.15 a.m.,
3.30 p. 111. ; via Lawrence, 8.40 a. in.
•The 8.40 a. m. and 12.30 p. m. connects with
Bail Lines to points West and South ; the 12.30
with Sound Lines for New York.
Parlor Cars ou trains leaving Portland 8,45 a.
m. and 12.30 p. in., and Boston at 8.30 a. m. and
1.00 p. m.
MinVDAY TKA1NM
lor Boaton 1.00, 4.15 p. m. ; arrive 6.30,8.45 p.m.

Cabin
Passenger accommodations unequalled.
$50 to $80; intermediate, $30 ; steerage, $20.
For passage apply to H. & A. ALLAN, General
Passenger Agents, 80 State St. Boston ; and C. P.
WALDKON, 40 Exchange St.; T. P. McGOWAN,
422 Congress St., or for passage or freight to H. Si
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.
dtt
nov28

EASTERN DIVISION.
a. in., tl.00 ana
Leave Bonton at 7.30
and 9.00 a. m. and 12.30 and 7.00 p. m. For
6.00
Κ id de ford at 2.00 and 9.00 a. m., 1.00 and
at
p. ill. For Portninoulh and Newbnryport
For
ui.
6.00
and
1.00
p.
a.
9.00
and
m.,
2.00
ForNalem
Auienbiiry 9.00a.ill.and 6.00 p.m.
at 2.00 and 9.00 a. in., l.OO and 6.00

For Bouton at

DOMINION LINE.

'LIVERPOOL ROYAL MAIL SERVICE.

and Lynn
on above trains.
p. m. PULLMAN «'ARM
tThe 9.00 a. in. and l.oo p. m. trains connect
with Kail Lines to South and West.
tThe β.ΟΟ p. in. train connects with night train
for New York.
Through Tickets to all points South and West
lor sale at Portland Depot Ticket OlHcr·,
and at I'nion Ticket Office, 40 Exchange

Sailing Between Liverpool and Portland,
HAILING DATES

18th
1st

From
Portland.

STEAMERS.

Liverpool
March

8th April.
22d April,

SARNIA

Oregon

April

Street.

D. J. FLANDERS, Gen. P. 4 T. A.
JAS. T. FURBER, Geu'l Manager.

tith May.
BKINTÔL. MKKVICB.
For Avonnioulh Pofk (Direct)

15tli April

Toronto

From
Avonmouth
20tii March
3il April

STEAMEKS.

Portland

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.

April
I about
"
20th April

Portland & Rochester R. R.

6th

1

Ontario

fumage

Rate» «f

dtf

jan6

From

MONTREAL·

:

ARRANGEMENT-OF

Cabin
$50 and $80..Return. .$60 and $150
..Return $60
Intermediate$30
»U&C1(KV

v—

For freight

passage, apply tu
DAVID TORRANCE & CO.,
Foot of India Street.

Portland:

Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction,
Nashua, Windham and Eppiug at 7.3·
a. in. ana 1.05 p. ni.
For Manchester, Concord, and points North
at 1.05 p. «ι.
For Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, Wafer·
boro and Waco River, 7..ΊΟ a. m., 1.05
JO p. in.
p. m. and (.mixed) at β.
For Gorhain at 7.30 a. u·., 1.05, 6.'JO and
in.
0.;10
p.
(mixed) at
For

Boston! Philadelphia
DIRECT

TRAINS.

On and after HI on day, April 13«
l^.se, Passenger Trains will Leare

w

or

dec8dtf

2.00 and tf.OO

Returning

{6.00 p.m.

1885-6-WINTER AKRANGEMENTS-1885 6

From

R. R.

Commencing Nlondaj, Oct. 5, 1885,

To

Κ.

Ogdensburg

uiitil further notice Passenger Trains will
Leave Portland as follows: 9.00 a. m., foi
tabyann, Bethlehem, Littleton, Laorait·
John*
1er, Wood* ville, ûloutpelier, Ht.
bury, Newport, Burlington, Swnnton,
on connecting
all
and
points
OgdenNburg,
linei.
S.oo p. n·., for Bartlett and intermediate
stations.
AIIB1VAL9.
10.40 a. ui., fjoin Bartlett and way stations
5.55 p. ui., from Ν wan ton, Bnrlingson a·
all points on through line.
J. HAMILTON, Snot
ocSati
October 3.1885.

STEAMSHIP LINE.

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA erery TUESDAY and FRIDAY

mm·. wmi.

"—

—

,

apiodtf

will leave Custom House Wharf, Portland, daily
March 29, 1880
Sundays excepted, 011 and alter Great
G'hebeague
at 2 P. M., for Long, Little and
Islands, Harpswell and Orr's Island, Returning,

Remember that witli feeble infants wlio do not
thrive ou their mother's milk or the best prepared
foods in the market,WE REQUEST NO CHANGE
OF FOOD, but add 5 or more drops four times
daily of Murdoek's Liquid Food, and you will flud
that their lost or needed vitality will be restored
to them in less than thirty days.
Not a ease of Cholera Infantum known where
Murdoek's Liquid Food lias been used, nor a death
from Cholera Infantum where it has been prescribed by a physician.

242,

constipation.

id-eating American

over

A HEALTHY PLACE.

DR. C. W. BENSON, of Baltimore. Md., has dis
covered that the Extract of Celery Seed and the
Extract of German Chamomile Flowers combined
in the form of Pills, is the most wonderful nervine
in the world and invariably cures
Hick Headache, Nervous Headache, Neu-

lllCIll it

Boat,

Pleasure

Handsome

Hop Plaster
NEURAJ.GIA!

gives

AC HT.

STEAM

ftvfcrv

noSUdtl

Portland. March 8. 1886.

STEAMER CORDON

A very desirable Family Horse, about
12 years old, price $250: also Phaeton
and Harness. Address BOX 8»G, I*. O.
dlw
apr!5

Backache, B-heumatism, Crick, Sprains, NeuralKidney
Side or
gia, Stitches, Sciatica, Lame in Hip,
any part, local
Affections, Sore Chester pain
a Hop Piaster
when
go
quickly
or deep-seated,
Prepared from BurgundyofPitch,
is applied.
fresh
Canada Balsam and the medicinal virtues
cures quickly. The greatActs
instantly,
Hops.
AH ready
known.
ever
est strengtheningplaster
to apply. Sold by druggist and country stores,
25 cts., 6 for $1.00. Mailed for price. Propriei

M<mhioannrt

STEAMBOATCO.

FOR SALE.

MASS.
G4 Uroad Street, 1SOSTON,

luai-liinr

per" week un
Monday at 4 a. m., making one trip week
will be
lil April 2d, when two trips per
made; from Portland, Tuesdays and Fridays,
mid from Maeliiasport, Mondays and Thursdays.
PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY.Gen'l I'ass. and Ticket Agt.

ws

Hon»c and Lot at tlie Cape.

CO.,

febl7

Operations annually.

aprl7

a
or a

o..ri

.«..j .«*

this Line will
MONDAY
road Wharf, foot of State street, every
ÈA8TP0RT
ind THURSDAY at 5.90 p. m., for
connections.
md ST. JOHN, with above
checked to
Through tickets issued and baggage 4.00 p. m.
iestination. By Freight received up to the Union
For Tickets and Staterooms, applv at
inforTicket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other foot
mation at Company's Office. Railroad Wharf,
LE.
JR.,
COY
J.
B.
of State street.
Gen'l Manager.
nov20dtf
Steamers of

new

brook Junction and Woottt'oi'd'i at 7.30
and IO.OO n. in., 1.05, 3.00, 6.40 and
ι
(mixed) *β·30 p. m.
For Forent Arenue (Deering) lOOO a.m.,
From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
3-OOand 6.iO p. m.
p. m. From Fine Street Wharf, |
The 1.05 p. in. train from Portland connects at
Philadelphia, at 10 a. in.
Ayer J unci, with Kloonar Tunnel Route for
Insurance one-half the rate of
the West, and at Union Depot, Wo reenter, for
«
—'sailing vessel.
New York via Norwich Line and nil rail,
Freights for the West by the Penn. K. R., and via Springfield, also with N. Y. Jk N. E. R. R.
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of com("Steamer Maryland Route") for Philadelphia.
mission.
Raltiniore, Wanhington, and the Mouth, and
Round Trip 8 IN.
Puaauge SIO.OO.
with Ronton A· Albany R. R. for the Went.
Meals and Room included.
Close connection made at Wentbrook Juncto
tion
with through trains of Maine Central R.R. and
For freight or passage apply
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
Β. Β. NAMPSON, Agent,
trains of Grand Trunk Railway.
? Ο Long Wharf, Bontou.
3Idtf
Through Tickets to all points West and Sou*h
Portmay be had of S. H. H ELLEN,Ticket Agent,
land & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street.
HARPSWELL
•Does not stop at Woodford's.
J. W. PETERS. SuDt.

500

on

age
fair inventory. For particulars, address
F. C. FESTNER, Omaha, Nebraska.
d2w*

SURE CURE FOR

GIVEN BEFORE AND AFTER THE
OPERATIONS.

we

his
a

on

ARRANGEMENT.
leave Kail-

SPRING

The

via. Moville and Halifax.

succcssful business

now

STEAMBOAT CO.

Benumption of Service.
Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND will remine service on the route between Portland and
Vlachiasport on Friday, March 12th, leaving Fort-

—

—

April
furnishing
OK SALE— Dry goods, gents'
shoe, hat and cap store in engoods,enboot,
very flue location
near
Boston;
ty
terpnsmg
ana low rent ; established trade of $15,000 « year
at good profit ; owner will give opportunity for
thorough investigation ; price $4,000 ; will sell
half for $2,000 to reliable party. Further particulars of PON U & BR1TTAN,339 Washington St.,
14-1
Boston, Mass.
Ο Κ MALE- One of the best country drug
stores in the State of Mass., in a live town of
5000 population ; small competition ; rent only
bus$150 a year; licensed, and doing an average
iness of $100 a week ; owner obliged to sell ; price
DRUGGISTS
ADAMS'
to
Apply
$2000 cash.
31-4
AGENCY, 207 Washington St., Boston.

duced rate..

'ORTLANO, BANGOR, MT. DESERT & MACHIAS

N. 3., HALIFAX, N. S.
iASTPORT, CALAIS, ST. JOHN
PARTS OF

1885.

A medium sized convenient
rent, in a centrai location.
Address with terms.
N. F. Α., Press Office.

Ul trains excepting night Pullman trains will stop
for passengers.
The 11.15 p. m. train is the night express with
Sunsleeping car attached and runs every night on
davs included, but not through to Hkowhegan
and Dexter or
Belfast
to
or
mornings
Monday
beyond Bangor, on Sunday mornings.
:
The mornTrains ar. due lu Portland as follows
Bath 8.46 a. m. ;
ing trains from Augusta and trains from Banday
Lewiston, 8.50 a. m. : the stations
aud connectgor and all Intermediate
12.40
anil
p. in.; the after12.45
at
roads
ing
Augusta, Bath,
noon trains from WaterviUe,
Kockland and Lewiston at 5.45 p. πι. ; the night
Pullman Express train at 1. 50 a. m.
for
Limited Ticket., liritl nud .econ<l clan.,
reall point» in the Province, on *n!e at

J. Β. COY LE, Jr.. Manager.

AND ALL
Vew Brunttwick, Neva

m.

AT CONGRESS ST. STATION

vill alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF,
Portland, at 7 o'clock p.m., and INDIA WIIARF
îoston, at 7 o'clock p. m. (Sundays excepted.)
Passengers by tills line secure a comfortable
and inconvenlight's rest, and avoid the expense
ence of arriving in Boston late at night.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
iailroad and Sound Lines for sale.

ap7tf

"wanted.

and 1.25 p.

TREMONT and FOREST CITY

specialty.
joints
rrowing nails. Outgrowing
Vill call at residence if desired without extra
16-1
for 25 cents.
removed
Corns
iharge.
sell
|*TANTED—To
best

Rockland an<i Kuoi and Lincoln
a. in., 1.25 p. m.: Aul urn and
Lewaton at 8.20 a. m., 1.20, 5.00 ρ m. ; Lew
i»ton via BruuHwick, 7.10 a. m., *11.15 p.
Winthrop,
Π1. ; Farminjcton. illouiuouth,
Oakland and North An*ou, 1.20 p. 111.;
Farnaington via Brunswick, 7.10 a. m.

P;mJ
Κ.

K., 7. 10

D— Ladies to know that Mrs. Dr.
ΓΙ/ΆΝΤΕ
Sherman still remains at 42 South street,
τ τ
u treatment of corns, outgrowing joints and ma

FOR SALE.
account of
and
wishing to retire
THE
offers his splendid establishment for sale

w··
bor, aiid Bangor & PiMcalnquin K.
til.15 p. in., for Nkowhegun, Kt-ltani and
Dexter, 1.20, 1.25, *11.15 p. in.: Wnterville,
7.10a. m.. 1.20, 1.25, *11.15 p. in., and on $at
urdayeonlv at 6.15 p. m. ; for Auguita, Hula
lowell, Gardiuer and Biauiiwick, 7.10
*11.15 p. in.; Bath, .10 a. lu,
Pa».1·?1ξ»5·15·
1.25, 6.15 p. in., and on Saturdays only at 11.15

a

a

Waterman.

Portland.

Steamers leave Franklin Wliarf on Wednesdays
Fier
Saturdays at tî p. ni. Returning, leave and
on Wednesdays
18, East Elver, New York,J.
Jr.
B.
COYLE,
4
m.
at
p.
laturdays
General Agent
■lid

F

VINEYAHH-IIAVEN—Ar 18th, sell Mark Pendleton, Pendleton, St John, NB, for New York.
Sailed, sclis J 11 Wainwright, L D Wentworth,
Willie Martin, Lucy Hammond, Maggie Ellen,
Georgle D Perry, Eli/.abetli Arcularius. Mary A
Trainer, Ε G Willard. Geo Ρ Trigg, and Nannie Ε
EDGABTOWN—Ar 10th. sell Louisa Smith,
Webber, Elizabethport for Portland.
Sid 10th. sch Maggie Bell, Chandler, tfrom Elizabethport) for Rockland
BOSTON— Ar Util, schs Ε Arcularius, Marston
Rondoul ; Mail. Merrill, New York.
Cld 19th, brig Josefa, Goodwin, for Sydney, CB;
Pride of the Port, Parsons, Barrlngton, NS.
Ar 2ltlh, schs G D Perry, Flynn. Hoboken;
Hudson. Murphy, Calais; Ida, Strout, and Itasca,
Wilson, Millbridge; Eldora, Strout, do; Star of
the West, Davis, Friendship; Danl Brown, Smith,
Deer Isle ; Commonwealth, Joy, and John Girard,
Quinn, ltockland; Lake, Johnson, and Ο Β Kimball, Kimball, Kockland.
Cld 20th, sch Mary O'Neil, Hart, Cardenas.
Sid 20th, brig Screamer.
BANGOK—Ar 18th, brig Jas Miller, Crocker,

to

CENTRAL RAILROAD

and after TUESDAY, Dec. l«t,
Leave
1885, Passenger TraJ·»»
Portland ns iollows:

For NEW YORK.

baby carsee liis bargains ;
\X York St., andnice
set of French China of 42
i-i"e for $3.50;
and
crockery
itera tor S4.50; also sofa, tables,
'are very cheap; lot of calico shi.ts 14 inch, only

BUSINESS CHANCES.

FOR

of

use

UTANTED-people

lÎUÏE

HALVE STEAMSHIP ( OHPAW

WANTED.

16-1

SALE—Three story brick house 206
Danforth St. ; thirteen rooms, gas and good
16-1
water. Enquire at the PREMISES.

ones

assortment of Boots In New

îachine, nobby
and most
ium and low prices. The best fitting
lots and miserviceable. Also bargains In broken
17-1
PALMER.
ts. 541 Congress St. M. G.

fREU

H. W. CASWELL, Yarnlore'nonuiar Address
moutlïvi?le, sole agent for Cumberland Countj^Me.

Elizabethport.

[By Telegraph.]
YORK. April 20, 1880.—Flour marketReceipts 13,287 bbls; exports 2735 bbls and 23,©20 sacks; dull and weak, but not quotably
changed; sales 1085 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 15®3 00; superfine
Western and State at 2 50«3 30; common to good
extra Western and State at 3 200.3 00; good Jo
choice do at 3 Go.«,5 25 ; common to choice White
wheat Western extra at 5 00a5 10; fancy do at
ai 5 15 «5 25; common to good extra Ohio at 3 20
(g5 0 J ; common to choice extra St Louis at 3 20.a,
6 20; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 75o,5 00; choice to double extra do at 5 00«
5 15, including 8jo bbls city mill extra at 4 65@
4 76; 000 bbls tine do 2 1 5®3 00; 000 bbls su3 20
perfn e at 2 50o3 30; 700 bbls extra No 2atat
3 2o@
extra
@3 60J 3.100 bbls winter wheat
3
extra
at
20^5 16.
5 20; 3800 bbls Minnesota
Southern Hour rather weak : common to fair extra
3
do
at
70@5 25. Rye
3 25 a 3 65 ; good to choice
Flourjls steadv at 3 25 a.3 45. Wheal—Receipts
16,5oo bush; exports 57.798 busli;spot lots shade
better but quiet with absence of material export
demand ; sales 184,000 011 spot ; No 2 Spring at
'.121/2c ; No 2 Red (13'/ec fob; Ne 1 Red 98 elAV ;
No 1 White 96c.
Rye nominal. Bnrli y quiet.
lower, closing steadier;
Corn— spot lots
moderate
demand
; receipts 7800 bush ; exexport
spot; No 3
ports 203,917 bu; sales 156,000 bush
Ont» V2 faj 1V4 c
in
elev.
2
No
;tl -ISV^c;
46%c
better; receipts 18,050 bush; exports 20,996 bu;
sales 90,000 bush spot ; No 3 at 36 V3c ; do White
at 4ia4iyac; No 2 at 37®38c; No 2 White 42V*
\'h~W

For

ΒVtjVO^jydOti^H^SNOj^i^nO!^^

faiul sailed.}

Passed the Gate 18th, brig Kossack, from Port
Johnson ior Gardiner.
Passed the Gate 1911), sclis Nellie Star, from
Port Johnson for Salem; Nellie Hoe, Amboy for
Providence.
FALL KIVEU-Ar 18tli, sch Win Todd. Wood,
Calais.
Sid 19th, sch Isabella Jewett, Coombs, Port
Johnson.
SOMEliSET—Sid 19th, sch Harmoua, Pandleton, New York.
HUTCH ISLAND HA1!B0K-Ar 19th, sells Eva
L Leonard. Bobbins, Pail River lor Moutvllle, Ct ;
Jolin Somes, Bobbins, do for New York.
NEW DEBFORD—Ar 19tli, sch Eri, Treworgy,

Domestic Markets.

is

Jt;

SAEE-PUEPUP|;
431
prices, aduress H.,

OK SALE.—One mile from the city, online
of horse cars, 5Ά acres Land ; 2 story House
11 rooms; Wood House, Carriage House and
other out buldiugs. Address Box 143, Woodfords.
10-4

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 18th, ship Success, King
Poruian ; sells Will J Lermond, Hupper, ascagoula; hit Carson, Smith, St Marc.
Cld 19tli, brig C S Packard, Vanslow, for Sagua ;
sell Maggie Hailing, Hailing, Cardenas.
Ar lttlil, sclis Georgietta, Alley, Ked Beach ;
Annie L Henderson, Henderson, Pensaeola; Jon a
Bourne. I'mmipsi u, Salem; It Ρ Ilart, Harding,
Portland.
Cld 19th, sch Apliia & Amelia, Willard, Boston.
NEW YORK—Ar 19tli, barque Amy Turner,
Newell, Celiu ; Harriet S Jackson, Bacon, Caibarienj sclis Τ W Dunn, McFarlaud, fill Pensaeola;
Henry Sutton, Malison, Portland; Active, Kockport; Eva L Leonard, Pall Hiver; Hyena, and
Maud Mallock. from Warren.
Ar 20th, sclis Emily 'Γ Walts, Walts, Richmond;
Irving Leslie, Haggerty, Miragoane ; Ε Η Hongkins. Thompson, Bagged lslanu.
Cld 19th, barque Daisy Keed, Mitchell, Sagua;
sen Nellie Clark, Clark, Boston.
Sid 19th, ship St Nicholas, for Yokohama; brig

30; skips 3 00&3 75.
ciheep—Receipts 2,400; shipments 1000;niarket
weak; natives 2 50fœ5 80.

choice Stock.
Congress fct.,

ποκ

Fishermen.
0111
Ar at Boston 1 Oth, s- Eliza A Tliomes,
La Have with 50,000 lbs cod and haddock.
Ar at Gloucester l'Jtli, sell Augusta Ε Herrlck,
from Swan's Island, to fit for southern shore.

κΐαιιιΐ·«ΐι

4

Receipts, 7700 bush.
NÇ,W ORLEANS,April 20, 1886.—Cotton quiet

Congress
land

GEORGETOWN, DC—Ar 19tli, sch Silver Heels
from lted Beach.
NORFOLK—Cid 18tli, brig Sullivan, Perry, fur
Demarara.
Sid 1Mb, sch Faunic Η Stewart, fur New York.
NEWPORT NEWS —Sid 19tli, sch Ellen M
Golder, McLeod, Boston.
BALTIMORE—Cld 19th, sch George M Adams,

Chicago Cattle Market.
By Telegraph.j
CHICAGO, April 20, 188ti—Cattle—Receipts 6,200. shipments 2000; steauy; shipping steers et
4 20^5 90; stockers and leeders at 2 50^4 00;
cows, hulls and mixed at 1 50^4 10.
Hogs—Receipts 7,700; shipments 3,800: the
market is higher; rouirli and mixed at 3 90&4 30;
packing and shipping at 4 20@4 50; light 3 75@

■

F

churches,
Diivileges. For further information please in15-2
quire (ft G. W. NEWBEGIN, Cray, Me.

BRUNSWICK-Cld 11th, sell Wui Hayes, Smith

Receipts
Store Cattle—Working Oxen |>pair $100@$187
Farrow Cows at #15i$30; fancy at $50gii80
Milch Cows and Calves $25'3i$48 ; yearlings 89,S
$18 ; two years old $13@$28 ; three years $24.n
f4o.
Swine—Receipts 14,593; Western fat, live,|4%
(S514 ; northern dressed 5%c.
Sheep and Lambs—Receipts 2817 ; in lots 2 50g
5 09; extra 5,500,7 25.
Veal Calves 2 V2 @5% c.

MEMPHIS, April.20,1880.—Cotton

SAVES LA BOH, TIME *ud SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives universal satisfaction·
No family, rich or poor should be without itSold by all Grocers, BEWABEof imitations
Krell designed to mislead. PEARLINE is the
ONLY SAFE labor-saving compound, end
Jlways bears the above symbol, and name of
JAMES PYML NEW YORK.

She would soon be ready to reload.

cola.

cattle 941 head-1

WTactcifr, o*

W HARD OB SOFT, HOT OB COLD WATER.

New Yurk.

Watertown Cattle Market.
(By Telegraph.)
WATERTOWN. Aprii 20,1886.—Cattle market
extra
on
better
grade, but easier for common.
Vic
Market Beef—Extra at 7 50@7 75; first quality
at 7 00(ά7 25 ; second quality at 5 OOivti 50 ; third
duality 4 00@4 50.

farm of
splendid bargain; the
mile from

F

1st L. H. Dist.

Domestic Ports.
TATOOSU—Passed by lltli. ship Ivaulioe, San
Francisco.
GALVESTON—Ar 17tli, sch Cluts R Campbell,
McFarland. New York.
NEW OKLEANS —Cld 18th, sch St Thomas,
Otis, Boston.
Cld Kith, scli A nnie Κ Lewis, Lewis, Apalacht-

—

only!_

hand sewed and
POUND—The
Eugland, comprised of best
and common sense styles, at tne-

freat

Brig Addie Hale, Sheppard, from Matanzas fur
Bostuu, before reported at Nassau, NP, leaky,
has discharged and was undergoing repairs 10th

hogs, city, GgaVeC t* lb ; country 5y2 ;
live hogs 4%<g5c.
Butter—New York extra fresh made creamery
none : do extra firsts at 29@30c ; do firsts 2C@
28c ; do imitation creamery, pxtra, 25a27c ; do
extra firsts at 24®25c ; do fresh factory extra at
24 tt 25c ; do extra firsts at23 a24c ; do common old
lots 6® 1 lc ; Vermont new milk dairy/ ex 27c ; do
extra firsts 25@26c.
Beans—Choice small Ν Y hand picked peal 50®
bush; choice New York large hand picked
do 1 35® 1 40 ; small Vermont hand picked pea at

fork

now for sale.
village
70 acres of excellent
This farm consists of about
bounded
is
which
by the
land, more than half of
orchard, a never
ocean ; there Is a good thrifty
rooms
and a
of
eight
a house
failing well of water,
will be sold at a
barn ÏOxBO feet. This farm
the
5th
of
before
May.
bargain if purchased
to BENJAMIN
or further information apply
Maine.
20-2
TRUE. City Building, Portland,
Lincoln St., WoodOK HALB-House on
of 9 pleasforrd's Corner, Deering, consisting
Sebago water ; also
ant rooms ; marble mantles, 6 of
tile best house
also
lots;
3
street,
on same
situated on side of
lots in Deeering on Pearl St.,
drainage, Sebago
the Hill, high and dry good
J.
L.
of
l'EKKINS, 489 Couwater, etc. Enquire
20-2
gress St
of German Canaries,
OK HALE—A new lot will now
be sold at
just received; cages
prices; a good variety of fancv
greatly reduced POKTLANU
Bllil)
STOltE,
410
birds in stock.
20-1
St.

Memoranda.

He.
Dressed

]q
TOlUl"

one
the late Israel True, situated is
Fob
intlie town of Freeport,
the

preserved by

Commander, U. S. N.,

Congress

ear ou

for sai.e.
NALG—A

Bleacliery is the
My 3(Jth
Custom
19-1

Fori*»—That
place to get your liats pressed over.
St. Many new shapes.
best

Mills.
Ella M Doughty,

tar-The Custom House will not be open for the
transaction of business 011 Thursday, April 22.

Sweetsir's

Photo outfit, and

mar3

Rolling

Soli
Doughty, La Have, with
50,000 lbs halibut.
Sell Ailelia, (Br) Berry, Clementport, NS, for
Barbadoes.
Sell Brilliant, Ilupper, Kockport—lime to L C
Cuiiuniugs & Co.
Sell Emma, Sparow, Kockport—lime to L C
Cummings Si Co.
Sell C V Miuot, Hatliaway, Maeliias fur Bostou.
Sell Forester, Mosiey, Sullivan.
Sell Susan, til-over, Pemaquld.
Sell Cinderella, Nichols, Hound Fond.
Sell Albert, Wallace, Calais for Nantucket.
Sell Wm Dureu. Dayle, Calais for Boston.
Seh Sarah, Cliiikart, Calais fur Boston.
Sell Gen Scott. Rich, Calais for Boston.
Sell Sarah P, Beal. Calais for Buston.
Sch A J Whiting, Sawyer, Deer Isle for Boston.
Sell C M Wallon, Lane, Kockport for Boston.
Cleared.
Sell Lewis Clark, Bartlett, Bangor, to load for
Havre de Grace—Chase, Leavltt & Co.
SAILED—Sells Maggie J Chadwick, and A Κ
Weeks.

10iA

Texas Pacific
Union Pacific
0. 8. Express
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific
do pref
Western Union Telegraph
Alton & Terre Haute
du pref
Boston Air Line
Burlington & Cedar Rapids

Amateur

Empire Copying

«•day offer.

22
22
22
22
24
24
24
24
24
24
27
28
29
29
29
29
29
29

—

23%
125

Rock Island

21

_

131

Pullman Palace
Heading

Portland....Liverpool ...Apt
Apl
New York..Bremen
Apl
New York Havre
New York..Liverpool—Apl
New York.. Hamburg.... Apl

„..r

to enlarge. Special
IRFITK
co!!· mnl°
family J1 « Caml
I Wcollectiiw
AUCn
St.. New Yjik.
3el

20

IAFRIL 21.
MINIATURE ALMANAC
..12.24
I
Sun rises
4.47
water!
High
10o
Sun sets
6.82
9 ft 9 in
Length of day ....13.45 Height
9
it
2 in
,
Moon rises
9.52

0%
14%
IVà
21%
17Va
29%
54%
98

pref

New York. .LUerpcoi—Apl
New York..Liverpool....Apl
New York.. llav&VCruz.Apl

Arizona
City.of Koine
Manhattan
Sardinian
Eider
St Germain
Republic
Hammonia

138
102

Central
Ohio & Miss
Ont. & Western

.,l

FOB

FKOM

at 82c.

6
25
41 Vi

pref

Northwestern

DIHCELLANEOII».

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

The following New York stock market Is received daily, by private wire, byPullen, Crocker
& Co.. No. 33 Exchange street, Portland, Me;
1*5
Adams Express
1(™
American Express
Central Pacific
Chesapeake & Ohio
1*0
Chicago & Alton
155
Chicago & Alton preferred
133
&
Quincy
Chicago, Burlington
Del. & Hud. Canal
19Q/?
l)el., Lack. & Weet
Den
24%
Erie
57%
Kile preferred ·—«.
138Va
Illinois Central
24
Ind., Bloom. & Western
11%
Lake Erie & West
80%
Lake Shore
38%
Louisville &
127Va
Manhattan Elevated
05
Michigan Central
Minn. & St. Louis
20J4
45%
do pref
103
Missouri Pacific
50 Va
New Jersey Central
2Γ>!!4
Northern Pacific
57%
ao pref
100%
Northwestern

railroad*.

STEAMER*.

LOST AN® SOU!*».

AGENTS WANTED.

GOV. MORRILL

Record 2.32!4 ; sire of Dr. Smith trial 2.28 >,i.
Gov. Morrill is a choice black, with star in face,
stands 16 hands high, and weighs 1150 lbs. was
foaled May 7, 1875, bred by A. I. Allen, Hebron,
Me., sire Knox Morrill son of Winthrop Morrill
(dam by Gen. Knox), Gov. M. dam by imported
Annfleld, 2d, dam S. T. B., Morgan descent, Annfield was selected by the special agent of the N.
S. Government and was brought from England to
N. S. where he was purchased by Col. T. S. Lang
and brought to Maine to improve our stock ot
breeding mares ; he was bred in England and was
a successful runner, winning the (îoodword and
Newmarket stakes, and second in the Eng. Derby.
Gov. Morrill's size, style, color, disposition, bottom and speed together with power to transmit
these good qualities to his offspring, makes him a
desirable horse to breed to.
He will make the season of 188C at Presumpacot
Park, Deering, Maine.

TERMS, $25 00

the season, cash or approved note at time of
service. Mares not proving in foal can be re·
turned next season free of charge. Mares kept at
stable at owner's risk for S3.00, or at pasture for
$1,50 per week.
For further particulars call upon ASHEll M.
SAVAGE, at the track, or address,
L. W. DVEli. East Deering, Me.
aprlCd3w*
for

Water.
Dirigo Mineral; Dlrigo
water

im
Iced water ruins digestion
always palatable, refreshing and
proves it; is
and
cool
refreshing
daily,
Delivered
healthful.
will keep the
from the spring. Our improved cans
of cans free
water coof from JH> to 48 liours ; use
water per gallon 10 cents.

KUNDLETT BROS., Proprietors,
Je23

413 Fore Street

dtf

leave Orr's Island for Portland and intermediate
landings at H.45 A. M. Arrive at Portland at 0.15
A. M. For freight or passage apply on board to
CAPT. J. L. LONG.
mh29dtf

CUNARD LINE.
STEAMSHIPS SAILING DIRECT FROM

Boston to Liverpool Every
—

A.ND FROM

THURSDAY,
at

STEERAGE PASSAGE AT LOW RATES.
THURSDAY.
22 Catalonia

Cephalonia
Gallia
Pavonia

Scythia

April
April

May

May
May

CoiinueiiciiBg Oct. 5, 1885.
Λ. M.

Cephalonia

29
6 Gallia
13 Pavonia
20 .Scythia

May
June
June
June
June

27
3
10
17
24

and SIOO. ac
Cnbin Paaxaur, $6U,
cording to accommodation Intermediate Pa».
and IreBritain
on
Great
»aice,!?35. Drafts
land. For passage or lreiglit apply at the ComBontou.
Mtate
Street,
pany's Office, 9'J

THE CUNARD STEAMSHIP CO., Limited.
a3ra

feb27

Winter

TO

Arrangement,

—

EUROPE and CALIFORNIA
For tlie Spring and Summer of 1886.

Send for

Programmes.

Tickets Indued for Iudividnal Travelers
to and in all parts of the World.
all lines of Steamers.
PaMMage Tickets
Cook's ExcurMionist, with maps, published
ten
cents. Address,
for
monthly, by mail

by

TIIOS. COOK & SON, 197 Washington St.,
Boston, Mass.
mar31d2awW&S12w

Court of Insolvency for tlie County of Cumberland,
State of Maine.
April 13. A. D. 1886.
In case of HENRY H. TITKEY, Insolvent Debtor.
Is to give notice, that 011 the twelfth day
of April,! A. 1). 1886, a Warrant in InsolPeabody, Judge ol
vency was issued by Henry C.
the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumof
said
the
estate
berland, against
HENRY H. TUKEY, of Deering.
adjudged to bo an Insolvent Debtor, on petition
of said Debtor, which petition was filed on the
twelfth day of April, A. D. 1886, to which date
interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said
Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any property by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
to prove their debts and choose one or more assignees of his estate, will lie held at a Court of
Insolvency to be holden at Probate Court Room in
said Portland, on the third day of May A. 1). 1886,
at ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above writH. R. SARGENT,
ten.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Inof
for
said
County
solvency
^ ^

THIS

ton.

Stage connections dally with pas«enger train at
West Minot for Hebron Academy; at Buckfield for
West Sumner, Chase's Mills and Turner ; at Canton for Peru, Dixfleld, Mexico and Rumford Fall» ;
also for Bretton's Mills.
L. L. LINCOLN. Supt.
oct9dtf

GRAM TRIM RAILWAY OF mm.
On an«l nfter MONDAY, Oet. 19, INS.),
trains will run as follow· :
DEPARTURES.
For Auburn and Lfwinton, 7.05 a. m., 1.15
and 5.20 p. m.
For 4-orbam, 7.20 a.m. and 4. 00p. m„mixed.
For <«orbani, Montreal and Chicago,1.30
p. m.
For Quebec, 1.30 p. m.
ARRIVALS·
From Lewinton and Auburn, 8.25 a. n..
12.05. 3.15 ;ujii ·*·5υρ. m.
From (ûoraam, 9.40 a. m. and 7.00 p. in.,
mixed.
m.
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.05 p.
Front Quebec, L2.05 p. hi.
an
train
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night
train between Portland an
Parlor cars on

day

Montreal.

TICKET OFFICE

TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED BATE
—

Northwest, West and Southwest.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manage
WM. EDGAR, G. P. Α.,
J. STEPHENSON. Supt.

ocl2dtf

IMPOBTEO

WINES ami LIQUORS
OK ALL· KINDS,

THE ORIGINAL PACKAGES,

UNITED
HOTEL.

WILSON,

SPECIALIST,
Treats complicated Diseases and those made
chronic by malpractice.
No cure m* pay, only for
medicine.
uuit Exnmiaiitioii
tree
1'onHiiltHiiou
from #«. I", lo S p. nt.
ianlDdtf

vex, that the
been duly appointed Ex-

is hekebv «ι

subscriber has
Notice
ecutrix of the Will of

EDMUND S. HOYT, late of Portland,
iu the County of Cumberland, deceased, and has
taken upon herself that trust as the law directs.
All
demands
upon
persons having
lilt' estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
ZULEMA K. HOYT. Executrix.
apl4dlawW3w"
Portland, March 16, 1886.

TO

Detroit, Chic·*·, Milwanb
Ο un» ha, Hagi.
Cincinnati, Ht. IjOiiî»,
maw, «t. Paul, Halt Lake City,
Nan
Frauciaie·,
Denver,
and all points in the

Canada.

IK

STATES

t

35 Eichantra St.. and Depot Fool of India Strait.

Cumberland.^

DR.

in Effect Oct. 12.1885.

Connection* ria Grand Trunk Railway.
Mixed train leaves Meelianic Falls Junction
10.45 a. m., arrives at Buckfield at 11.45 a. m.
and Canton at 1.10 p. m.
Passenger train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
3.10 p. in., arrives in Buckfield at 3.50 and Canton at 4.25 p. m.
Returning trains leave Canton at 4.15 and 9.10
a. m., connecting for Lewiston, Portland and Bos-

CHANGE OF TIME.

EXCURSIONS
—

M.

Ruiufonl Falls and Buckfield Railroad

fiXC(JR9IOFIfl.
COOK'S

P.

3.U0
lJ.(Hi
Leave Portland (P. & 0.14. K.)
4.45
10.35
Bridgton Junction
5.45
11.35
Bridgton, arrive
3.20
7.55
Leave Bridgton
5.56
10.40
Portland, arrive
W. F. 1'EKRY, Supt.
J. A. BENNETT, U. T. A.
dti
oct6

—

New Yorkevery SATURDAY, calling
Queenstowia Cork Harbor.

Catalonia

BRIOGTON & SAGO RIVER R. R.

FOR 8ALK BY

R. STANLEY & SON,

Importers,

HO. 410 FORE ST.,
PORTLAND, ME.
Also Ganeral
for New England for tfie
Managers
Celebrated

SUMMIT MINERAL SPRING WATER,
Vlto.tl

ΙΙΛΙΙΚΙΜΟΝ.

JIAISIK·

«KRail ASTHMA

WMSI

Inntantly relieve» the
meet violent attaek·,
und baeure· eomforl.
by
.able eleeo. Ueed a*
direct. rH
inhalation, thus reaching the
ee the spasm.
L CTS'W
expectoration, and Κ FF
,
thr eoet
wMM
whVre all other r»««dlc· Λ I. A trMI
r«*ru
«■«» »»w
■keptiral of It- ln.mcdUt.-,.nw«
Prie· 60e. and # 1,00| of

ftSTHMfl

diiwj^

fa^^.^L"JiSrS CURES

lok'ge free

dny«W»«* j»

for stamp.

dS\vl4-Sm

aprU
I Μίύ g*
Ν. WaAYES *

j?
so*·', tir

Hi ί.,.

μΟ&μ iSS

THE PRESS.

of the Session of the
Crand Commanderv of Maine.

Proceedings

APRILJ21.

WEDNESDAY MORNING»

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.

Reports

the

and

Election of Officers.

Γβ-ΒΑΪ.

ADVIIMlNKHiMS

1VI1W

From

Abstracts

AMUSEMENTS.
Portland Theatre—Bennett & Moulton.
Grand Benefit Concert—Gospel Mission.
FINANCIAL.
For Sale—Guarantee Bonds.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Important to Buyers of Hats.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Sample Perfumes—Bines Brothers.
For Sale—Kow Boat.
Corsets—Miilett & Little.
For Sale—Lighter.
Insurance—Warren Sparrow & Co.
For Sale—Horses.
Notice is Hereby Given.
For Sale—Phaeton.
For Sale or To Let-Two Cottages.
In

Yesterday forenoon. Good Templars' Hall,
wliere was heldjthe fourth annual session of the
Grand Ccmniandery of Maine, United Order of
the Golden Cross, were Ailed with Knights and
ladies discussing the work to he done at this sessiou. The charter of Casco Bay Gommandery
was heavily draped with crepe, a token of respect
to the memory of Dr. J. H. Morgan of Knoxville,
Tenn., the founder of the order, recently deceasThe finance committee and the credential
committee were hard at work at 0 o'clock, but it
was 11 o'clock before their task was finished, and
ed.

the Grand

Sale
Heal Estate on Execution,
For Sale—Piano.
Cusbrnan Bros. & Co.—Upholstery Goods.
For Sale—House Lots.
Parasol Opening—Owen, Moore & Co.

ford.

Grand Prelate—Itev. J. H. Snow, Ogunquit.
Grand Keeper of Kecords—Dr. S. J. Bassford,
Biddeford.
Grand Treasurer—Dr. C. P. Gerrish, South Ber-

Important to Buyers of Ha's.
Perry has all of the latest styles.
Perry has just what you want for spring and

wick.

Grand Herald—Dr Β. F. Sleeper. Winthrop.
Grand Warden of Inner Gate—Florene H. Da-

vis, Winthrop.

summer ware.

Grand Warden of Outer Gate—Dr. C.W. Bailey,

For children's hats g· to Perry's.
Take a look at Perry's goods.
245 Middle Street.

Saccarappa.
The committee 011 credentials reported 41 members present, and 61 Knights and ladles awaiting
initiation.
The Grand Commander's report was an able
document and was referred to a special committee

The Chas. Helir stock of cutlery, also stair fixtures, show eases, safe, benches, etc., is to be sold
at auction at 10 o'clock this morning.

flu

F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell at 10 o'clock today
the furniture, etc., in house No. 172 State street.
Sec notice iu auction column.

a

proper amount of

health is the certain comequence ; but by a sudden change of weather, the pores of the skin may
not perform their office well, and matters are retained which should have passed off by that aveAll causes which Impede insensible perspinue.
ration are fraught with danger, because matters
which should have passed away through the skin
Brandreth's
are returned again into circulation.
Tills will remove all impurities, from whatever
eause they may come, curing pain, inflammation
and colds arising from above cause in a few

$2,000.63.

apriU9eod&w

hours.

WINSLOW'S
Advicc I* .]lot!in>.—MKS.
SOOTHING SYKUP should always'bc used when
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little
sufferer at once ; it produces natural, quiet sleep by
relieving the child from pain, and the little eherub
awakes as "bright as a button." It is very pleasant to taste. It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, relieves wind, regulates the
bowels, and is the best known remedy for diarrhoea, wiiether arising from teething or other
«au.su·. Twenty-five cents a bottle.
SM&W&wly
jauie
Goodenough of the Ooodenough Co., 158
EaU 25th Street, -Yew York City, states:
That in October, 1884, he suffered so with piienmonia that his physicians advised him to leave
this severe climate, which he did. In the following year, 1885, he was taken with another attack
and feared lie would have to go away again and
give up business, but by advice he tried Adamson's Balsam, which has entirely· cured him. It is
with liis permission that we publish this.
MKSSiv
april 10
iV A.

If there ever was a specific
any one
plaint, then Carter's Little Liver Pills are a speciffo fer sick headache, and every woman should
know this. Only one pill a dose.
for

com-

Cowerey's Salad Cream is a wholesome and delicious dressing for salads, cold meats, fish, celery,
apr20eodtf
lettuce, asparagus, &c.
U. S. DISTRICT COURT.
BEFORE

WEBB.

JUDGE

Tuesday—In the
City
Steamboat Company
People's Ferry Company, which are on trial, the deposition of Daniel
Brewer of Providence, Ii. I., who repaired the
Forest City, in relation to the damages incurred
fcv that vessel while in collision with tTie Cornelia
H., was taken by District Clerk Preble tills morncases
vs. The

of

the

Forest

ing.

The court adjourned ufttil Friday morning.

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.

;

At 1 «'clock the morning session closed, and the
members were escorted to Thatcher Post Hall,
where the well Ibaded tables were surrounded by
a hungry multitude, and the delicious viands discussed with great gusto. Casco Bay, Woodfords,
Oasis, Ocean View, and Banner Commauderies
provided the provisions, and right royally did they
fulfill their duties. Andrew Leigliton, chairman
of the Joint entertainment committee, w as indefatigable in looking after details, and was ably seconded by Jos. A. Kennedy, Noble Commander of
C'aseo Bay Commander)·.
The afternoon session commenced at 2.15.
Some time was occupied In attending to the settlement of mileage due the members.
The finance committee reported the books of
the officers correct in every particular. The election of officers passed off very quietly, the following Knights and ladies being declared elected for
tile ensuing year:
Grand Commander—Dr. John C. Stewart, York.
Grand Vice Commander—Mrs. F. II. Davles,

Winthrop.

Grand Prelate—Kev. J. C. Sanborn, Waterford.
Grand Keeper of ltecords—Dr. S. J. Bassford,
Biddeford.
Grand Treasurer—Dr. C. P. Gerrisli, South Berwick.
Giand Herald—J. W. Brackett, Peaks' Island.
Grand Warden of Inner Gate—Mrs. E. A. Jacobs, Bryant's Pond.
Grand Warden of Outer Gate—C. S. Jackson,
Gardiner.
Trustees—F. I. Day. Lewistoa; C. A. Tilton,

Cape Elizabeth; Isaac Plununer, Brunswick.
Representative to Supreme Commandery—L.

J.
Perkins, Portland.
Alternate—Dr. B. F. Sleeper, Winthrop.
Dr. C. W. Foster, from committee on state of
the oreer, reported In favor ef subscribing for 200
copies of the Golden Cross Journal, and the recommendation was adopted.
Kev. J. H. Snow, l>r. J. C. Stewart and F. H.
Dexter were appointed a committee to confer
with similar committees from the Grand Commauderies of Massachusetts and New Hampshire in
reference to a national reunion to be held J illy 4,
1880, the tenth anniversary of the order.
The alternoon session closed at 5 o'clock, and
the members, repairing to the banquet ball, were
again refreshed.
The evening session opened at 7 o'clock. The
representatives to the Supreme Commandery were
instructed to urge upon that body the necessity
of a law to enable social members to share sick
benefits. The officers elect were installed by Supreme Commander W. H. Solomon of Boston, assisted by Past Supreme Manager Dr. J. D. Young
of Boston, Dr. E. Hartshorn of Boston, Acting
supreme Keeper of ltecords, and Supreme Her"
ala Horace Mitchell, Jr., of Kittery.
Grand Commander Stewart, in a few well chosen words, expressed his sense of obligation to the
G rand Commandery for the honor bestowed upon
him. Ile spoke feelingly of the scope and character of the work of the ensuing year, and was

heartily applauded.
Several questions of law
cided.
The following

t.ivp.

a

physician

called,

was

who

stopped

the

flow of

The boy was then taken to his home,
farther up Coneress street, and from there t^iie
hospital, where his leg was amputated, and waRe
The
he died, a few hours after the accident.
plaintiff claims that the accident was due to the
In the first named ease
negligence of the driver.
he seeks to recover, as administrator of his son,
for the boy's suffering during the hours that he
In this ease the damlived after the accident.
In the other case the
ages are laid at $15,00β.
cwwil-t-

raAnuaf

trxr

liiu

ovnnnoo.

injury

and death ο I the boy, and also
dent to the
for the loss of his services after the accident, and
in this case the ad damnum is 810,000.
testiSeveral witnesses called by the
fied that the Kedlon boy was
up on the
westerly side of Congress street carrying a large
pasteboard box and accompanied by another bey
who was carrying a broom ; that in the vicinity of
Green street they started across Congress street ;
that tin* Kedlon boy went directly in front of the
horse car, which was moving slowly up the street,
and fell on the track ; that an outcry was raised
for the stopping of the car; that the driver was
looking towards the easterly side of the street and
did not stop the car until both wheels had passed
over the leg of the boy.
On trial.
O. D. Baker for plaintiff.
Syinouds & Libby for defendants.

plaintiff
walking

PENOBSCOT COUNTY S. J. COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE HASKELL·.

[Reported for the Press.]
Bangor, Monday, April 19.
John G. McCarty vs. Stephen Silk and Margaret
Silk. An action of trespass wherein the plaintiff
sought to recover damages for the digging of a
trench at the rear of a stable owned by him, situated upon P->arl street, in Bangor, and carrying
away the earih.
At the conclusion ef the testimony the defendant moved a non suit upon the ground that the
premises were not sufficiently described ill the
writ, and that the testimony in the case failed to
show that any trespass had been committed. The
motion was overruled. The defendant offered no

testimony, and the

case

was

submitted without

argument.

Verdict for the plaintiff for $38.34 against John
G. McCarty.
P. G. White and M. Laugh ton for plaintiff.
.1. W. Donigan and C. F. Woodard for defendants.
A real
Margaret Silk vs. Patrick Harrington.
action in which the plaintiff claims to recover possession of a strip of land 2 feet and 3% inches
wide and about 25 feet in length, running north
and south between Pearl street and Fruit street,
in Bangor, and lying between land of the plaintiff
and laud of the defendant, the plaintiff claiming
title under a deed from one William Doyle, dated
Feb. 20,1865.
A barn belongingto the defendant extends 13·% inches on to the land in dispute.
The defendant claims so much of the land in dispute as is occupied by the barn, by adverse possession, but disclaims as to the balance. On trial.
J. W. Donigan and C. F. Woodard for plaintiff.
P. G. White and M. Laughton for defendant.

SUPERIOR COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE BOXNBY.

Tuesday—Lyman R. Proctor

vs.

Samuel K·

Witham.

Hattie Proctor

Samuel E. Witham.
tried together, brought by husband
vs.

Two cases
The husband
and wife to recover for labor.
worked in the brick yard and claims lie was to
have 822 a lnouth.and that he worked two months
and ten days. The wife worked in the house and
was to have $3 25 per week.
The defendant claims that the contract was $35
PCI

IIU

«"««*«

«IIIOIOU

were

discussed and de-

and resolutions, rela.Γ. TT. Morirn.n wpi-a

adopted :

BEFORE JUDGE WALTON.

Tuesday—Luther Redlon, admr., vs. Portland
Railroad Company, and Luther Kedlon vs. same.
Two actions tried together.
On the 5th of May, 1885, Nathan C. Itedlon, the
nine year old son of the plaiutiff, was run over by
a horse car on Congress street, near the City Hotel, his righi leg being nearly severed from his
body. He was taken into Stone's drug store and
blood.

preamble
nf T)r

t.lift ripatn

tn

VA

n%ca, iWl

the brick-making season ; that in the middle of
that season, without any fault 011 defendant s part
the plaintiffs left him ; that he had 110 wife, 110
housekeeper, brick-yard men to hoard, and that
the damage thereby suffered bv him was more
Decision reserved.
than the wages amounted to.
D. If. Cole for plaintiffs.
W. H. VintoiWor defendant.
_

MUNICIPAL COURT.

Whereas, death has entered our supreme cita011 high, therefore, be it
Resolved, That while we humbly bow in submission to the will of our Heavenly Father, we realize that a great and good man has fallen, and a
chair is left vacant which can never be filled.
del

Resolved,

PERSONAL.
George Γ. Locke, late with L. C. Moore & Co.
Lewiston, has engaged himself with Lothrop
Dam & Co. of this city as travelling salesman.
Rev. W. 1'. Merrill, a former pastor of Caseo
Street Free Baptist Church, died at Hyde Park,
Mass., his lat· residence, of typhoid pneumonia,
last week, aged G3 years.
W. II. Hogarth, Cleveland; H. R. Good'i'ln
Augusta; Capt. ΛΥ. A. Smith, SS. Sardinian; AV.
S. (i. Baker, Baltimore; B. F. MillikeD, Eastport;
Ε. K. O'Brien, Thomastou; C. F. Smith, Connecticut ; J H Leighton, Boston ; F. M. Harris, New
York, were among the arrivals at the Falmouth
Hotel yesterday.
of

Memorial Services.
The memorial services of Mr. David Xlsley, formerly of this city, were held in the First Congregational church, Chelsea, on Sunday, and a very
impressive sermon was preached by the pastor,
The music, composed especially
Mr. Baldwin.
for the occasion by the organist. Mr. Cutter, was
finely rendered by the new choir, Mr. Walton, Mr.
Holmes, Mrs. Hayinan and Miss Lilian Carl
who was formerly the contralto at Free

Smith,

we,

as

a

Grand

Comniandery

reavement.

Resolved, That the charter of this grand bodv
be draped in mourning during this session, ana
that a copy of these resolutions be forwarded to
the family of our deceased brother.
Kesolutions of thanks were adopted : To the
entertaining commanderies; to the retiring officers; to the railroads for reduced fares: and to
the newspapers of Portland for liberal accounts
of the proceedings of this session.
The salary of the Supreme Keeper of Records
was fixed at #300, and that of the Grand Treasurer at .$20.
The unwritten work of the degrees was exemplified by the Supfem# Commander, who then, in
a few glowing words, excited the enthusiasmni of
the members to the highest pitch.
Dr. E. Hartshorn, Grand Commander of Massachusetts, also
made brilliant remarks, and Dr. J. D. Young, Supreme Medical Director, added his quota to the
feast of reason, and elicited hearty applause.
This closed the work of a busy and profitable session.
BRIEF JOTTINCS.
The Hnrlbut Chautauqua Circle will (meet this
evening with Miss Walker, 113 Lincoln street.
Gardner R. Norton has Ibougbt out the stage
line running from Portland to Naples.
The port-wardens are fixing up a fine office
over Captain li. W. Jone's on Commercial street.
The Sons of Veterans of Biddeford will visit
this city on the evening of the 29th inst. upon the
invitation of the order in Portland.
The Hayden Society have voted to accept the
city's invitation to sing at the centennial anniversary exercises July Gth.
Superintendent Morse of the Portland Company
is building a fine cottage on the old Delano farm,
Cape Elizabeth.
Mr. Nathan M. Woodman's deatli was caused
by swallowing a dose of Paris green. No cause
was assigned for the act.
Officers Hanson and W. It. Frank seized seven
barrels and twenty half barrels of beer yesterday
morning, from a car on the eastern division of tbe
Boston and Maine railroad.
During tbe present session of the Supreme
Court an objection will be made by the remonstrants to the acceptance of the report of the
Ferry Landing Commissioners.
The Mayor and Aldermen, gentlemen interested
in tbe Portland & Ogdensburg and officers of the
road will make and excursion through the Notch
and inspect the road tomorrow.
There was a pleasant company at the fancy
dress party at the Bijou last evening. The polo
game between the Bay Statss and Bijous tomorrow night should not be forgotten.
Rev. William Carruthers of Fairhaven, Mass.,
and Rev. C. H. Daniels af this city will take part
in the service at the St. Lawrence street church
on Fast Day at 11 a. m,
On Thursday (Fast Day) the Portland & Ogden«:
burg freight house will be open for the delivery of
freight till 10 a. m. No freight trains will be run
and no freight received that day.
The quarterly convention of the Temperance
Reform Clubs of Cumberland County, will be held
May Gth and fith, with the Portland Reform Club
at the Gospel Mission Hall.
The kitchen garden class of the Y. W. C. T. U.
will begin the first week iu May. Mrs. Moore
will deliver an address at Chestnut street church
Sunday afternoon under the auspices of the society.
Tile Allan liner, Sardinian, Captain Smith .arrivporb

nom

(t.
J.lVL*ri>UUi Vl.l JltllllilA ill
had a very pleasant passage-

yesterday. She
She brought two cabin,
m.

BEFORE RECORDER DYER.
Tce*da τ—Thomas Keenan, John Casey,Frank
McBride, Clias. Robinson, Patrick Flaherty, Thos.
J. Koss and Wm. Rush, intoxication ; cach 6 days
Iti county Jail.
Susan Hamilton, intoxication; 2d offence; 90
days in city hnuse of correction.2d
offence; 90 days
John J. Conley,intoxication ;
in county tail. Appealed.
Patrick Murray and James Edward, affray ;eacli
fined $5 and one half costs.

That

every cherish the memory of our deceased
brother, and endeavor to imitate his many virtues.
Resolved, That the members of the family have
our heartfelt sympathy in this, their great bewill

eu at 1111S

17 intermediate and 320
streerage passengers, and 1811 tons cargo.
Eev. Frank Ï. Bayley will conduct the Bible
class at the Y. M. C. A. rooms next Friday after
noon at 4.30 o'clock. Subject: "Jesus and Nico
demus," John 3: 1-18. All interested in Bible
study are cordially invited to attend.
Workmen engaged in straightening up a telephone pole which stands near the loot f Mellen
street, came upon a nest of green s> :f!:es > sterday about three feet below the s : lace of the
ground. The snakes were in a half torpid state,
thirty of them in all and were in size from ten to
eighteen Inches in length.

Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in the
county have been recorded at the Registry of
Deeds:
Portland—City of Portland to Vernal B. Fuller,
land. S3G0.
Cape Elizabeth—Victoria E. Hill to Christie M.
Fullerton, land. $1 and other considerations.
Scarboro—Charles Meserve to Isaac L. Meserve
land. $200.
Ezra Carter and Setli Scammon to James F.
Story, land. $70.80.
Freeport—Frederic L. Lapham to Samuel A.
Holbrook, land. $300.
Bttrpswell—Paul C. Alexander to "The Maine
Baptist Missionary Convention," land. $100.
Tin Wedding.
Mrs. S. T. I'ickard, of the Transcript,
celebrated their tin weddlug, the tenth anniversaThere was
ry of their marriage Monday evening.
quite a number of their friends present, several
interesting papers were read, and many gifts presented, made of the useful metal. It was a very
Mr.

and

pleasant

The Centennial Celebration.
A meeting of the sub-coinmittee on regatta, of
the centennial committee, was held last evening,
and the different matters pertaining to a rowing

Off the Track.
Freight train Ho. 247 of the Eastern Division,
Boston and Maine Kailroad, jumped the track at
Knights' crossing yesterday afternoon, and the
engine and six cars were derailed. Express train
So. 64 was sent through on tlie Western Division
route, and fourteen trains wei> delayed by the accident several hours.

but no decision was reached
M. F. Davis, Daniel E. Bowen, and H. Kinley
were added to the committee. The committ·* adwere talked over,

te

Friday evening next.

occasion to the

participants.
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Novelties.

the

askea for

Shoal tops
Shoal tops, extra

G.OO
0.00

3.50

4.00

Deep tops

No. 4 trunks
No. 1 zinc
Iso. Heather
Extra leather
Paper commons

8.00

5.00
10.00
15( 0
42.00

15.00
24 00

60.00
2.50
1.50
6.00
Common zinc bonnet boxes
4.00
Common leather bonnet
15.00
boxes
12.00
37.00
24.00
Sample trunks
firm than the
'/This list is more favorable to theThe
Portland
price list as adopted in Boston.
trunk makers ask for an advance of about 65 per

ertion, lifting, etc.

_

^KiucS)

niiuc

uuo

juvjiu«

at least 75 per cent.

was

"For six months of the year Uie men can now
make about $10 a week, tor three months about
$7, and lor the remaining portion of the year
about $4.50. At the rate asked for. the men
could make all the year round about $10 a week.
"The men also complain that they are hampered
In their work by being at times made to do it in
such a way as to prevent good progress."
It was reported after the Knights of Labor committee had presented their price list, that an
effort was being made by the firm to employ non
union men and boys, to be paid weekly.
Mit. BRACKETT'» STATEMENT.
Mr. Brackett stated last evening that the firm
of J. L. Brackett & Co., is composed of himself
and George Lord. Ten Bien arc employed at their
trunk factory, No. 2G5 Middle street,
The men
receive their pay by the piece, getting from $4 to
S15 a dozen, according to the kind of work done
and averaging from eight to twelve dollars a week
at different seasons of the year. Owing to the
fact of the existence of a dull season during the
winter months, when the men are given employment rather to keep them together than because
there is really any need of tneir labor, the average weekly evenings per man for the year round
would be about eight dollars. The men usually
work eight or nine hours a day. The prices, Mr.
Brackett believes to be about the same as have
been paid in other places.
Mr. Brackett paid that a week ago yesterday
the men came to him and asked for an advance of
seventy-five per cent in their wages. "I refused
to talk'' said Mr. Brackett "until I knew what
was being paid in other places
Monday a committee of tlie Knights of Labor called on me.
more
men
demanded
said
the
pay and askThey
ed what I lia» to say about it. I told them that I
and
that I should
to
the
men
more,
expected pay
go to Boston this week, and on my return would
Fell them what I considered the best prices I
could offer. The business doesn't warrant an advance, but we foel that the men ought to have a
little better pay."
Mr. Brackett stated that the men are now at
work finishing up jobs already given out. He has
received no intimation that they would refuse to
take new work at the old prices pending a settlement of the question. The committee will again
meet Mr. Brackett next Saturday when he will be
prepared to make his offer. Air. Brackett goes
to Boston Thursday.

CORSETS!
IHILLETT k LITTLE.
SATURDAY.
GRAND CLOSING OUT SALE OF CORSETS.
Warner's Adjustable Hip Corsets at 50

cents.
Brilliant Corset, worth 75 cents, at 48
cents.
Tampico Corset, worth $1.00, at 60
cents.
Ο. X. C., best of all, fall line of sizes, at
So cents.

MILLETÎ& LITTLE,
ap21

SAMPLE PERFUMES
8 CENTS.
We have a very large assortment of tine Perfumes, most popof
ular odors sold anywhere,
which we will sell samples to anyone at only S cents per half ounce.

RINES BROTHERS.
dit

ap21

MUSIC AND DRAMA.
REWARD.

Tonight the first performance

of the military
drama of "Reward," with Charlie Collins as Fritz
Stein, and the members of Bosworth Fost in the
cast, will take place at City Hall. While the rehearsals have enabled all to get thoroughly acquainted with the several situations and business
of the play, since they almost all were in the
piece when brought out in Portland before, yet it
must not be imagined that those who attend will
In fact the play lias
see or hear nothing new.
been rewritten, lots of new songs introduced, and
the tableaux will be found especially attractive.
The piece will be staged in excellent shape.
Chandler's orchestra of ten pieces will furnish
music. Tickets can be procured at Stockbndge's

today.

FOGG'S

81 Hart ley St., Boston, Bass.

UPHOLSTERY GOODS,
Turcoman and Silk

Window Shades, Curtain Fixtures,
AND

UPHOLSTERY HARDWARE.
V>~JL MAKE TILE ONLY

GENUINE

and our Stop Roller is Standard.
£3&~Ask your Dealer for them, take no other.

FERRY.

Tomorrow, Fast night, Lizzie Evans will appear
Portland Theatre jn "Fogg's Ferry," the play
which pleased so many when this little actress
presented it a few weeks ago.In the afternoon she
will appear in "The Culprit Fay." "The Culprit
Fay" is something on the order of "Caprice," the
subject being that never-failing source of family
discord, a messalliance. The story is very cleverly told, and an excellent opportunity given Miss
Evans for the display of her abilities, which are

[WHOLESALE.!

at

manifold.

eodly

apr21

INSURANCE !
Strong Companies; prompt payment of
losses; fair rates; correctly written policies. For tlie above call at the Agency of

THE HONEYMOON.

Tobin's fine old comedy of "The Honeymoon"
brought out at Portland Theatre last night by
Mr. Hill, affording the theatre goers an opportunity of seeing Miss Mather in Juliana. Probably
no play is more familiar to our citizens than "The
Honeymoon." It lias served to display the abilities of almost all the great actresses of a former,
as well as a later, period,
as well as many of
lesser note, besides several excellent amateurs.
As Juliana, Miss Mather lias a character evidently much to her taste and one in which many
of her best qualities are seen to great advanherself
tage. As a ηΐΑ»ηηηΛ
lady of rank she..nWcomports
n>i»K nil «-1»
Κη1..»»ί.,„
was

Warren

to

lier

position,

and

these qualities

are

much

en-

In the scenes
where, attired in her peasant's dress, she is supposedly stripped of her rank, ana becomes one of
the people, she still charms the spectator, who
watches every movement with a pleasure that is
Indescribable. Her airiness and lightness on the
one hand, and lier passion on the other, each receive careful interpretation and her audience last
night evinced their satisfaction by the usual calls.
and

beauty.

Mr. l.evick's Duke Aranza was as careful and
polished a piece of acting as was to have been
expected from him, and Mr. Eytinge's Mock Duke
was as good as has ever been seen on these
boards. Considerable amusement was created by
Mr. Eanons as Dr. Lampedo, and a pleasing feature was the introduction of little Bany Wood as
Juliana's page.
There was, of course, a large audience present.
Tonight '-Leah" will be presented, and good seats
can be secured at the box office.

Sparrow & Co.,

NO. 50 EXCHANGE ST.

api'21

dlw4thp

SALE—House lots on one of the most
desirable streets In Deering, Sebago water
to be carried through the street, at 3 cents per
N. 8.
square foot; for further particulars call on
21-1
GARDINER, No. 4u Exchange street.

FOU

received at Brown's
car load of Horses
for sale
or driving:
21-1
THOMAS O'BRIEN.

SALE—Horses

;just
FOR
stable, 190 Federal St., 1
suitable for either working
cheap for

cash.

SALE—Or to let; two cottageson Peak's

λ

hanced by her grace

Curtain·,

minutes walk of Jones'
Γ0ΠIsland, within fiveaddress
0. I. KIMBALL,

Enquire

Landing.
112

or

21-tf

Free St.

large,

great
FOB
sloop rigged lighter; tonnage, 35 77-100 net;
Address MKS. P. M. II., Richmond,
3
SALE—At

discount,

a

years.
age,
Me., P. O. Box 125.

a

ap21-4

SALE— First class.square grand, second
piano, rosewood case, TVs octave, standard
21-1
make. Address N., This Office.

FOB

hand phaeton cheap.
MARCH opposite

second;
FOB
Inquire at shop of G. B.
Stable Oak Street.
SALE—A

21-1

Taylor's

FOB
&

SALE—A row boat. Inquire of RYAN
KELSEY. 243 Commercial street. 21-1

Sale of Real Estate on Execution.
STATU Of HAINE.
Cumberland, ss.
on Execution, ilated the Sixth day of
April, A. D. 1886, issued on a Judgment rendered by the Superior Court for said County of
Cumberland, at the March Term thereof, A. D.
1886, to wit: on the Third day of April, A. D.
1880, in favor of Charles F. Mountfort,of Portland in said county, against John M. Parker, of
said Portland, for the sum of Two Hundred and
Twenty-Two Dollars and Fifty-Fire Cents ($222.55) debt or damage, and Nineteen Dollar» and
Forty-Three Cents ($19.43) costs of suit, and will
be sold at Public Auction to the highest bidder
therefor, at the Sheriff's ofllce, in said Portland, on
the Twenty-Second day of May, A. D. 1886, at ten
o'clock in the forenoon, a certain lot of land, with
the buildings thereon, situated in said Portland, on
the Southwesterly sHe of Munjoy Street, and
bounded and described as follows, namely: Beginning at the Easterly corner of land sold by
Moses fcould to James E. Davis, by deed dated
April 22d, Α. I). 1853: thence running Southwesterly by said Davis' laad about Seventy feet
trr> land sold by said Gould to Benjamin F. Kilby ;
thence running Southeasterly by said Kilby's
land about Forty two feet, to land sold by said
Gould to Frederick Gilky; thenee running Northeasterly by said G ilky's land about Seventy feet
to Munjoy Street; thence running Northwesterly,
by Munjoy Street about Forty-two feet to the

TAKEN

THISisto

apr21&28

cjiven, that the
subscribers have been duly appointed Executors of the will of
SAMUEL R. SUMNER, late of Portland,
In the Connty of Cumberland, deceased, and have
taken upon themselves that trust by giving
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same ; and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make pay-

Notice

THADDEUS E. SUMNER, 1
of Buffalo, N. Y. i
laxec"lor3·
ALMON A. STROUT,
f
of Portland, Me. I
ap21dlaw3wW»
Portland, March 17,1885.

—

Schlepegrell
Labitsky

Medley—Rosedale
Polka—L' Esprit Française

March Selection—Our Bachelors

Grimmer
Waldteufel
Clauder

MARRI ACES.
In West Bath, April 18, Hiram C. Brown and
Miss Lilian M. Holbrook.
In Auburn, March 23, J. M. Stevens of Auburn
and Miss Jennie Booth of Lewiston.
In Buckfield, April 8, J. A. Orooker of West
Minot and Miss L. C. Whitman of Buckfield.
rn Hallowell, April 10, Orin Eugene Benner and
Miss Minnie B. Austin.

FOB SALE BY

TWITCHELL, CHAMPUN & CO,
aplC

dlw

;

CEILING

SPECIALTY.

LOSING, SHORT & HARMON.
Spool Silk and Twist
eod3m

feb26

CHEAP.

Orleans.

In this city, April 18, George C. Littlefield, aged
59 years 9 months.
[Funeral this Wednesday afternoon at 2 o'clk,
from his late residence, 153 Cumbreland street,
Relatives and friends are invited.
I11 Greenwood, April 9, Jeremiah Howe, age 1
47 years 10 months.
In South Paris, April 11, Mrs. Eunice Porter,
aged 95 years 0 months.

While scores of patents have been found worthless, the principles of the Glove-Fitting have
proved invaluable.

Γη "Wow Clnncpe

cigeu

/ο

ργ

Catalogue

free

application.

on

THOMSON, LANGDOK & CO.,New York.
eod3mnrm

marl 2

In

[The funeral service of the late Frank E.
Bumell will take place this Wednesday f.irenoon
at 10 o'clk, at his late residence, Spring street,
Woodfords. Burial at convenience of the family.

When a good medicine is a necessity. The impure state of the blood, the deranged digestion,
and the weak condition of the body, all call for
the purifying, regulating, and strengthing influences so happily and effectively combined In Hood's
Sarsaparilla. It overcomes that tired feeling,
cures headache and dyspepsia, and expels every
taint of scrofula from the blood.
"My daughter had been ailing some time with
general debility, and Hood's Sarsaparilla was
recommended to us. After she had taken three
bottles she was completely cured and built up.
It is with great pleasure that I recommend Hood1s
Sarsaparilla." Ben M. Mlrrielees, Supt. Cincinnati & Louisvill Mail Lino Co., Cincinnati.

19!)

satisfactory."

Hood's

Sarsaparilla

Sold by all druggists. $1 ; six for $ϋ. prepared
Lowell, Mass.
by 0. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries,

aprl'00
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D°Jferm

as

follows:

Corner Brown.
dtf

Congress St.,

apr20

perfectly free from any
injurious properties. We are now
receiving our Spiing; Stock of
which

J7

are

JU»

Λ.Μ.

JIKmil V *i«

«"

nuiv»

H

wish to call your attention.
Tlic
"KInnroc Ingrain (Carta

specialty.

LORING, SHORT
& HARMON,
No. 474 Congress Street.

NOVELTIES

MISS. S. A. FLOOD
—

WILL· EXHIBIT THE

Gents' Week
and
Dress

OF

BUMS, HATS, FLOWERS,
Materials and

Trimmings

of all kinds, for Ladies, Misses and Children,

Driving

Percale and
White Shirts,
Cuffs
and
Collars,

Fancy

—

—

Wear,

Oloves,

Hosiery,

LATEST IMPORTATION
—

—

AT

NO. 7 MARKET

PATTERN HATS AND BONNETS,
—

ON

—

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 21.

EASTMAN & CUTTS,
anrlorag 338 COIVCJBESS ST.

(ISt

former

lie will be glad to advise with custompersonally or by letter if desired.
He hopes to have the pleasure of showing you some superb new goods just arrived.
Boston, April 10.
d20t
aprlO

CARPET BEATING

Prime

a

Range,

NOTICE.
There is no article in a household that
collects more unhealthy dirt than α Carpet. After a Carpet has been in use for
some time, sweeping takes off only a
part of the dust and dirt, and the rest
settles down into the Hbre. No ordinary
beat in* will remove it.
Hand beating
is ineffective, and the common beating
machine process but little better.
Oar
method is a thorough and effective one.
and the super heated steam as applied
by our process will effectually relieve
the Carpets of all impurities, thereby
promoting health and comfort. Machine and attachments patented and in
operation at

$50.00.

The above are the most remarkable bargains we have ever seen in laces.
1 case of Wide Stripe Seersuckers 6 1-4
cents.
1 case of Mikado Suitings 50 cents: sold
elsewhere for 62 1-2;
exceedingly

MAHRESSES

stylish.

Openingof Imported and Domestic

SPRINGS.

and Jackets for Ladles, Misses and Children.

FOSTERS

Foatta in Enormous Quantity.
We

near

_

a

a
a

quick

move
fire overturns a
one is scalded ; a

kettle of hot water and some
sudden change in the atmosphere brings on toothache, neuralgia or rheumatism. For all such and
for many other household troubles of greater or
less Importance, BlKEB'g Créai Americin
Specific is a remedy.
This is to certify that I
caught my foot ana fell full ]
force striking the edge of a
tub with my nose, breaking the flesh away from

AN OATH

cartilage, making it
necessary for the doctor to take several stitches
to keep It in place. I used very freely Baker's
Great American Specific. I have not had any
soreness resulting from the blow, and no discoloration of the flesh, and but little swelling. Every
body should have a 'Πbottle for instant use for
λ

SQUARE.

Dinner

_

numb
injurious ingredients. It does not simply
the pain and afford temporary relief, but acts as a
Try It
counter irrita/nt and draws out the pain.
see.

it is
It

10

sold for

ο»

By HI dealers, and
that If our remedy HememMr
does not fulfill all our claims
as printed on the label, we
will refund your money at
This insures you satisfaction.

MAURICE BAKER & CO., Proprietors,
mar29

Tea Sets,
Toilet

PORTLAND,

MAINE.

lstor4thpeodtf

NOTICE.
We the undersigned grocers and provision dealers
will close our places of Business on Thursday,
April 22, (Vast Day) for the entire day.
A. L. Millett & Co.,
Sawyer & Dyer,
Builder & Morris,
J. T. Woodbury,
Small & Kicker,
Llbby & Wade,
C. P. Illsley,
C. K. Gage,
Morrill & Ross,
C. A. Chase,
M. A. Dillingham,
Ε. M.
.lames H. Wren,
Stevens & Elwell,
Geo. C. Sliaw & Co.,
John W. Deering,
L. C. Seavey,
C. G. Files,
S. Winslow.
A. R. Moody & Co.,

Sylvester

Λ

Hobart,

Thomas L. Callan,
Tolman & Co.,
W. S. Dunn,
W. Milllken & Co.,

Leighton,

G. II.
A. It.

Cloyes,

Winslow,
Martin W. Best,
G. H. McKenney,
Carter & Coveny,
McCobb & Lord,
W. L. Wilson & Co.,
Geo. H. Lord,
C. W. Lombard & Co.,

Henry Woodside,
Charles J. Penne»,
Globe Tea Co.,
John Loveitt & Co.,
Sewall Lang.

apr20d3t

We make

a

specialty of

WATCHES !
American and Foreign manufacture.

JEWELRY Σ
of Latest and most Tasty Designs.

FINE MAINE TOURMALINES AND OTHER GEMS
Watches, Clocks and Jewelry
repaired in the most thorough manner at reasonable prices, by first-class workmon.
MILITARY and SOCIETV GOODS

liave stood tlie test of time.

dtf

The

"Expert," "Standard"and "Light
Roadster." New improvements,
New ma;imi prices reduced.
chines this year, including a Ladies' Light l'licycle, and the Columbia "Safety·' Bicycle.
C. H. LAMSON, 201 MIDDLE STREET
apl3 Send for Catalogue, Free. d&wtf.J

We have closed out from
New York Importer

100 pieces Haud Made Wool Laces in all
colors and black, in 4 widths, matched
patterns. We offer them at 17, 22, 25
and 33 cents. This is less than half

SPECIBL HIEWTIOW
must

·

prices.

be made of our

SALÎ WEDNESDAY

Lace

Curtain

and continue until sold.

MILLETTl LITTLE.

DEPARTMENT.

U3t

ap20

Nottingham Lace Curtains,
SI.OO per pair and upwards.
Nottingham Lace Curtains,
$2.00per pair and upwards.

BARGAINS.
3 1-2 cent Prints for
5 cent Prints for
"
"
β "
Best Prints for
Arnold's Indigo Blue for

Swiss Lace Curtains,

$6-OOper pairand upwards.
Madras Lace Curtains,
$3.50 per pairand upwards.
Opplique Lace Curtains,
$7.00 per pair.
Silk Lace Curtains,
SI8.00 per pair.
Madras Lace by the Yard,
50 cents.
Turkoman Curtains,
$5.50 to $25.00 per

Best

S cents
4 "
5 "
"

7

"

7
8
14
25

"

in ihc market.

Cretonne Prints for
Albatross Suitings for
Fancy Mohair
Suitings
"
"
Plain
In Light Shndei.
Red and Blue Cheek Mohairs
Kirber Figured Suitings

C. P.

pair.

κ

25
15

'·
"
"

"
"

CLAPP,

Manager,
Our Carpet Floor is tbe largest, lightest and best
in this country, and we are snowing the best goods
for the smallest amount of money that we ever
had to otter, but we cannot guarantee the price
are
only from week to week. That these trades
of people
appreciated can be seen by the crowds week.
We
who have visited our store the past
ask a call and we will trust the quality of tbe
goods and the price on them to do tne rest. One
thing we will add. You have n6 conception of the
extent of our establishment or of the beautiful
goods we handle unless you call. beThis is no ghost
story, but solid facts which willwill borne out to
come and see.
your entire satisfaction if you
We keep open every evening until 0 o'clock, and
have electric lights on 3 floors. Any of the goods
we handle we will sell for cash, or a quarter down
at time of purchase and balance $6 per month If
the amount be $50 or under, and $10 per month
If 8100 or under. To make it more plain we will
sell a $40 l'iusli Set for 10.00 down and 5.00 per
month ; a $20 Chamber Set for 5.00 down and 5.00
per month ; a $20 Carpet for 5.00 down and 5.oo
per month ; a $2>i Range for 5.00 down and 5.00
per month; a $12 Baby Carriage for 3.00 down
and 1.00 per week; a $12 New Perfection Refrigerator for 3.00 down and 1.00 per week ; Come
and see us, see the stock, see our building
rido
on the elevator up and down from floor to floor
We guarantee you the fairest and most honest
treatment that can be accorded to customers
Respectfully your obedient servants,

499

Congress St.,

Corner Brown.
dtf

apr20

IN MEMORIAM
I have in warerooms and for sale, the best selected stock of marble In the state for cemetery
purposes. Parties intending to erect memorials
to their loved ones cannot fail to please themselves both in regard to price and workmanship
at my establishment,

43 TEMPLE ST., between Federal and Congress Sis.

H. F THOMPSON.
IV, Β.— I bnrc no agento.
what job are buying.

Call and

CAUTION !

aee

d2m

aprlO
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Gray's Symp of Red Spruce Grna.
FOR

eodly

apl3

COLUMBIA BYC1CLES !

MILLETT & LITTLE.

Sets,

Shades and Drapery.

—

ON

KERRY, WATSON

CO.,

Sole Proprietors of the above Trade Mark.
Warwhomw:
Factory Rouaee Point. Wholesale
22U State Street, poston.

janll

f

Rooms,
dlw

&

Whole:ala rrejgists, Itsotreal.

—

No. ΙΟ £LII STREET.
aprlG

(See Trade Mark Act of 1868.) Price 95 eta.

ISAAC C. ATKINSON,

TUESDAY, APRIL 20th,
at lier

TRADE MARK NOTICE.
This is to intimate that the words,**' Strup or
Spruce Gum" constitute our Trado Mark, which la
.Iuly secured according to law both at Ottawa and
ashington. Any person infringing the same, «τ
imitating the wrapper which is also registered, will
be prosecuted forthwith, and without further notice.
N. B.~Any one offering for sale, not being the manufacturer, an article for coughs and colds bearing
the above Trade Mark, is equally liable with ttoe
manufacturer.

& Co.

will liavc lier

Spring Opening

Coughs, Colds, Consumption. Hoarseness. Lorn of
voice, ana all affections of the Throat ana Lufl^a.

B. A. Atkinson

J. G. HAYES & GO. MRS. E. R. FOWLE
ape

WOOL LACES !

Sets,

w

WM. M. DOW, Pobland, Mb.
1
Statu of Maine.
County of Cumberland. I
M. Dow, and affirmed
ffm.
appeared
Personally
that the above statement by him signed Is true,
before me, LEWIS B. SMITH, Notary Public.
Baker'» Great American Specific is a
clean ancl purely vegetable preparation, free from

anu
and

HAND MADE

!

WITHOUT

the

Carpets beaten at all seasons of the
year and in all kinds of weather.
(12w
apr20

A

step causes a sprain;
sudden fall wrenches

ACCIDENT

_

—

large variety, and everything for everybody.

When you hurt yourself ; try something better for
pains—Baker's Great American Specific.
any
I is liable to happen to misat any time.

AND

Carpet Beating Rooms,
No. 13 Preble St., Opp. Preble House.

Easy Chairs

DON'T SWEAR
a

—

great variety.

In

dtf_

shoulder;

have

LOUNGES

488 & 490

one

FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE

bargains.

I

239 MIDDLE STREET.
A. Keith.
J. A. Mekkill.

d3t

OP EN INC OF

upward.

J.A.MERRILL & CO., JEWELERS.

—

MONDAY, APRIL· 19, 188G,
PORTLAND.
35 DEERING STREET,
apl'J

Upholstery and Drapery Out

with all the Ware, Pipe, Zinc, Sc.. to an elegant
High and Low Hot Closet Reservoir Range at

price $6.00.

—EN"—

eod3m

feb25

To Purify Your Blood.
"Two months ago I commenced taking Hood's
Sarsaparilla as an experiment, as I had no appeI
tite or strength, and felt tired all the time.
attributed my condition to scrofulous humor,
had tried several different kinds of medicine,
without receiving any benefit. But as soon as I
had taken half a bottle of Hood's Sarsaparilla,
and my stomach felt
my appetite was restored,
I have now taken nearly three bottles,
better.
in
life." Mrs. Jessie
well
my
so
and I never was
F. Doebeare, Fascoag. It. I.
with
a complication of
afflicted
"Having been
I took
disorders, the result of impure blood,
was perfectly
result
the
and
Hood's Sarsaparilla,
Mrs. J. Barton, New Haven, Ct.

enrde

C. P. CLAPP, Manager,

ridge) Papers

This is the Season

name on

25 cts.
We have all shads on hand.

jcars.

Lewiston, April β, C. M. Wentworth, aged 45
years 11 months.
In Durham, April 5, Mrs. Olive Ewing, aged
73 years.
In Togus, April 9, John Gavin, aged GO years.
In Togus, April 10, Henry Sanderson, aged
G2 years.
Ill Boston, Apjil 19, Nathan M. Woodman, aged.
56 years.
[Funeral this Wednesday afternoon at 2 o'clk,
at residence ot Capt Brewer, No. 71 Carlton St.
Burial private.]

Belding's Best Sewing Silk. 8 cent*.
Belding's Best Twist, 3 cfs, 2 spools
for 6 cents.
Belding's Best Knitting Silk, 1-2 oz.
spools, 35 cents.
Belding's Embroidery Silk, 8 cents.
Single skeins 2 cts., two skeins 3 cts.,
three skeins 5 cts., twenty-five skeins

Marftli MO. Mnsp.s Wharff.

$15.00 for

from the great sale in New York.

once.

The

NON-ARSENICAL

As Manager of their extensive

RANGES,

TURNER BROS.'

ap!5

CO.,

OF BOSTON,

ers

—

FIFTY
CENTS

are

DEATHS.

SHEPARD, iVOR WELL

exhibited East of Boston or New York, and
r~.rely exceeded by those cities. And positively
the largest line of

in

ΛΒΕ STILL TRIUMPHANT.

authorized to refund money, if, ;
Retailers
on examination, these Corsets do not prove as
For
sale everywhere.
represented.

that be is now associated with
the well known house of Messrs.

rons

at prices from

~

For fifteen years, tliey liave steadily gained in :
favor, and with sales constantly increasing have
become the most popular corset throughout the :
United States.
The G quality is warranted to wear twice as long
We have lately introduced ;
as ordinary Corsets.
the G and It—H grades with Extra Long Waist, !
them
when preferred.
can
furnish
and we
Highest awards from all tlie World's great
is for First Degree
last
medal
received
The
Fairs.
of Merit, from the late Exposition held at New

Begs to advise bis friends and old pat·

$250,

ever

Auction Laces!

—

For many years in business in

Parlor Furniture

—

have competent workmen
and would advise all contemplating work of this kind to call early, before the rnsh of Spring business commences.

played

to

and

UPHOLSTER,

price from

in

tfc

Is guaranteed to do all claimed for it, and any
druggist will give you back your money if It does
not. Remember also we print only home testimonials from reliable people.
Brown's Sarsaparilla is sold by all druggists for
$1.00; 6 bottles for $5.00. ARA WARREN, Projel0eodly-lstor4thpeF
prietor, Bangor, Me.

EX. BRIG "GEM" W. P. LEACOCK & CO S BRAND.

We

and "Divorce."
Bennett & Moulton's opera company will be at
Portland Theatre all next week. The list of
operas will be found elsewhere.
The
will be the programme
by
Grimmer's orchestra at the Theatre, April 22a,
matinee and evening:

SARSAPARILLA

280 Puncheons,
17 Tierces.

We arc prepared to make estimates on all kinds of above work.

"Pique"

ranging

Street.

C. W. ALLKK
dtf

—

and positively tlie largest assortment ever offered
to the public "by any house in the country. Also
the largest and grandest display of

BARBADOES
Bargains in Every Department
HAUSSES.

A

$5,000 against Manager John Stetson in a suit
brought to recover royalties upon the plays

Chamber Sets,

Beautiful Styles and Low Prices.
Centemeri Kids jnst received for Easter.
Silesias 8 cents. Cambrics 4 cents.

House, Office and Store Decorations

A New York jury in the Superior Court Monday, gave Manager Augustin Daly a verdict of

CARPETS,
$16

Wool Laees 2 cents per yard and
Hand made Flouncing $1.50 ;

Exchange

NOTICE!
OEO. ». WORTH,
Interim Decorator

Our Feather Koom is 50 leet long and 13 full ol

season.
Mr. Ernst

"Lohengrin?'

Salesroom 18
marl 4

BROWN'S

AT

Auctioneers and Commission Merihants
F. O. HAII.KV.

Kidney Disease.
J. W. Tibbetts, M. D., Stetson, Me., prescribed
Brown's Sarsaparilla for all forms of Kidney and
Liver Disease.

NEW CROP OF 1886.

DECORATIONS.

Perabo, the well-known pianist of
Bojton, celebrated 011 Monday the anniversary
marking twenty years of musical career in Boston. April 19,18(56, lie made liis debut in a Harvard Musical Association concert. Mr. Perabo is
well known In Portland.
Miss Fanny Davenport and her sister, Miss May
Davenport, occupied a box at the Boston Theatre
Monday night, witnessing the performance of

a golden opportunity
people
from tne largest anil best
selected stock of all kinds and grades of

of

April

η. lu.

man.
Piano rosewood case, (cost $600.) Black
Walnut and Painted Chamber Sets, Solid Mahogany Chamber Set (very old). Mahogany Tables,
Hat Tree, Mirrors, one Melodlon, Brusselsjapestrv and Ingrain Carpets, Oil Cloth, Black Walnut
Dining Table and Chairs. China Dinner Se t.
Clocks, Crockery Ware, Wardrobes, Window
Shades, large Cedar Packing Chest.Kltchen Furniture and Utensils, &e., &c., Sc.
apr20d2t

Announce to all the
to furnish your Houses

nf

at ltt o'clock

Furniture, Etagere. Marble Top TabPARLOR
les, Lace Curtains and Lambrequins. Otter1

Cor. Pearl and Middle Streets,

that accompanies Kidney Disease. Her husband
took Brown's Sarsaparilla to her, and by its use
she was cured, and can now rim a sewing machine
and do work about her house better than for
years. Mr. Brackett says there must have been
one hundred people call to see her and all agree
that that famous Brown's Sarsaparilla cured her

—

Slat,

Donnelt Building,

FIRST CARGO Wraps

Mr. Booth has engaged to play 210 nights next

Overture—Sunrise
Waltzes—Amalien (first time)

is hereby

ηιινΛ/1

wnn

We. lî!t Ntate Hired, Wcdneadar,

ΙΚΓ

BACKACHE,

ment to

NOTES,

following

pets, Pianos, &c.,

Disease. Could not sit up but one or two liours at
sick
a time. Had a constant tired feeling and
headache, together with the usual

deed recorded in Cumberland Registry of Deeds,
in Book 274, Page 517, the same having been attached upon the original writ in the suit wher»in

In Insolvency.
Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland,
State of Maine.
April 20, A D. 1886.
In case of WILLIAM H. MCDONALD, Insolvent
Debtor.
give notice, thaton the twentieth day
of April, A. D.
1880, a Warrant in Insolvency was issued by Henry C. Peabody, Judge
of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against the estate of said
WILLIAM H. MCDONALD, of Deering,
of
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petitionthe
safd Debtor which petition was filed on
twentietli day of April, A. D. 1886, to which
date interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said
Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any property by him are forbidden by law. of said
Debtor,
That a meeting of the Creditors
to prove their debts and choose one or more asof Inheld
a
Court
be
at
will
of
his
estate,
signees
solvency to be holden at Probate Court Koom,
in said Portland, on the third day of May,
A. 1). 1886, at ten o'clock In the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above writH. K. SARGENT.
ten.
Deputy SlierlfT, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.

Tlnnrvni·

at 10 a. m., at
Otias. Hehr, 263 Middle Street.,
Scissors, Butcher Knives, Careers and
Forks, Bread Knives, Case tioods, Skates, Pocket
Cutlery, &(·., &c.
Also Tools and Fixtures, Show Cases, Safe,
Desk, Lathes, Forge, Anvil, Benches and Vices,
Files, &c., &c.
aprl9dst

ON
store of
Razors,

Household Furniture, Car-

Kidney Disease by Brown's Sarsaparilla.
Mus. C. P. Brackktt, of Hermon, had Kidney

point of beginning; being the same premises conveyed by said Moses Gould to John N. Pennell by

said execution issued, on the Twenty-First day of
October A. D. 1885, at four o'clock and fifty minutes in the afternoon.
Dated at Portland this Seventeenth day of A prli.
A. D. 1886.
Ε. N. JORDAN, Deputy Sheriff.
dlawSwW
apr21

C?*·

"T

·«■»

AUCTION.

F. O. BAILEY & CO., AUCTIONEERS.

with all other symptoms of Kidney Disease. Her
husband was called home as she was dangerously
ill; he bought Brown's Sarsaparilla; she was
cured by it, and is now about her house in better
health than for years. The testimony of her
friends is that Brown's Sarsaparilla saved her life.
Mil. CnAitLES Patterson, Engineer, Bangor,
was cured of Kidney Disease, caused by over ex-

Now paid
Price
per dozen Demanded.
« 5.00
$ 3.50

BY

WEDNESDAY, April 21st,

OUR

AT

BACKACHE

following price-list was presented, showing the
paid by the firm, and th· adprice as at present
:

Cutlery Store, Fixtures,Tools&c.

& CO.

Colored Urine? If yon have any of these troubles
you may be sure you have Kidney Disease. Are
you bilious? Have you jaundice? Do you have a
sallow complexion? Are you troubled with constipation? If so, you have Liver Complaint and
should read the following testimonials:
Mrs. Chas. Hathorn, 61 Pearl St.,Bangor, has
been very low with Kidney Disease; she had been
confined to her bed for some time. Had* a constant and Intense

Parasol Opening !

"The men did not want to break down the business of the firm, nor to injure it in the least, but
They prepared
they did want to make a living.
This was
a list and presented it to Mr. Brackett.
list in Boston,
new
of
the
price
after the adoption
That list was not
and in fact in Massachusetts.
to the men as the list that was
quite as favorablecommittee
of the Knights of Laresented by the
of from 25 to 60 per cent was
advance
or.
An
asked for. Mr. Brackett refused to even look at
Mr. Brackett said
the list prepared by the men.
to the men, "If you are not satisfied, why don't
men then placed the matter in
The
leave?"
you
the hands ot the Knights of Labor, bv whom the
vance

Β. A. Atkinson

A Backache, Drawing-down Pain, Weary, Tired
Fetiing, Disinclination to labor, Scanty and High

men:

■

street church in this city.

race

A demand for an Increase of wages lias been
made by tlie men employed by J. L. Brackett &
Co., trunk manufacturers, at 2G5 Middle street,
and tlie matter has been taken up by the Knights
of Labor. Mr. Brackett has the matter of an advance in wages under consideration.
THE MEN'S STATEMENT.
The following is what is said on the part of the

vtui. wii auuic

Λ1ίί*.·ίΚ.,«η„

The Orand Keeper of Records' report showed
that 011 April 1st, 188G, there were GO Conimauderies ia Maine, with a membership of 2,139.
There have been 12 deaths during the year. The
insurance carried by the order in the State is $2,430,000. The Commauderies in the State have
paid $26,000 to the Supreme Treasury, and $25,000 have been returned for death benefits in
Maine. Tiie Grand Treasurer lias received $2,071.13 during the
year, and has paid out

CHANCES.

SUDDEN

If |tbe body receives daily

Commandery duly open»d.

The grand officers were all present, and answered to the roll call as follows :
Grand Commander—t,. J. Perkins, Portland.
Grand Vice Commander—Mary K. l)avis, Bidde-

Insolvency.
of

F. 0. BAILEY & CO., AUCTIONEERS·

HAVE YOU GOT

Trouble at Brackett & Co.'s Trunk
Factory.

AUCTION SALES.

Fl'KWFTl'KK.

MISCELLAIVEOITS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

A THREATENED STRIKE.

THECOLDEN CROSS.

ap20

PORTLAND.

eoUlstor4thp

TABLE
SAUCE.
The most delicious in flavor; appetizing la effect; and by liberal use enab.es I>\speptics to eat
meats and hearty food without, injurious results.
aprlGeod3ra
For sale by all grocers.

WI^BA!>rN

iltt

)

